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Young Wild West's Lasso Duel
OR,

THE · PICNIC AT DRY BOTTOM
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
YOCNG WILD WEST MEETS RED JOE.

"You're cPrtainly a likely lookin' lot, strangers, an ' I don't
mind tellin' it to yer right to your faces. Tber gals are as
putty as pictures, an' ther horses you have got seems to be
somethin' a little better than is generally found arou nd here.
,
Where did you say yon was goin '?"
The speaker was a tall, sinewy cowboy, wh o sat astride a
big mustang, his fa.ce wearing an expression that was one
of mixed curiosity and sarcasm.
His remarks were addressed to a party of rlders, two of
whom were boys, one a tall man with long, black hair and
mustache to match, two girls and a rather young woma_n.
Two Chinamen, who were sitting upon their bronchos and
h olding lon g halter s that were leading a pair of pack-horses,
might have been included, but it is doubtful if th e cowboy
bad any thought of them at all.
He seemed to be looking at the girls mostly.
"Well, my friend,'' one of the boys answered, as be looked
at him rather coolly, '' I didn't say where we were going. I
simply asked you if there was a ranch apywhere close about.
You fee, we have never been through this part of the country
before, or not within a couple of hundred miles of here, anyhow, so we don't know the Jay of the land very well."
"Oh, is that so?''
"Yes, tbat·s so, my- friend ..,
"Then you don't know where you want to go?"
"That's about the size of it.~
"Well, r on're a mighty funny kid, I should say. Say! where
did you git money enough to buy tber fancy rig you have
got on? You sartinly do look peart. With that long hair of
youni hangin' down over your shoulders an' a fancy buckskin
coat an' trousers, you about come up to t ber pictures we see
sometimes. Then, ag'in, that red fringe on your clpthes looks
as though it might be real silk, an' ther horses you're r!din'
might be worth five hundred dollars. Quite an outfit for a kid
to have, I sorter reckon."
"You think so, do you?"
"Well, if I didn't think so I don't s'pose I'd say so, kid.
But I may as well answer your questions, so I'll tell yer
that there's a ranch layin' off to ther left, ab out six miles
from here. lf you·re goin' over that way, you' ll see it when
you git to ther top of tber ridge a mile beyond. But what's
your business, anyhow? On a little huntin' trip, or are you
bonnd for ther picnic?··
"Well, we 1tr<" always on a hunting trfo, my friend. As to a
pi r nir, ,._-e ;vere not aware t.hat the1 c was one going to be
be!d anywhere within our reach ·•

"Well, there's goin' ter bl'! a big picnic at Dry Bottom tomorrow. It wi!J be tber biggest time ther country has ever
seen, 'cause ther new school building is done an· everybody
wants ter sorter celebrate it. Ther sheriff au· tber county
jedge will be there, too, to make little speeches, an' if things
don't go jest right most likely thPr sheriff will go back with
a whole lot of prisoners. It's a mighty bad sheriff we've gol
in this herP county."
"Is that so? What county does this happen to be, anyway?"
.. It's Deafsmith Count~·. an ' it's in ther Stale of Texas.
Maybe yer didn 't know that, either."
''Oh. yes, I was well aware that we v:cre in Trxas. Thai Is
smch a big place that one can't get out of it in one day, ) ou
know.··
"'Vell, I've !mowed a whole lot ter come hPre an' nPYer
git out of it. Ha! ha! ha!·· and th" cowboy laughed as though
he bad cracked a very good joke.
·' Meaning that they've died with their boots on, I suppose,··
and the boy nodded and smiled .
"You have got my rneanin ' jest right, kid. But, hello!
Here comes some of ther boys. You don't mind waitin' awhile
till they Tide up a n' look yer over? 'l'h"y'll be delighted ter
have a look at sich nice gals as you have got here. Say! kin
ther gals shoot any? I see thC'y've all got rifles with ·cm .·•
"Well, I think they can shoot pretty well. But wlrnt is
your name, if you don't mind telling me? "
"Me? Why, l'm Joe Fletcher-Red .ToP, the y call me, on
account of ther color of my musta<'he. I don't minrl t Pllin ·
ye1· in ther least, kid. I don 't mind (ellin' any of ycr for that
mattPr, .. and be waved his hand so that all the party were
included. "If yon happen ter git o,·cr to ther picnir at Dry
Bottom to-morrow, you'll find out that I'm somewhat of a
hum-scorcher. Wh en I git oiled up a little T generally leis
myself go, an' when I gits goin' once everybody else has to
stand clear. I'm ther foreman of ther Little Y Ranch , which
is ther one I jest told you \!,bout. After I' ve give th!'r boys
a chance to look Yf'r over good, you kin ride over to ther
ranch an' introduce yo urself to ther boss, whose name is
Stratton."
"Thank you! I'll take pleasure in doing that."
"Say!·• and Red Joe, as he chose to call himself, gaYe a
vigorous nod, "yon might as well introduce yourself to me.
Then yo u can make me acquainted with ther gals. I'm a
regular ladies' man, I am, an' I'll bet they know it afore this.·•
·'Oh, yes, no doubt th ey discovered that the moment you
rode up. Well, Red .Joe. my name is Young Wild West.·•
"ls that so?" and the cowboy foreman gave a start and
looked keenly at the boy.
·'Yes, that's right. I can't help it if I'm telling you the truth.
This gentleman on my _left is Cheyenne Charlie, the scout;
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be,'' and then the cowboy frowned slightly,

"Yes, it might
and this boy to the right is .Jim Dart. They are my partners.
I thiuk that will be enough in the way of an introduction just which our hero and his companions did not fail to notice.
;,Well, gentlemen," the young deadshot said, coolly, ''if you
no-w. ''
"Ye r do, ·E'h? Well, I'Ye beard tell of Young Wild West an' have looked us over enough wo will go on. I reckon we'll ride
his pards, though I ain't never had ther pleasure of seein' over to the Little Y Ranch. P e rhaps we will mest later on. I
you afore. F rom wha t some has said, you're a putty meddle- think it quite likel_y that we will be at the picnic at Dry Botsome kid. Always bo therin' with somebody else's business, I tom to-morrow."
As soon as they heard this- the fo reman and his men began
unclerstaucl, an' maltin' trouble wherever you go."
A peculiar smile show ed about the llps of Young Wild West talking in low whispers.
·
Then as our hero turned his horse to rid e to the left, so he
when he heard this.
·'That's all right., Fletcher," he said, in the cool and' easy might pass them, his sweetheart, Arietta Murdock, promptly
way that had helped make him famous. "Probably those rode up and took her place at his side.
This was the signal for the rest to· get in motion, and they
who gave you the information were not our friend'!!. We have
a great mauy enemies as well as friends, you must under- all swung off to ride a.cross the broad stretch of prairie tostand. As for us making trouble wherever we go, I hardly ward the rise a mile or two distant.
But they had scarcely got past the bunch of cowboys when
think that is true. But I'll tell you one thing. If we happen
the latter turned and 'rode a1ong after them.
to get into trouble we general! y get out of it all right."
Red Joe managed to ride up close to Arietta, and doffing
"Oh, yes! There ain't. no doubt about that," and the foreman turned and looked at half a dozen horsemen who were his hat, said:
"It's been a mighty warm afternoon, miss, ain 't it?"
rapidly nearing the 1,pot, their steeds at a gallop. "You al"Rather," was the cold reply.
ways git out of it all right. That's 'cause you're a whole lot
"Rather, eh? Well, I should say it had," and then as
on ther shoot. They say you're ther Cha,mpion Deadshot of
though to prove his assertion, Red Joe mopped his face with
ther West."
"Well, they may say tbat, but I don't make the claim my- .a big red bandanna. "But say, miss," he added, "since ther
kid ridin' along with yer didn't ha"e manners enough to
self."
introduce yer, maybe you'll do it yourself. What's your name,
·'Does that include ther State of Texas?"
"I don't !, now, I am sure ..,.
please?"
··Well, do you think you could out-shoot any one in , ther
"You take my advice and get away from here," Young Wild
West spolce up, sharply. "If you don't, something will hapState of Texas?"
"l don't Jrnow why I should think anything like that. I pen to you."
"There yer are, boys!" the foreman shouted, turning to his
llaYe never tried more than twenty or thirty who claimed to be
men. "He's gittin' mad now, an' he's lookin' for trouble, too.
deadsbots and live in Texas."
What do you think he jest told me? He says if I don't git
"An' yer beat 'em all?"
'' Yes, I'm glad to say I did, though some of them were away from here somethin' will happen ter me. If that ain't
a threat, I don't know."
migh ty good shots."
"I don't know as Young Wild West has got any right to say
·'You're somewhat on ther brag, too, ain't yer?" and Red
anything like that, Joe," the thick-set fellow called Casey
Joe gave a sneer.
''1,Yell, if you want to call it that way, it's all rig,h t. But called out, as he came galloping up.
"See here, you sawed-off galoot, I reckon you ain't got
here comes your fri ends. Yon ,::an introduce us to them, and
nothin' ter say. You jest keep your tongue between your
then we'll go on about our business."
teeth, or I'll fl.op you off that nag you're rldin' so quick you
"Rold on, Young Wild ·west. You forgot somethin'."
won't know how it was done! " exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie,
"What is that?"
who, being a very Impetuous fellow, could no longer control
''Yon didn't introduce ther gals to me."
himself and had to give vent to his thoughts.
·'Well, I didn't think it necessary just now."
"Ah! " and Casey at once reined in hie horse and laid his
"Oh is that so?" and Red Joe sneered harder than ever
hand upon a gun. '.' That means fight. Don't think I'm afraid
'
this time.
of you, even if you are one of Young Wild West's pards. If
It was just then that the six cowboys came up.
willin' ter die! "
They brou ght their bronchos to such a sudden halt that they I can't hand.le a gun as good as you kin, I'm
· "Handle it, then, you sneakin' coyote!" and as quick as a
fairly rea1ed bacl, upon their haunches.
a revolver and had him covered.
But this was tlle style in that part of the country, es- flash the scout whipped out came
to a halt then, and it loolrnd
Every one in both parties
pecially when a rider desired to impress anyone with his
as though there was going to be some shooting done.
skill.
·But Cheyenne Charlie had the drop on Casey.
There was no mistake about that, and the short, thick-set
"W?l), boys,? what do you ,think of t_his party? A fine-look!n'
lot, a,m t_ they." Reel Joe as.;:ed, seemmg to forget Young Wild man scowled and turned his eyes ~oward the ground, his hand
still touching the butt of his gun.
Wests rnply.
·'The'y sartinly are, Joe," a swarthy-faced fellow, who was j "Jest take your fingers away from that piece of hardware,"
rather fho rt and stout, answered, as he leaned over and , the scout exclaimed, a ring of sarcasm in his voice. "You
gazed insolently at_ the three female members of the party. , spoke about· doin' some shootin', but I lcin easy see that you
ain't so much on ther shot after all. When I talk about doin'
"'Who .do you thmk they are?"
"Ain't got the least idea. Maybe they're on their way .to , any shootin' I'ni always r~ady to ·do it. I'm ready now. Jest
Dry Bottom. It might be they've been hired to give a show ! take a look into ther end of this barrel. Looks putty black,
j don't it?"
·
at ther picnic."
''.No, that ain't it, Case_y. :'his fancy-lookin' kid is_ ~oung I Casey cast a furtive glance around him as though he ex.
Wild We~t. The?'!. two ~s, his pards. ~e says ~; amt got · pected help from his companions.
But for some reason or other not one of them offered to
ther not10n of mcroducm ther gals Jest now.
·
interfere.
o!
It was evident that • all of them had heard the name
"Let him alone, Charlie," Young Wild West said, with a
Young Wild West b~fore, for instantly their eyes became
riveted upon the dashm~-looldng young fellow, who sat at his laugh. "He isn't so ·very dangerous, I'm sure. Probably he
may be very quici{ with a gun, if he strikes some one who is
ease upon the back of his splendid sorrel stallion, Spitfire.
. The fact was that none -0f the party seemed the least bit rather slow. But there is no need of · having trouble with
these fellows, so if they care to they can ride on and we'll
..
disturbed by. the insolence of the cowboy foreman.
·
The t~o girls and the Y?ung woman wer_e actually sm1!mg call the affair settled."
"Jest as you say, Wil/1," and Charlie quickly lowered his
and talkmg to each other 11:1 low tones, wJnle the two Chmamen looked on as though it was somethmg they were very gun and then dropped it into the holster.
He had barely done this when Casey made a grab for his
much used to.
"What are they doin' around these parts, Joe?" another of revolver.
He almost had it from the holster when a sharp report
the cowboys ventured to ask, as he rode up close to the foreman, and then looked Young Wild West over with a critical sounded, and uttering a yell, he placed the back of his. hand
to his mouth and began sucking It.
eye.
It was Young Wild West wh0 had fired the shot.
"That's what I don't know. You may have heard of ther
He had shown no signs of pulling a gun till the rascal
reputation they've got. They're always goin' around lookin'
for trouble. It might be that they've come down this way ter made the move to get ·a sly shot at the scout.
It happened so quickly that the foreman and the other
help hunt down ther gang what's been stealin' so many horses
cowboys were completely amazed.
lately."
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;<Casey," said Red Joe, shaking his head, "I reckon you
made a big mistake that time. "You hadn't oughter done a
thing Jike that. If you can't fight square, don't do no shootin'
at all. Are yer hurt much?"
"He Isn't hurt much," the young deadshot spoke up, with
a laugh. "I shot to just about graze the skin of the back of
his band. Blocd may have been drawn, but it won't amount
to anything. But the next time he tries anything Jlke that the
bullet w111 go in some part of him where it wlll hurt."
Red Joe soon reached Casey, and when he saw that it was
merely a scratch he had received he shoolt hi head and said:
"Well, I reckon we h~d better go au' look llP them stray
rattle. We'll see these people ag'ln, 'cause we're goln' to
ther picnic to-morrow, an' they'll be there."
Then without saying anything more to our friends, be turned
and rode away at a lope, the cowboys following him as though
they were very glad or the opportunity.
·' Don't fail to be at the picnic, gentlem·en," Young Wild West
called out. "The chances are there will be some lively shooting there, and we :want to take part in it, you know."
"Maybo you'll git what's comln' to you if you try to make
trouble when you glt there, Young Wild West," came the reply.
·"rhat's all right, Red Joe. If we run across any horsethieves at Dry Bottom we might aslc you to help us corral
them."
There was a shout of derision, but that was all. Then the
cowboys rode on out ot hearing.

3

hlrr.self through bis remarkable coolness and ability to shoot
quick and straight was never exactly at his ease unless there
was something occurl'lng to keep him interested.
Cheyenne Charlie and ,Jim Dart, who were proud to be calledh~s partners, were. just like him in this respect, though neither
of them seemed to have the ability to be a leader.
They were very gcod followers, so to speak.
Jim _Dart was rather quiet, but when it came to fighting
or talung the part of others who were worthy or it, he was
as good as the best.
Cheyenne Charlie, of cour,ie, was more than ready to always help the oppressed.
He was a I ittle hot-headed, and tlrnugh he was much older
than either of the boys, one word from our hero was sutlicient
to quiet him, no matter to what extent he had gone or what
the situation was.
.
Arletta had been born and re:::red in 'Wyoming at a tlme
when sava1se Intlians were roaming about. attacking settlers
and destroying their homes, and it was not strange that she
had learned early in her life how to handle firearms.
~o doubt she had been naturally, courageous, but her expenence had taught her to remam cool anu resourceful,
and she had learned much from her dashing young lover, so
that even when she fell into the hands of viiiai11ous whites
or redskins she never lost control of her-ielf and coolly waited
for something to turn up in her favor.
As the party rode away toward the ridge one of the Chinas
men allow~d the lariat he had been leading a pack-horse
with to trail upon the ground and gallopeil up to the front of
CHAPTER II.
the little procession.
THE BOSS OF THE LI'l'TLE Y RANOH.
'"Misler Wild," he said, addresslng the young lea<ler of the
Young Wild West and his friends watched the horsemen party, "um bad Melican men say ley haYee um picn'o toas they rode away to the lett toward a stretch of timber that mcl~~·
·
showed up something like three :(Diles away.
"That's right, Hop,~ Wild answerell, with a smile. "r sup. To the north a big herd of cattle could be seen grazing on pose that interested you somewhat?"
the short grass that covered the cattle range, while to the
"Me likee picnic velly muchee, Misler Wild."
west lay a high range of hills that could almost be called
"Of course you do. There's a ch,.nce Lo have fun at a picnic.
mountainous.
That goes without saying."
Almost straight ahead was the ridge our friends had started.
"Lat light. Me havee plenty fun ut urn picnic to-mollow, so
for after learning that the Little Y Ranch could be seen be. Me velly smartee Chinee. Me mallee evelybody velly
from the top of it.
rnuchee suplise. Me showe magic tlicks. Me gottee uncle in
.. Well, Et," the young deadshot said, smiling at his sweet- China whattee velly mue;hee smartee, and me allee samee
heart, "I reckon we'll go on now. Those· fellows seem to be likee my uncle."
a rather bad lot, though no doubt their leader makes them
that way. I am well satisfied that Red Joe, as he calls him"See here, heathen," Cheyenne Cha rlie cpoJ;e up. tartly,
self, is not altogether an honest man. That short, stout fel- "how many fimes have I told you to stolJ telliu' about that
low is a crook, too. He gave himself away when he spoke uncle, anyhow, but yet you keeJJ talkln' aliout it every c:liance
about our coming here to loo!{ for a gang of horse-thieves. you git. It ain't so bad when you'1e te!lln' strangers about
Well, I hope there is such a gang doing business around it, but when you talk it to us it git9 .:icl,euin'. Of course we
these parts, for we have the til'.ne on our hands to permit us all know that you're a h1ighty smart Chinee. You kli1 do all
to get after them. But probably we will find out more about kinds of sleight-of-hand tricks, -y er like whisky bctte1· than a
it when we get to the ranch that is not so very far away. slx-months'-old baby likes milk, an' you're never happier than
It's only about three o'clock, so we can take it · along easy when you're playl11' dt"aw poker an' ski11nin' some card-.;harp
and be there in time for supper. I imagine that the ranch out of his money. But that ain't ther thing. This here
boss must be a pretty decent sort of a man. Most of them braggin' on yourself about bein' so very smart, ;:n' tellln' lies
are, you know. Come on, everybody!"
about an uncle you have got, which in't no uncle at all r,n'
Arletta Murdock nodded and brushed back her long, golden never was_, Is goin' over tber limit. Now, then, you take
hair, and then she rode awp,y at the side of the dashing boy my advice an' J.:eep still about it. If you clon·t, some of these
she was so proud to call her lover.
times I'll git mad an' I'll cut off abCJut tl:ree inchc~ of your
Cheyenne Charlie and his wife, Anna, came next, and Jim pigtail."
Dart and IDloise Gardner followed along, with Hop Wah and
.. Lat allee light, Misler Charlie,'' Hop retorted, smiling
Wing Wah a short distance behind them, leading the pack- blandly at the scout. ·'Whattee you gittoe mad for? Me
horses that carried the camping outfit.
likee talkee, and me talkee allee samee because me wantee
. Young Wild West and his friends always lllrnd to get down talkee."
into Texas, for down along the Rio Grande Buckhorn Ranch
There was a laugh at this, for the girls were much amazed
was located.
as well as Wild and Jim.
This had been purchased by our hero some two or three
Somehow, Charlie always had it in,-for the clever Cl~inee,
years previous to the opening of our story, and · though as he was generally called.
there was not a mint of money in it, it was a well-kept
But no doubt this was because Hop made him the Yictim
ranch and a suitable place to take a rest at any time they of many practical jokes, and had showed him decisively that
saw flt to go there.
he 1wew nothing about the great American game of draw
Our friends had been in New Mexico, looking after their poker, or any other gambling game he had ever seen.
interests in some mining property, and they were on their · "Talkee, talkee, that's all there ls to it!" the scout exway to Buclthorn Ranch when they happened to meet Red claimed, in disgust. '"It's a wonder to me that you wouldn't
Joe, the cowboy foreman.
learn how to talk United States. Eve!" since I've lmow€d yer
It wail In the month of April, a few years ago, when Texas you have been goin' on ther same way. You don't know a
was still in a very wild state, as well as other parts of the bit more now than you did three years ago, an' I'll bet you
Southwest and West.
never w1ll know any more, either."
Then every man or boy who ventured out upon the plains
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. Me allee sarnee lead um
or mountains carried a gun and generally a rifle, too.
boolrn and papers, so be. Me velly smartee Chinee."
Young Wild West and his partners were always armed, and
"Yes, I know you kin read some, an' maybe that's a good
tbe girls the same, for they always tried to get to the wildest thing. But what yer read yer can't talk right."
parts of the country and were cpntinually searching for ex"Me talkee pletty muchee some timee, Misler Charlie. JI.le
citement and adventure.
velly smartee Chinee."
'l.'he fact was that the boy who had made such a name for. ''There it goea ag'in. A very smart Chinee. Well, if I was
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as smart as you are, blamed if I'd be tellin' about It all tber wife, for having that feeling toward Chinamen. It Isn't every
time."
Chinaman who is as clean as the two we have. But they
·'When you gittee allee samee somethling like me, Misler are all right, Mr. Stratton. You can rest assured on that."
Charlie, maybe you talkee velly muchee...
·'Well, 'ihey look to be all right, only they're a mighty soft
There was a.nether laugh at this, and the scout evidently pair, as far as I kin see. I don't see where that feller there
got disgusted. for he said no more.
_
kin be so very smart. He sartlnly don't show it in his looks."
Hop . smiled in his childish way, and dropped l:)ack to the
''Well, perhaps he will have a chance to show It to you
rear again.
before bedtime, Mr. Stratton. What have you been doing
The party rode on and soon reached the top of the ridge. here at the corral, if 1 may ask?"
. They could see the cowboys stlll riding off leisurely toward
"Brandin' some cattle that I bought ther other day. · I was
the timber, but they V(_ere too far away to distinguish plainly, jest thlnkin' of goin' back to ther house when I seen you
so they paid no further attention to them.
folks comln'. S'pose you ride right along with me?"
Almost straight beyond lay a ranch house and the outbulld''Well, we'll do that. But don't 'think that we are trying
ings belonging to it.
to impose upon your good nature when we ask the privilege
The corral was something like half a mile from the house, of stopping at your ranch to-night. We are ready and willing
and between them and the buildings.
to pay for any accommodations we may receive."
They could see a couple of men working there, while their
"Say, you own a ranch in Texas, don't you?" and the ranchhorses grazed outside.
man looked at him quizzically.
'
Inside the corral were quite a few cattle, and no doubt
"Yes, Buckhorn Ranch. I own It, but as I am not twentythey had not been branded yet.
one yet, Cheyenne Charlie ls my guardian."
Young Wild West urged his sorrel stallion ahead, and the
"Well, I didn't mean anything like that. But 1f you own
rest followed, and it was not long before they reached the a ranch In Texas you oughter know somethln' about Texas.
corral.
Did yer ever h€ar tell of ·a ranchman chargln' strangers for a
The two men had quit work by this time, and were stand- meal's victuals or a bed?"
ing there waiting for them, looking at them in no little
"Well, I can't say that I have, unless It was a public place
surprise as they came up.
along some trall or highway."
It was easy for the young deadshot to guess that one of
''Vi'ell, then, don't say anything more about payin' for your
t:he mel\ was either the owner or boss of the ranch, for there grub an' lodgin', 'cause if you do you might as well go on
was ·something about him that told that much.
somewhere else, or else camp."
.. How are YOll, gents?" he :,aid, in his cool and easy way,
"All right, Mr. Stratton. You. wlll excuse me. I don't often
a~ he r?de up a~.? brought his horse to a halt. "ls this the say anything like that, but I didn't exactly !mow just how
Little 1 Ranch you felt about it. If I were to judge you trom your fore--1 reckon It is, young feller." and the man the boy had I man and half a dozen of your cowboys, I might think that
I
picked to be the boss gave a nod or satisfaction. "What can you were not exactly like the genel'al 1·un of Texans. But I
I do for yer?"
don't judge you by them, Mr. Stratton. I am satisfied th.at
·'You're the boss, then?"
you are all wool and a yard wide."
"Yes, I'm hired by them as owns ther Little Y ter run things
·'Huh! You met Red Joe, I reckon," and Stratton looked
.here. My name is Stratton."
at him and shook his head.
"Gooa! Well, my name is Young Wild West, and I thought
"Yes, that's what he called himself. A pretty fresh sort
perhaps you wouldn't mind· taking us in for the night. Of of a fellow, too."
, cour~e, if you can't accommodate us all, we will be satisfied
·'Yes, that's right. Joe ain't got much manners. He's a
to pitch ?ur ca~p somewhere close to the ranch and t.ake It born crank, too. I've been thlnkin' of gittin' rid of him
1
rd
th
easy u1;t l. mornmg. We have hea
at there is gomg to for ther past two or three months but someho he s enl.s to
be a. picm~-- at a place called :1:JrY Bott?m, and _as :"'e _are be putty good at his business, an' f~r that reasonwI've k:pt him
alw~ys looKmg out for,, somethmg amusmg and mteiestmg, on. Didn't say nothin' to offend yer, did he?"
mte nd _to go t~ere.
..
"Well, he said a few things that didn't strike us as being
S~ you, name 1s Young -Wild West, eh?" and the man exactly right. But it's all right. we let him go about
sc;.~m:f~te: t~he }~ c~~selyS_t tt
.,
his business. But one of your men who ls called Casey needs
es,
a s n_g , ,ir.
ra on.
to be looked after. If I am anything of a judge of human
"Weli I'm mighty glad ter meet. ye:·. You have got a nature, that fellow ls a rascal."
ranch yourself away down on ther Rio Grande, haven't you?"
"
"Yes I happen to have one there"
Yes, I !mow that, too. But Joe -wanted to keep him, so I
"It's' called Buckhorn Ranch too· ain't it?"
let him have his own way about It. What did they do to yer,
"Yes, that's right."
'
'
.
a~rhow?"
. ,
.
,. An' you have got a man named Hoss Thompson runnin' I
Oh, they d1dn t do anythmg to me. But I did something
things there, ther same as I'm. tr yin' ter run 'em up here."
to,, Ca~ey •. t~.?ugh."
"Yes, Hoss Thompson ls in _full charge down there.•·
_,Yei did.
,
.
··well, that's all right. Hoss Thompson i~ a cousin of my
Well, it wasn t very ~uch. But he w~s gom.g to take a sly
wife's brother-in-law, an• we've heard somewhat about you shot at C~eyenne Charhe when he wasn t ).ookmg, and I se~t
0
folks. These here two is your pards, I s'pose?" and he nodded a bullet Just clo~e
enough to his hp.nd to take the skm
toward Charlie and Jim.
from the_ b~ck of 1t. You see, he_ was getting his gun ready,
_"Yes, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart, Mr. Stratton.,.
and. I ~]dn t want to see Charlie downed in that kind of
"Glad ter meet 'em, I'm sure. And them is ther gals what fashion.
travel around with yer a whole lot?" and he turned to Ari- . ''Pshaw! tell me all about it, won't yer?"
etta A,nna and Eloise.
The cowboy who had been doing the branding dropped the
·'You have got that right, too, Mr. Stratton."
irons he was holding in his hands and came forward eagerly
"An' them two back there what looks as innocent as a to listen.
couple of pups ls ther two Chinamen what goes with yer?"
Wild briefly explained just what had happened, and when
1
The young deadshot nodded in the affirmative.
he had finished the ranchman and the cowboy looked at him
"Well. which one of 'em is Hop Wah, Young Wild West's in admiration.
clever Chi nee?"
"Well, that's what I call ther real stuff," the cowboy de" That one there," and the boy laughingly pointed to Hop. clared. "So Casey stuck his nose into it an' then when he
"What is it he's so clever about, I'd like ter know?"
found he didn't have no show he waited to git a chance ter
"Well, I really haven't time to tell you now, Mr. Stratton. put in a bullet on their sly, did he? Well, that's jest like
But you haven't answered my question. Can you take us in him. I ain't got no use for Casey, though I will say that
for the night, or shall we camp somewhere on the range?"
I'm a little afraid of him. He's always been mighty handy
·'Whr, I'll take you in for the night, of course. Excuse me I with a gun, an' there's very few of ther boys around here as
for not sayin' that afore. Any one is welcome ter stop at cares about crossin' him. But It does me good ter hear that
ther Little Y Ranch. We've always got a bite ter eat, an' he got uowned to-day."
I'll bet ther old woman has got beds enough ter fix yer all
"Well, Bud," the ranch man said, as though he had made
up in putty good shape, though I don't know about ther two a sudden resolve, "I reckon this here about settles ther busih€athenfl. l\Iirandy mightn't· like ter have them sleep in ther : ness. I'm goin' ter discharge Red Joe this very night, an'
house."
I Casey has got ter go, too. If it happens that any of ther
"Well, that don 't matter. They can sleep in the barn, or any i rest of his bunch don't like it, they kin go, too. I'll pay
other place. I don't blame Mirandy, who no doubt ls your ; 'em off an' tell 'em I don't want 'em on ther range any longez:
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"Of course not. .f you have got ther time most likely you
It's been comin' a good while, but now it's settled. They've
got ter go. Every blamed one what sticks up for Joe has would sorter enjoy doin' It, ·· and the ranchman gave a nod.
"Nothing suits us any better than to r un down a gang of
got ter go, too."
I
horse-thieves, I assure you.··
·'Well, if. you kin git on ther trail of 'em you'll do somethin'
CHAPTER III.
that no one else ain't been able ter do, that's sartin. I hope
you'll stay around here a wee!, or two. In that time you
STTIATTON DiflClIAllGEs Fri'~; OF HIS llIEN.
The more Stratton saw of our friends the better he seemed might find somethin' of where they are."
"I hardly think it will take as long as a week or two, Mr.
to like them.
He had a rather glib tongue, and he kept talking away, Stratton. Of course, we- are going over to the picnic: totelling all about himself and the business he was engaged in, morrow, for l suppose you and every one else around will
be there. We m'ght pick up something in the way of a clew
and now and then asking a question.
But it was seldom that Wild or his companions got a at the picnic. Horse-thieves like enjoyment as well as any
chance to tell much about themselves, for the ranchman in- one else, and the chances a re they ,viii be there."
''That's so. But how would you know 'em if they was? If
variably cut them short and switched off to telling them something he had heard that corresponded slightly with what they any cne knowed jest who has been stealin' ther horses they
would have been caught long ago.··
said.
·· Well, we will have to try and find out who they are. It's
In this way they kept on until they reached the ranch house.
It was pretty late in the afternoon now, and when Stratton all right, Mr. Stratton. It is not the first time we have been
saw smoke rising from the chimney at the kitchen end of the up against such busir.ess as this.··
·· l reckon not," and the ranch man nodded and smiled.
building he gave a nod or satisfaction and said:
Ou!' f!'iends could just as well have turned their horses
·· Well, that looks as though we're goin' ter git somethin' ter
eat, anyhow. I reckon my wife has seen ter it that there'll be loose in the corral, but th ey valued them too highly to give
enough for all hands, too. She has seen us comin' an' she's any one a chance- to steal them, and since thel'e were horsethieves in that region they deemed it advisable to put them
·
hurryin' up with ther supper."
·· rt isn't necessary to make any extra preparations for us, in th e stable, which was not a great distance from the house.
When they had all bf en tak~n care of and the two ChinaMr. Stratton,•· Young Wild West's sweetheart spoke up.
,. We are only plain people, and we are always willing to take men had stored the camping outfit and othP-r belongings t hey
had ,with them safoly in the barn, Young Wild West an d his
what we can get."
"That's all right, miss," and the ranchman grinned. '· But partners followed the ranchrr.an to the house, leaving Hop and
I want ycu to know that when we have company we always I Wing to themselves.
They went arcund to the rear of the building, '\\here there
try to put somethln' on ther table that's a little better than
what we're in ther habit of eatin' when we're alone. You was an old-fashioned well, nnd it wa:, not long before they
know how that Is If you have been around at many ranches, had removed the dust of travel and freshened themselves up
with water and soap.
I reckon."
Then th ey went inside, going through the kitchen, for Strat·'Well, I won't say anything more, then. "
" Don't, not on that line, anyhow. But here comes the ton was bound to make them feel that they were at home.
·· Supper won't be ready in an hour yet, John,·· Mrs. Stratton .
missus now. Come here, Mirandy."
As he spoke, Stratton quickly dismounted and his wife said, as she worked away at some chickens, which must have
promptly stepped from the porch, her face beaming with a been 1,illed. bnt a short time before.
"That's all right, Mirandy. I reckon these folks ain't in
smile of welcome to the strangers.
"This Is Young Wild West, ther Champion Deadshot, an' no particular hurry. They're willin' ter wait a little while
this is his gal," the ranchman went on, talking rapidly. ·' An' for fried chicken, I'll bet.•·
"I am afraid you are putting yourself out too much, Mrs.
this here is Cheyenne Charlie, ther scout, an' ther boy here is
Jim Dart. I forgit ther names of ther other two gals, hut Stratton," Wild said, smiling at the woman.
··'Not a bit. Jest leave that to me."
maybe some one "'will help me out."
She had a woman servant helping her,, and not wishing to
Wild helped him out without any delay, and when Anna
and Eloise had been introduced the woman shook hands with intrude upon the affairs of the kitchen any longer, our hero
and his partners went on through the next room, whlch was
ail of them and kissed the girls.
Having done this, she turned and looked at the two China- where the girls were sitting.
It was a rather large apartment , and though rather plain,
men, who were still in the saddle.
was neatly furnished .
"Are they comin' in, too, John?" she asked.
The cooling breeze came in through the O;.)en windows, and
"They will only come as far as the kitchen, Mrs. Stratton,"
our hero answered, quickly. "If you have anything left for already Eloise had picked up a book and was engaged in
them they can eat their supper there. They are our hired reading il
.. Why don't you go and help 'em In ther kitchen, gal?•· the
men, yon know."
··Yes, and they're heathens, too, ain't they?" and the woman scout said, nodding to his wife.
·'Mrs. Stratton won't let mo, Charlie,"' Anna replied. " I
smiled.
"That's right. But they're pretty good sorts of fell ows, after wanted to do it, and so did Arie: ~ ancl Eloise. ··
•· Well, jest borrow an apron an' go on in there. I reckon
all."
·· Me velly smartee Chinee," Hop spoke up, smiling blandly. she will let one of yer come in, anyhow."
"No, no,·• spoke up Stra~ton, raising his hand. "Two is
"So he's a smart one, eh~" and the woman laughed goodnaturedly. "Well, I'll see to it that they git as good to eat enough ter do what worl, 1s to be done. If any more goes
as any of the, rest of us. Now, girls, just come into the house in there they'll be In each other's way. Jest remember that
and make yourselves at home. I'll show you where you ldn you're our guests, an' ,none of yer is goin' ter .do an y work .
around here, not while l know it. "
was h up and git the dust off your clothes."
It was not a new thing, of course, for the girls to stop at . ··Well, if that's the case, let's get out on the porch, then, a nd
a ranch house, so they threw aside all formalities and promptly watch the sun go down," Wild suggested.
There were a couple of benches outside, and soon all hands ,
permitted themselves to be conducted inside.
··r s'pcse you want to put ther horses away," Stratton said, including the ranchman, were seated there.
'· Been a putty warm day," the latter observed, as he fill ed
looking at Wild and bis partners.
his p:pe and procEed ed to light it. "But it always g!ts
··That's right, Mr. Stratton."
'·Well, come right along, then. There's plenty of stalls cooler wh,m ther sun goes down. You kin notice that th ere's
down here in ther s ta lile. 1 did have eleven more horses tthat a bre zr comin' up right now. See how ther leaves shake on
was broke, which I kc.pt in ther stable when there was nothin' tter tre s over there.··
--Yes, that's right,•· our hero answered. '"This is a fine
te r do, 'cause it was easier to git 'em there than ter go out
an' 1·ope 'em in ther 1_;orral. But I've lost that many Inside place you have here, Mr. Stratton. Everything looks to be
in the best of order, too. I suppose it pays you pretty well."
cf a month, an' no one knows where they're gone."
··Well, l'm workin' under wages," the man answered. " I
··Ho rs~-th ieves, 1 suppose?"
don't own ther ranch. I'm only ther manager. I've got a few
·· Yes, that's what it mU£t be.··
"\VeJl, ore of the cowboys made a remark about there being Jaundred inl'es ted in it, tbough, an· some time I may be able
horse-thieves around t hese parls. He Eeemed to think that to put a little more in. This is a fine eraziu'-ground. There
we had ccrn e a round to 11 ,_,n t them up. But I told him we ain ' t no better c·attle ra1:ge in Texas, 1 reckon. You might
],act rot. That don 't me a i l tl!.;it we wo:i't .hun ~ for th em, have noticed tha t the r mo,;t of our c-attle are short-horns,
too., .
lLOLg'h, :,11'. Gt:·~ ~L ..:::t .. ,
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"Yes, I noticed that."

"Well, Texas IJeef don't bring as high prices as 'some others,
but If you git your cattle in good condition, yo u kin generally git what they're worth. Hello! I 1eckon my foreman
is comin' in. I s'pose he's finished up ther job of gatherin'
up ther stray::i r.n' ls comin' in ter stop in ther bunk-house
to-night. He has been out with six men for two days now.
Was yer anywhere near their camp?"
"No, we didn't see their camp. But it might have been
toward the tl m her they rode for after they left us."
"Yes, I reckon there's where it was, over at ther edge of
ther timber."
St1·atton shaded his eyes with his hand, and when he saw
th at there we1e but five horsemen approaching he gave a nod
and said:
.. 'fhey' ve left two out at ther camp, which shows that they
ain't done out that way yet. I wonder what Red Joe is
comin' in for? That's him right ahead."
.
.. And that's Casey on his left," Wild said, quickly.
'' Yos, that's right. You can tell him easy enough, because
h e's so short an' stout. He don't set very high on a horse,
does he ?"
"No that's ri ght."
Strnight for the house the five riders came at a gallop.
Jt was not long before they rode up and reined in their
bronchos in regular cowboy style, almost causing them to rear
straight in the air.
All five dismounted and, throwing the bridle-reins over their
horses' heads, th ey came t<l within a few feet of the porch and
th en stopped in a bunch.
·' Well, Joe, what's ther matter?" Stratton asked, as he
arose from the bench and stepped down upon the ground .
·'I don't kno w as there's much ther matter, only we've
come ter ask yer ter 1do somethin' for us."
"What do you wan.t me ter do? Ain't your wages high
enough ter suit yer?"
"Oh, yes ! It ain't that, Mr. Stratt01;i. But we don't like
th er people you h ave took in h ere."
"You don't like ther people I've took in here, eh? What's
that· your business, Joe?"
The ranchman grew angry right away.
"If you'll come out here a ways so we kin talk to yer
"ithont no one hearin' it we'll tell you all about it. Maybe
then you'll think a little different."
"I ain't goin' a· foot from here to hear what you have got
ter say, Joe. Now, then, out with it. You object ter it 'cause
Young Wild West an' his friends is stoppln' here as my guests.
Is that it?"
"'l'hat's je11t it."
"Well, what do you object ter it for?"
•· 'Cause Young Wild West mM us out on ther range this
a:ternoon an' started ter make trouble with us. He wanted
ter show how handy he was with a gun, an' he clipped a piece
of skin from ther back of Casey's hand. Jest done it to show
how smart he was, 'cause we never done a thing out o' '1 er
way, but was as polite as we could be when they come up an'
asked us where ther ranch was."
Cheyenne Charlie was about to say something to contradict
th is, but Wild raised his finger warningly and he remained
silent.
Stratton turned and looked at our friends, but our hero
shook his head, which meant for him to let the villainous
foreman go on.
'' How about it, Casey?" the ranchman asked, turning to the
th ickset villain.
•
"Well," and Casey promptly unwrapped a rag from his right
hand and showed the scar Wild's bullet had made, "there's ther
proof of what J'oe has said."
"Yes, but what was you doin' when Young Wild West took
a shot at yer?"
" Nothin' at all. I was jest standin' on ther ground with
my hands hangin' down at my sides."
'·Casey, you lie!"
Stratton was so angry now that he fairly roared out the
words.
"I'll tell you what you was doin', you was gittin' ready ter
take a shot at Cheyenne Charlie, jest 'cause he had showed
you how easy it was to git ther drop on you. Now don't
say another word about this here piece of business. I've heard
it all, an• I'm goin' ter discharge yer, You kin come in ther
house an' git your money."
"If you discharge me you have got ter pay me to ther
end of ther month," Casey retorted, doggedly.
'' I have, eh? Well, I reckon I'm runnin' things a.round
here. I've got my orders what to .do when I discharge any

one, an' I'm goin' ter stick to 'em, too. You come right on
in an' git your money. You, too, Red Joe. I don't want you
any longer, either."
"What!" the foreman demanded, taking a step toward his
boss and acting in a very threatening manner.
.. I mean jest what I say, Joe. Come on in an' git your
money. Since ther three with yer has come ove r ter dema nd
that I turn away my guests, they're goin' too. Now, th.:n, all
of :ver step right lnsfde."
Red Joe was really amazed.
H e blinked like an owl in the sunlight for a few ·seconds, and
then turning to his companions, he blurted out:
"Boys, we're discharged."
"I don't want to quit, Mr. Str::. tton," one of the cowboys
spoke up.
"I can't help what yer want. You heard what I said,'I and
without another word Stratton turned and entered th e house.
"Well, we know who's done this for us, boys," Red Joe
observed, and then he looked blackly in the direction of our
friends.
Even then Wild did not say a word.
He had made up his mind not to get into any argument with
them unless it could not possibly be avotded.
After waiting for a full minute and talking in low whispers, the rascals entered the house, Casey leading the way.
Our friends could hear plenty of loud talking for the next
five minutes, but at length out they came, two of them
still holding th e amount ot money they had received and
counting it over.
1
'' It happens that you all own your horses," Stratton said,
as he came out after them. "Casey owes three dollars on his
yet, I.Jut I'm williu' ter let that go. I've give him all that's
comin' to him, so h e oughter be satisfied with that. Now, then ,
I want ter tell yer that I don't want t er see yer on this ranf·h
ag'in. I may be put out a little by dischargin' yer, but it
won't take me long to git more men ."
·• All right, Stratton," Red Joe answered, his eyes fairly
glittering with rage. "But don't you forgit that we're likely
ter git square with yer for this. We'll git square with some
one else, too."
As he said this he shook his fist at Young Wild West.
This was a little more than the young deadshot could stand,
and leaping to his feet, he called out, sharply:
" See here, if you make any more threats something will
happen to you In a hurry. Now, then, just open your moutll
again and I'll show you how straight I can shoot."
Red Joe became suddenly mum, and mounting his horse, he
rode away, followed by his rascally companions.
CHAPTER IV.
DISSOLVING A. PARTNERSHU'.

Red Joe was so enraged that he was fairly frothing at the
mouth when he rode away from the house.
Casey was In much the same state, but he managed to not
show it so much.
The other three cowboys seemed to be more disturbed and
uneasy than they were angry.
When they had covered perhaps a couple ot hundred yards
one of them who was riding close to Casey turned to the
rascal and said:
"Well, you see how it turned out, don't you? I sorter felt
it in my bones that we would all git ther bounce. Now, then,
ther first thing w13 know we'll be in ther hands of ther
sheriff if we don't git shot afore we git there. I'm mighty
sorry we done this, I am."
"Oh, yes, you're sorry, Jake. You're always sorrY, after
somethin' happens that don't jest exactly suit you. But what's
ther use of cryln' over spilled milk? Joe thought he could
bring Stratton to terms. But he couldn't, so that's ail there
is to it. We won't starve to death, even if we don't work on
a cattle range."
"Oh, I ain't thlnkin' about that part of it," Jake retorted,
quickly. "I reckon there's no danger of me starvln' so long
as there's a horse or steer I kin lay my hands on."
"What are you fellers talkin' about, anyhow?" Red ,Joe
called out suddenly, as he slackened the pace of his horse
so they might come up and join him. "I ketched a few words
of what you was sayin'. Starvip.' to death, eh? Who's goin'
ter starve?"
"No one," Jake answered, qu!ckly.
"He was tryin' ter tell me what a big mistake you made in
comin' over here an' tellln' ther boss he had ter git rld of his
visitors," Casey said, in a tone of voice that showed only
too well that he was tryin~ to keep in favor of the leader.
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"Oh, Jake wa'; t<'llin' yer that, eh? Well. what dicl. he say?"
.. i said I knowr:d it was a mista\e;· Jake declared, boldly.
''Rut I reckon that ain't nolhin' new lo your ears, 'cause 1 °\\as
ag'in it right at ther start, an' you know it, .Joe.··
.. Yes, I know it. You're always ag'ln anything I say, It
seems. Ther best thing you kin do Is to shift for yourself
hereafter. "
"Well, I kin do that nll right. I reckon t don't ha Ye to haV~
any enc ter help Illf' git a Jivhl'. I never did, an' I've l1elped
a whole lot of others, loo.·•
·'Well, if you want trr ~It mad about It be a little boy an'
•
art that way,·• ~nPererl the leader.
.. It ain't me what's giltln' mad; it's you."
"No, I ain't gltl!n' macl. Dut if J was I think I've hart
enough tor make m'l. That was an awful turn-down "hat we
got jest now."
"Well, it ain 't. nr,thin' more than what I C'xpected it would
be."
"Don 't say nothln' more aho11t It, Jakc, .. nnd Hect Joe's Yolc"
was considerabl y modifier!. "It can't be helped. We're disrharged, an' we've got what money was comln' tor us. Now,
then, we'll go back an' give Scorcher an' Jack a chance ter
join in with us. They lmow what kind o( busluens we've bcea
engaged in for some little time, hut they ain't never jo!nccl
with us yet. Maybe they'll be will in' ter stick to us nov,, and
if they do we'll t:i.ke 'em to ther cave an ' swear 'em in as members of ther band. If they don't want ter do that they'll
know they're marlrnd men, that's all, 'cause It wouldn't never
do to let ·em ~tay here Jmowln' what they do."
''They won't join with us, I know they won't," dorlared
one of the others, shaking his head decisively. "I've heard
'em say that ~ hlle they would neve'r say anything about what
we've been doin', thty won't steal horses themselyes. There
aln't no use askin', Jo"."
.. You leave that to me,'' was the curt retort. "I'm goin'
ter give 'em a fair an' square chance. They're either goln'
tiir join with us now, er else they'll gii In trouble. I jest made
up my mind ter that a serond or two ago. I don't mean ler
quit this ranch an' have any one lrnowin' that we're horseth!eves. 1 mean ter stay around here awhile yet, an' I
expect ter make considerable money, too. Another thing is,
we've got somethin' on our hands now. We've got ther job o!
glttin' rid of Young Wild West an' his pards. Then, ag'ih,
I reckon Stratton needs sotr·e real kind of punishment. He
ain't goin' ter git off as easy as all this. Look what he's
done to UR."
"He sartinly has rubbed It in on us mighty hard, ., Casey
declared. "I feel jest like ta!dn' a shot at him ther first
time I see him. "
"Well, you're ther one to do that little trick. You're thcr
quickest man with a gun In these here parts, an' you know it."
"I always thought I was, but Young Wild West sorter macle.
me change my mind this afternoon, Joe," and Casey shrugged
his shoulders and acted as though he felt sick over what had
happened. "But," he added. brightening up a little, "he
don't belong around !lere, an' another thing is' he 's a boy.
You said a man, I believe."
·'That's what I said, Casey. But you seem to forgit that It
was a man what got ther drop on yer."
·• I don't forgit nothin'. You didn't say nothln' abont ther
man. You waa speakin' about tller boy. But you kin bet
your life that ther man wouldn't never have got me co,vered
if I had had ther least idea he was goln' ter do anything like
that. I sorter thought I'd pull a gun on him an' give him a
scare. It wasn't his quicknea2 what done it. It wag my
slowness, 'cause I wasn't In no hurry about it.•·
"Well, Young Wild West wasn't in no hurry either, when he
fired an' skinned ther back ot your hand. Say, Casey, any oue
as kin do a little thing like that eartinly must be a dandy
with a gun. But there ain't nothiu' strange about It. That
boy has got ther reputation of beln' her Champion Deadshot of
ther West.·•
"That don't mean Texas, though," Casey retorted, doggedly.
"Jest wait. I'll show you who ther champion deacl5hot of
Texas is afore many hours. Wait till we git over at ther
picnic to-morrow. There's goin' ter be scme prizes put up for
all kind of shootin', an' I figure on wlnnin' ther most of 'em.
Most likely Young Wild West will be in ther shootin' matches,
an' if he is he'll be took down a peg or two, see if he don't,"
·• Don't bet no money on it, Casey," Jake eaid, a smile flitting across his face.
"Well, I ain't goin' ter bet money on it, of course. B11t jest
wait an' see."
The five kept talking along in this strain until they finally
reached the distant ridge.

'l'hen the timbrr stretrh lay beforr them, and they almost
forgot that th ey had been disrharged and began jibing each
other and laughing loudly at times.
They continued on until they reached the timber, and then
after making a sharp turn to the right where a jutting point
of it thrust Itself out upon the prairie,' they came in sight of
ihe camp they !lad heen occupying for thr p:rnt two days while
they were engaged in rounding up the stray cattle.
It was now close to suns,,t.
In anothrr half hour twilight wonld be al hand.
A column of smoke was rising from the camp where ihe
supply wagon sto'od.
Th e two ('0Wboys they had left there while they rode ovrr to
the ranch to demand the banishm:?nt of Young Wild Wrst and
his friends from the ranch were busy preparing ihe evening
meal.
Thor looked expectant as tho villains came to a halt withi n
a faw fee t of the fire and dismounted.
·' .Jer,t In time for supper, boys," onfl of the:n called out,
as he turned some bacon in the big frying-pan that was
resting rather insecurely upon the coals.
"All right, Scorcher," was the retort. '' I niclrnn we ain't
rnlirely lo ~t our ap11etitcs, even if we've heen discharged."
"Dir,c bargrd, eh?" and the man gave mtC'h a ,n:drlen start
tbat his hand came in contact with the handle of the fryingpan and turned it upside down on the ground.
"Look out there, Scorcher! See what ym: havr. clone, you
clumsy galoot. There goes ihat nke bacon into ther rnnd."
It was the man's partn er who sald this , and he quickly
turned the frying-pan upon its bcltom and began jabbing
at the pieces of bacon with a fork.
"Let It go, Ja!Ck," was the repl~·. "Thcro 'fi plenty more
bacon. Put ther pan on ag·in. It won't take but three or
four minutes ter fry some more."
Then looking at the fe llow called .Jake, Srorcber added:
"ls that right about you bein' discharged?"
"It sartinly is," was the reply. ··r knowed it afore we
started. I reckon you heard me say so, didn't you?"
"Yes, I heard you t ell Joe that most lii, dy if yon went
over th e re an' tried ter mal,e ther bcss git rid of his guests
you would all git discharged."
"Woll, that's jest exactly what happer.erl. We was asl:ed
in ter git our pay, an' we ,got it; an' hern Wfl are.
·' .Mf2nin', I s'pose, that we're expected t.er t a kti care of ther
outfit an' see that thcr wagon gits back to '.', lle re it belongs?"
''That's jest what it means.''
"All right, th en. V,c·:1 Fee that it's done, won't "·c. Jack? ''.
" , Ve sartlnly will," J!l.ck ans,vered, as he loo lied up and
ceased slicing scrr.e baC'on he had in his hand.
"So you mean ter stick to ther ranch, then, do yo_u ?" Red
Joe answered, a frown showing on his fore~ead .
We'll stink till we git rl;schargecl, anyhow. A
·•sartinly.
job ain't picked up in any kind of fashion, you know."
"Well, I was tellin' t.hcr boys as we was rldin' along that
most llkely you would be willin' ter quit an' go in with us.
There's lots of money to be made around here, as you two
fellers know. Since you are on to ot:r game, you might as
well be In with us."
"Oh, no!·• and Scorcher shock his bead in a manner that
plainly indicated how opposed lw was to becoming a thief.
"What do you say about It, Jack?•· and the leader turned
to the other, still scowling.
"I sa y ther sarr.e as Scorcher,'' was the 1eply. "I never stole
a ho rse in m y !He, an' I never intend to. I never stole anything, for that matter, thou gh I' ve been a patty tough sort of
galoot. But since you fellers have bePn friends of ours for so
long a time, I'll promise you that I won't never tell a word
what we !,now about yer. That oar;hter satisfy you.''
"It oughter satisfy me, eh? Well, I'll ask my pards about
It. How about it, boys? Are you satisfied to let these tw o
galoots go, after knowin' all they de about us?".
"No!" cried Casey, laying his hand upon a gun.
"I say no, too," came from another of the cowfJoys.
"I ain't got nothln' ter say. Do as yer like, Joe. You're
ther boss," said a thircl.
"How about you, Jak e ?" and Red Joe turned to the mav.
he had had the argument with on the way over.
"Well. I wasn't goin· ter say an ything, either," was the
r eply, "but since you have asked me, I'll say that I'm in
favor of lettin' Scorcher an' Jack do as they please. What's
more, if there's goiu' ter be any trouble about it, I'll take
sides with 'Elm.··
Then he quietly stepped over to where Jack was standing
and, without waiting an instant, whipped out his revolver.
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For the second time that day Casey faced the unexpected,
He had not drawn his gun, but stood ready to do so, and '
CHAPTER V.
when he found Jake had him covered he uttered a yell of ,
rage, .but promptly let go the weapon.
.
.
SUPPER AT THE RANCH.
'·!{etched ag'in, ain't yer, Casey?'' Jake s,a1d. with a laugh. 1
'"Oh, I know you, all right. ,vhen you put your hand on your
Stratton was worked up considerably and he gave vent to
gun you was jest waitin' for Joe ter say ther word, an' then , his feelings in words as the rascally cowboys rode away.
yon wonld have started poppin' away at Scorcher an' Jack. j No one said anything for two or three minutes, and then
Yon iin· ,Joe don't want 'rm ter git away from h ere aliYe, 'cause I Wild stepped over to him and taking him by the arm led him
)"0\1 thin!.. they might take a notion trr tell on ~-er.
Well, I to the bench.
there· yon are. Four ag·in three. Now, then, open up yo1rr
''Sit down, Mr. Stratton," 1,e said, coolly. "There Is no
ganie. Jct>, lt>t me ['C<' ron pull your gun. ·As far as I'm con- need of getting exciwd over this thing. You have discharged
cernerl, r do n·t cnrc whether T live or die. I'rn mighty sorry the men, and that's all there is to it."
that r·rn e,·cr been a horse-thi ef, but that , don't say tl~at I
''Yes, but I'm blamin' myself for not bavln' done it afore.
ran·t hc a 1, ttcr man if T managr. ter live. But it ain't llkely Then there wouldn't be no trouble here to-day."
I'll liw ·· and the man shook his head solemnly. "I s'pose
"There wasn't so Yery much trouble, was there?"
I'll git. ; hullPl through my head a.fore very long. Maybe it
"Well, r think it was a whole Jot. It made me awful mad
might b(' insid~ of fivp minutes, 01· maybe it might be inside when Red Joe told me they wanted me ter make you folks git
of a minntc. B11t jest ther same I ain't ashamed ter say away from here. Jest as if I couldn't have any one here I
that f'm ron~· that T'Y P c,·cr bcen a horse-thief. If you want wanted to. That's ther greatest thing I ever heard. I didn't
tcr start shcotin·. go ahead, b1.1l I'll bet you a hundred to one think Reel Joe would dare ter do anything like that.''
that I git in ther fir;;t Fhot. ,rn' Casey is thcr snealdn' skunk
·'Well, he's a rascal, pure and simple, so tliere's no telling
what will blt(' thcr dust.·•
what be might do. But you can bet all you're worth, Mr.
1'corcher had dropped the bacon by this time, and bis hancl Straiton, that he won't get the best of me. I am going to
wa1< on his gun.
keep on the watch for him, and he won't get a chance to put
H" dr<'w it i>lcwly from lbe holster, and Jack, taking courage in a sly shot ..,
from thP r.ction. · f!Uirkly had his read~·.
"None of ther rest of 'em will, either,·• Cheyenne Charlie
Red .Jo., stood as though pet rifled.
spoke up, a grim smiie showing on his face. "I'll be ready
If hP har\ bt>en surprifN1 that aftt>rno0n. hr wz~ more than for that galoot they call Casey. Jest Jet him try ter stick a
!'urprisrd now; fo r he had ne,·er dreamed of such a thing gun my way ag'in an' I'll kill him deader than a salt mackas this.
ere!.·•
"C8ser. · 1<aid hr, trying to he ,·ery cool, "I reckon you had
" I don't blame yer a bit for sayin' that,'' the ranchman dehrtter not thin!: of doin' any sbootin' jest ncnf. Jalte is putty clared, his eyes flashing, and then tnrning to Jim Dart, he
mn.d. an' yo\: oughter know from what he says that he don't added: "How about you? Are you goin' ter be ready for 'cm,
mwh car,. whether he Ii Yes or dies.··
too?·•
"An' I don't muC'h care whPther ~-ou livP or die, either, Joe,"
"I certainly will be read y, Mr. Sratton," was the replr. "I
wa-; the n•tort. .. I"d jest as leave put a hole through you as I am al ways ready, you know. When we leave here to go over to
wo11lcl C'O.sP,·.''
the picnic to-morrow we'll all be on the lookout for Red Joe
'"\\'ell . that's all right. Don't do it jest now. Wait till some and his pards."
othf>r t;me...
"Well, most likely they'll be up there. Red Joe has got lots
"Oh . l'll "·ait. But I want ter tell yer one thing. EYen of sand in· him, an' he'll jest want ter go his whole length
though this her<' piece of business has happened right now, I this time. He'll be there, an' so will Casey an' ther rest.
ain't gain' ter my one word about ther horse-thievin' business. I've heard say that Casey expects ter win some prizes at
I dc:n't hPlif>,.P. Scorrher or Jack will, either, so you. kin keep shootln' over at ther picnic. He's a putty good shot, an' a
right. on in t hi'r business without me, if you want ter. An' if mighty quick one, too, they say, though," and he gave a'
you e,·Pr do git nabbed b)' ther sheriff it won't be 'cause we've chuckle of satisfaction, "he wasn't quick enough for you
told on ~·er. Now then, if I was you four skunks, I'd git on folks."
them bronrhos a.n' light out."
"He's got to go a whole lot faster than he did this after.. An' be mi~hty ']uick abo 1.1t doin' it, too," Scorcher added, as noon to show any real quickness," the young deadshot obbe flourished his reYoher threateningly.
served, with a smile.
Red Joe scowled more fiercely than ever, but he plainly
By the time the five riders had disappeared from view over
saw that hE; had no c_b ance.
the rise, Arietta managed to change the topic of conversaThe tluer men WP,re ready to shoot, and no doubt they tion.
wo.nl_d not h~sitate the _fraction of a s.econcl in do_ing it.
She got to asking Stratton about his sto-ck, and be was very
:·Bors, .. _said be. turnmg to _thosP, who see_med 1i:i,cllned t?. willing to tell h er all about it.
stick to him, "I reckon a mot10n to move w11l be m order.
But it was• not long before he got oo where some of his
.. I makP thaf. motion, .. one of them said with just a tinge of horses had been stolen, and then before they seemed to
sarcasm in his mice.
realize it Red Joe came up again.
"Is ther motion seconded? How about ~-ou, Casey?"
''That feller was tryin' very hard ter git on ther trail of
Case:-; utt ered something like a growl. but shook his head ther thieves, or else he was only makin' out be v,as " Stratin the negatiYe.
ton- said, shaking his head. ·' He seemed so earnest 'about it
"I second it . .. the other cowboy spoke up.
that r overlooked lots of little things he had done. But now
"All right, the_n. Any r~marks?"
r begin ter think that maybe he knowed somcthin' about ther
There was a silence, durm_g which the three who bad th('m business. From what Casey said to him this afternoon. it
co vered scarcely moved an 111ch.
·
would seem tltat he was object in' ter have any one come
"Question, .. rame from the man who had made the motion. around here to hunt down ther horse-thieves.·•
"Boys, it's been regularly moved and seconded that we leave.
·'That's ri""ht. boss" Cheyenne Charlie answered. "You kin
AII in favor will say aye,''
bet that R;d Joe a'n• Casey knows all about them hors<-l" Aye!" came from two of them simultaneously, Casey -re- thieves. Maybe they done ther steal in' themselves. If they
fus)ng to vote.
·
did it was easy enough ter fool every one else, wasn't it?"
"Carried! .. exclaimed Red Joe. "Ther meetin' will stand ad"Yes, but I don't know that I kin think that they done it
journ ed till ther cal) of ther ·chair.·•
·
themselves. But they might have, though,·• and he scratched
ThPn stiU carrying out the farce, the villain leaped upon his head thoughtfully, ·',I'm putty well satisiicd now that
the back of J1is broncho and rode away from tho camp.
they would do about anything that was bad."
Casey was the last one to follow him, and when he did so
"You say you have lost about a dozen horses, Mr. Stratton?"
he turned and shaking his finger at the three cowboys, called Wild observed, after a pause.
out:
"Eleven of 'em, an' good ones, too, for they was all broke to
"Wait till we nieet ag'in. You skunks will suffer for this." ther saddle."
"All right, Casey," _Jake retorted, with a hoarse laugh.
"Had your brand on them, I suppose ?''
"We'll meet at ther picnic over at Dry Bottom to-morrow.
"Oh, yes! My brand is a little Y with ther tail curled up
If you want it understood that it's to be shoot on sight, I'm putty high to ther left. There ain't no one in miles of here
game."
has got a brand al)ything like it, so it would be easy to tell
"All right, that's what I want it understood ..,
my own stock if I was ter run actoss it."
"Good! There'll be business for ther undertaker at Dry
"Well , I don't know for sure, but I think I can be safe in
Bottom to-morrow."
·
promising you that we will stay around here long enough to
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run down the horse-thieves, and if they have not disposed i "Miran.dyi;: said St;~tt;n;
h-~:.. th1:e; · him~~if bacit · in the
of the horses they stole from you yet, you will get them back chair and wiped his hands on the tablecloth. ·' did· ~·ou fix ·up
inside of forty-eight hours. That sounds rather soon, I anything for ther two Chinamen?•· ·
·
"The woman was dom' that when J come in," was· the reply.
suppose, but I mean it, just the same."
The ranchman looked at him in surprise and admiration.
"I told hel' to give 'em jest as good as we got rght ·here.''
"I know yer mean it, Young Wild West," he said, shaking
·• Sartin. They belong to ther party, an· I reckon · that
his head. •· But it seems almost impossible. Jest look how l they've got to be treated right, especially in thei· way of ea fin'.
ther sheriff an' his deputies has been huntin' around these As to the sleepin'. part of it, . we'll have ter find some place
parts for a couple of months. They ain't been able ter find for 'em outside ther house.'' ·
· ·
h_ide or hair of ther thieves, an' yet there's been horse3 stole
·· r was t hinkin' of tbat, .!ohn. It's been worryin' ·me a littie,
nght along."
because I couldn't for the life of me think of where there was
'· How many do you think have been stolen in that time?" a place in the . house for them two heathens to sleep."
·
"Ther barn is good enough for them," Che);enne Charlie
. "Well, as n'ear as I kin understand, there must have been
sixty or seventy. A feller livln' a hundred miles to ther south spoke up, with a chuckle. "As far as that goes, they could
an' toward ther New Mexico line lost twenty in one night. sleep outdoors."
That was jest about a month ago."
"Well, we 'kin do bette_l' th an that, I think," Stratton, de"Where was Red Joe when this happened?"
clared. ''That buildin' outside by ther well is all right, 'cause
"Oh, he. had gone off with some of ther cowboys ter see it's got a loft iu it an · we kin fix up a bed there. Maybe it
about buymg some cattle r heard was for sale cheap. He don 't be very nice if , hey try ter stand up straight all of a
stayed about a week. But what are you askin' me that for? sudden, 'cause they'll bump their heads, but as rar as ther
Oh, I see now. You sorter think that maybe he stole them sleepin' goes, they ought ter do it there as well as anyhorses."
·
where else. I'll see to it putty soon. This house ain't of
·' Well, never mind about that: I suppose he was the one ther biggest, as You kin see, an' what rooma there's in it
who told you about the horses being stolen."
will all be took up to-night. But if any one el be was ter
"Yes, that's right. He told me when he come back."
happen ter come along we woeld find a place for 'em. If we
couldn't do no better, we would put bed$ on ther floor right
'·Did he have Casey with him?"
•·Yes."
here in tbis room, which is ther biggest one in ther house."
'' And the other three fellows?"
They finali y arose from the table· and our hero and Ii.is
"Let me see. I don't jest know whether he did or not, but partners went out.side, followed by the girls.
I'm sartin he had one of 'em. Jake, I believe, was with
'rhe sun had set by thb time, and darkness was rapidly
him."
coming on.
"Which one is Jake?"
As Stratton had told them, a cooling breeze came up when
·:well, h~'s about tiler best-lookin' one of ther bunch, only the sun went down, and it was r eally very 1efreshing there
hes got a llttle scar on ther side of his face. r always thought on the porch of the ranch house.
he was a mighty square feller, too, an' I was a whole lot
They all sat there for about an hour, and then Mrs. Stratton
surprised when he stuck to Red Joe. But he got his dis- came out and as ked the girls inside to see the new patchwork
charge jest ther same, an' I'm sartin he's deservin' of It."
quilt she was making.
·
Further conversation was cut short, for just then the bell
It was just about this time that Hop and Wing ' came
rang for supper.
strolling around to the front of th-e house.
'· Come on," the ran chm an cried, delightedly, "Now, then,
"Hello, you two heathen£! ,. Stratton called out, with a
we'll go in an' see how Mirandy's fried chicken is. She's a laugh. "Did you git enough te r eat for supper?•·
putty good hand at flxin' up chicken in that way, an' I ain't
·' Velly muchee plenty, so be," Hop answered.
ashamed ter say it myself. It may seem like braggin', but if
"Velly nicee Sjlppee," Wing chimed in.
"Well, that's good. Don't s'pcze you git much fried chicken
you kin find a cook what kin beat Mirandy at fryin' chicken,
I'll stand treat ther first time we git where there's tanglefoot to when you're camped in th er woods fifty miles from nobe sold."
where."
There was a smile at this, and then Stratton led the way
" Lat light, boss," Hop said, cheerfully. "We havee plenty
into the house.
venison and bear-meat, so be.,.
The table in the big dining-room, as we must call it, had
"Well, that ain't bad. We don't git much of it right around
been spread, and all the silverware the house afforded was here. Beef an' chickens, an' now an' then some pork is our
exposed to view.
meat."
·
The woman servant was putting the finishing touches to
Hop sat down on the porch a short distan·ce from where our
the table, and she told the guests to sit down, which they friends were sitting with the ranchman _on the benches.
promptly did.
Wing seem·ed to think it was necessary for him to t:ome
Then she quickly retired to the kitchen, and a minute or two near him, so he did so, and he had no sconer taken 'his place
later came back, followed by the mistress of the house, each than his brother produced a cigar and lighted it.
carrying the frjed chicken and what went with it.
"You wantee smokee, Wing?" he asked, as he blew a cloud
Stratton rubbed his hands in a satisfied way and ex- of smoke in his face.
claimed:
·'Me no wantee um cigar, my blother," was the quick reply.
"Now, then, Young Wild West, you an' your friends pitch ·'You makee tlick, so be. Allee samee go bang!··
"Allee light. Yoli no havee, !en."
In. '..Ve don't have no fancy business here. , When we set
But Wing had learned how to roll a cigarette, and having
down we do It ter eat. Of course, we talk a little while we're
doin' it, too, but that helps make ther grub go down better. the necessary requirements to malte one, he started to do so.
Hop kept puffing away as he watched him roll the cigarHere yer go now. Jest take that platter an' see to it that
ette, and when it was done he held out his lighted cigar so
ther gals git enough."
Cheyenne Charlie quickly took it from him and then it was Wing might get the cigarette going.
But he took it rather g,ingerly, for he seemed to suspect
not long before all had been helped.
When they had got started Mrs. Stratton came in and took that his brother even then was trying to play some trick.
He was right, too, for just as he placed the fire to the end
her nlace at the table.
··\ might as well sit down," she said, with a sort of apology, of the cigarette the cigar exploded, sending a shower of
sparks in every direction."
"The woman !(in do th e rest."
'·Or cc nrse, Mirand y. Why shouldn't yer sit down? You · Poor Wing got the ful! benefit of it in his fai;e, and it was
ha ve done ther cookin', an' I reckon you oughter eat some a wonder it did not injure his eyesight.
He fell over backward, screaming with pain and rage,
of ther chicken yo urself.''
The ranchman was so surprised that he almost upset the
'·Well, I don't care much for it, for it's an old thing here.
We have so man y chickens that we really eat more of them bench.
But Wild and his two partners knew right a way that Hop
th an we do of beef 01· pork. "
''Chiclten is all right, Mrs. Stratton," the scout declared, had simply been playing a joke on his brother.
Mrs. Stratton and the servant came running out of the
with a grin, as he slipped a wing through his mouth and
sti-ivped th e meat from it with his t eeth. "We don't git it house excitedly, and then the girls followed suit.
"What has Hop been doing now, Wild? '' Arietta asked,
so very often, an' that makes us like it all ther more when
as she looked sternly at the c'J.ever Chinee, who was standing
we do git it."
A l'attling conversation was kept UlJ during the meal, but meekly in front of the porch.
·
it did not interfere one bit with :my one, as far ao getting
"Trying to blow his brother's head off again, Et," was the
reply. ··we can't seem to break him of it, so what's the use
filled np was concerneil.
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of saying anything? I m ean to take him over to that tree
and hang him to a limb try his pigtail for a few minutes.
Probably that will take him down some and make him fe el
repentant."
·'But what was it, what was It?" the ranchman's wife asked.
"\Veil, I'll tell you, Mrs. Stratton," the young deadshot
retorted. "One of our Chinamen lighted a cigar that had some
gunpowder in it, but he was careful not to let it explo:1e In
his own hands. He waited until his brother was ready to light
a cigarette, and then he h:rnded it to h im. I s uppose he knew
just about how much of the cigar would have to burn before
the explosion would take place, and th us it was he was able
to pass it over just befor~ it happened. But it's all righ l.
This is not a new thing. I am sorry it gave you any ala!·m,
thou gh. "
"Well, I thought some one fired off a shotgun, and when I
heard the Chinaman yell it struck me that be must have been
shot. But let him come in here. Maybe his face is burned."
"Um eyebrows allee samee burnee lill ee bit," Hop said,
blandly. "Lat no hurtee my blother. He allee samee fool,
so be."
Wing, who had almost recov ered by this time, turned savagely upon his brother just then.
,
"Me allee samee slappee you face, so be,·• he cried.
Then he let go the flat of his hand and did fetch Hop an
1
awful whack.
.
,
"Good !" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed. "Good for you, Wing.
Knock ther spots out of him. He's always playin' some kind
of a trick on you."
·
·
But Wild interfered just then, and he told Wing to go into
the house and Jet Mrs. Stratton see if he needed any fixing up.
"Allee light, Misler Wild," was the meek reply, and the two
went inside, the girls following.
Then our hero turned to Hop, who was standing there as
though waiting for it, and said:
"You heard what I said about hanging you to the limb of
the tree, didn't you?"
"Please, Misler Wild, no do lat. Me velly muchee heavy,
so be, and um hair be pullee outtee by um loots."
"Well, I suppose maybe it would, so I'll do something a
little different. I'll tie you up by your ankles. Get a rope,
Charlie."
Charlie was about to start for the barn to get one of the
lariats they had with them, but the ranchman, who seemed
to think it a good Idea to hang the Chinaman head downward, quickly informed him that he had a rope that would
suit the purpose, right in t he house.
He ran In and soon brought it out, and then Wild for me d a
noose and began whirling it over his head.
·' Jump, Hop! " he called out, "and keep on jumping until
you can't jump ai;1y more. ·•
"Allee light, Misler Wild.,. and the Chinaman began jumping along as fast as he co uld.
The young deadshot Jet the rope go, and succeeded in catching him about the legs at the very first altEm1pt.
As he gave a pull Hop went rolling upon the ground.
.. Now tl:!en, Charlie, just get that rope over that limb.
Hop has got to be punished, and that's all there is to It."
Nothing suited -the scout better than when he was getting
the best of the clever Chinee.
He seized the rope and ran quickly to the tree, dragging the
Chinaman with him.
Then he coiled the end of it and easily threw it over the
limb.
As it came down he seized it, and up went Hop, yelling
for all he was worth.
"Make it fast, Charlie," Wild said, when he saw that the
Celestial's head was clear of the ground. "He won't stay
there very long, you can bet.•·
Charlie made it fast, an.d then they all stood around and
waited to see what would happen next.
Hop swung himself upward, and catching hold of his own
legs, began pulling himself up until he was able to get hold of
the rope.
Then he was not long in releasing his ankles, and down he
drop ped u pon the ground.
"Velly uiriie evening, so be," he said, blandly. "l\Ie. vellr
solly me makee Misler Wild mad. ··
There was a laugh at this, for there was some~hing in the
Chinaman's manner that was bound to amu~e one at almost
any tim e.
"All right, Hop, .. Wild said. '· I reclwn that will be about
all fo{ t he present.·•
As they turned to walk back to the house a horseman was
heard approaching.

•

Then they waited a:id soon they saw hi rn riding through the
darkness
Up he came close to the house, and bringing hi s broncho to
a halt, the horseman called out:
'·It's me-Jake. BosB, I've come back ter see if yon won't
hire rr:e over ag'ln. I've quit Red Joe for good an' ail.''
CHAPT.EJR VI.
WILD FT'.'IDS 01 1' SO~lh71'HTX O.

Stratton did net seem to be great! v surprised at what th e
cowboy said, for he quick ly answered:
"All right, .Take, I'll see about it. Git orr your horse and
let me ask you a couple of questions.··
Jake hurriedly dismounteu and ran u p to the porch.
'· I reckon we had better go in ther house where we kin
see,'' the ranchman said. ..Youn g Wild 'iVc~t, I want you an'
your pards to come in, tco, an' listen to what this 'man has
got to say."
"All right, Mr. Stratton,•· our hero answered, and the four
promptly went inside to the room that was used as a sort
of office by the manager of the Little Y Ranch.
Stratton stru ck a match as he went In, and he soon had a
lam p burning.
"Set down, gents," he said to our h ero and his partners.
"Now then, Jak e, you squat down on that chair over there,
so I kiu see your face when you're talkin' to me. I'm goin'
ter tell yer afore you begin that I n.e ver thought you was sich
an awful bad man. But that ain't got nothi n' ter do with
ther case, so jest squat yourself down."
The cowboy did so, looking rather hopeful and breathing a sigh of relief.
Our three friends took seats conveniently by, and then
remained silent.
They wanted to let the ranchman go ahead and question
the cowboy, while they would simply listen.
'·Now, J ake, " said Stratton, who seemed to ha ve got down
t o a business scrt of way, "you say you have quit Red Joe
for good. What do you mean by that?"
"Well, yer know I've always stuck to him an' ther rest,
boss," Jake answered, somewhat uneasily. " There was five
of- us what called ourselves pards, an' we always went together."
"Yes, I see. Now you have shook ther r est of 'em, eh?"
"Yes, I'll never have anything ter do with 'em any more,"
and the flash in Jake's eye told that he meant what he said.
"Well, what made yer take this sudden turn?"
"Well, boss, it was this way. When we got back to ther
camp an' found Scorcher ·an' Jack waitin' for us Red Joe
started In ter try an' set 'em ag'in you. He told how we was
discharged, an' what we was discharged for . But Scorcher
an' J ack didn' t seem ter take much stock in it. They both
said th ey was goln' tcr stick to you an' earn ther m oney you
was payin' 'em. Then they bad some words, an' . I thought
I'd better stick to Scorcher an' Jack. We had quite an a gument, an' there was guns pulled, too. Well, me an' Scorcher
an' ,Jack got ther best of ther others, an' we jest separated.
I talked It over with ther two I had made up my mind ter
stay with, an' they advised me ter come back an' ask yer ter
hire me over ag'in. That's about all I kin tell yer jest now,
Boss Stratt on."
"Then maybe you kin tell me som C'thln' later on."
"Well, I don't know. Maybe I kin," and Jalte shrugged his
shoulders.
"All right, Jake. I believe what you h ave told me, so I'll
hi re ~·er over ag'ln."
"Than), yer, boss. You're a white r.:ian, through an' through,
an' there ain't no mistake about it. You' ll find that I'll be
as true as steel from this time out. Maybe I've clene some
wrong things In my lifetime, but that don't say I can't veep
straight ther rest of ther time r have got to live."
,; Young Wild W est," th e ranchi;nan said, t urning to our
hero, " do you want ter ask any questions of Jake? "'
';Not now, Mr. Stratton," was the rE'ply. "I think he has
te l<l the truth, and I think you have done right in hiring him
over again.•·
·' Much oblir;etl to you for say in' that, Young Wild West, ..
Jake exclaimed. ·· I wou ld li te ter shake hands with :ver,
'ca11se I've been recl:n· awful mean ever si nce what happened
yisterday afternoon out on tber range. None of It was my
fault, but I was with I.h er lmnc,h an ' I sorter had t er stick
~er 'cm, you know. I knowed al! ther time that Red .Joe an'
Casey was gain' too far , but it wasn't fo r me te1: say an :vtlllng. Joe is ther leade r an' Casey comes in next, it seems.
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But it's all ri ght now, an' if you'll shake hands with me I'll
feel . that you ain't got no hard feelln's ag'in ro e."
" Well, Jake, I'll shake hands with you all right, and I
assure you that I don't think there is anything bad about
you, when it comes right down t o the point. No doubt you
have been led off at different times, but if you try real hard
you will come out all right.''
The two shook hands, and then the cowboy turned to Charlie
and Jim, who granted him the same privilege.
Jake did not linger a great while.
He was anxious to get back to the camp and tell Scorcher
and Jack of his good luck, he said.
Another thing, there was work for them to do early in the
morning, since the strays had not all been gathered In as yet.
"I'll go on back now, boss," he said, as h e arose and went
to the door. "We want to git done early so we kin git over
to Dry Bottom. Ther boys all want ter go to ther picnic,
yer know."
"All right, Jake; if you don't happen ter git all ther strays
by that time, why, go anyhow. There's goin' ter be a big
time at Dry Bottom, for ther sheriff of Deadsmith County is
goin' ter be there an' Il)ake a little speech. There will be
other officials there, too, an• there's lots of things to sell an'
all kinds of amusements goin' on. But you know this, of
course, so go ahead an• git as much work done as you kin afore
you go over. "
Jack gave a nod , and as he went on outside, Wild stepped
over to the ranchman and said, in a low tone of voice:
"Just you keep him here a few minutes longer. I want to
get my horse and follow him. As I don't know exactly where
the camp is, I'll keep him In sight until he reaches it, and
then I want to do a little spying. I have a notion that Jake
could tell a whole lot about something we are all anxious
to know. Go on out, Mr. Stratton. Don't let him get away."
"All right," and the ranchman quickly sprang to his feet
and ran outside.
"Wait a minute, Jake," he said, just as the cowboy had got
int o the saddle.
·
Then Wild nodded to his partners and said:
"Boys, I won't be gone ·a great while, anq there is no
necessity of either of you going with me. I have got it in
my head to follow this man, and listen to what he says when
he joins the two at the camp."
"All right, Wild," the scout answered, while Jim gave an
approving nod.
Then the young deadshot quietly slipped out the back way
and hurried to the stable.
He was not long in getting his horse saddled and bridled,
and then he watched from the door of the stable until Jak e
started.
The ranchman certainly kept him there long enough, for
Wild had to wait at least five minutes.
But when he did ride away the boy got upon the back of
his sorrel stallion and started after him, taking care not to
get too close so that. he might be discovered.
But it must have been that Jake was so pleased at having
been put baclc on his old job that he never thought of looking behind him, and· was not paying attention 'to sounds just
then.
Anyhow, h e rode straight for the camp, and as he came in
sight of the blazing fire he let out a whoop to make Scorcher
and Jack understand that h e had been successful.
"I reckon you must have m ade out all right, Jake," Scorcher
said, looking at him and nodding his h ead in a pleased way.
"I knowed Boss Stratton would take yer back."
" An' I was sartln he would," Jae)< declared. "But what
did he say, Jake?"
"Nothin' much. He only asked me why it was that I didn't
want nothin' more ter do with R ed Joe an' Casey, an' ther
other two fellers."
"He was a little surprise<}, though, wasn't he?"
"Didn't seem to be much. But Stratton ain't a man as gits
surprised a whole lot , ye r know. He's a mighty good man
for ther business he's in, an' I reckon he's deservin' -Of ther
good pay he gits."
"You didn't tell him anything about ther horse-thievin'
business, did yer?" Scorcher asked.
"No, I didn't. But I felt as though I oughter told it,
thou gh."
.
•· W.e ll, maybe yer had. But you kin do it later on, if it
seems as thoug-h you ought ter do it. If I hadn't told Red
.Jo'l that I wouldn't say noth'in' about what I knowed of ther
hn s:m,s~. I'd ~artlnly tel l Stratton to-morrow mornin '. All
tht' EP of nr- has ~ive OtP' word t hf!. t we won't say ncthin' abou t
it, rn I s·pos'e we oughter stick to it. ··
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"I'll stick t~ it u_n til Red Joe or Casey tries ter do me
dirty. Then if I gi t away alive I'll tell ther whol e business,
an' own up that I was one of 'em," Jake de clared.
"That's ther way ter talk, Jake!" J ack exclaimed. "Put h er
there!"
J ake had dismounted, and he at once gripped the proffered
hand and shook it heartily.
"Of course, me an' Scorcher ain't in it like you ar.e," Jaclc
went on to say. "We never had nothin' t er do with ther
horse stealin', while you did . • We don't know what was done
with ther horses that was stole from ther Little Y. But I
s'pose you do, for you was one of ther gang."
"Yes, that's right, an' I'm sorry for it, " came the reply.
"But t here ain't been nothin' done with ther horses we toolc
from Stratton. They're in ther big cave yet. Red Joe ain't
had a chance to git 'em over to ther place where he kin git
rid of 'em. I hope he never does git away with 'em, 'cause I'd
lik,e ter see 'em back' in ther corral ag'in. I s9;ter think i t
will be that way, too, ·cause Young Wild West an' his pards
wlll sai:tinly git on ther trail of ther horse-thieves. They'll
git after Red Joe good an' hot, an' that means that they'll
find 'em mighty quick, though maybe they don' t think anythl.ng like that."
"An' you're goln' ter take ther chances of gittin' put In jail,
are yer?" Scorcher asked, after a pause.
"You mean 'cause I'm goin' ter own up to it if Red Joe or
Casey tries ter pop me over on ther sly, or anything li ke
that?"
"Yes, Don' t you know that you're likely ter git ther law on
yer jest ther same as ther others?"
"Well, it's what you call turnin' State's evidence, ain 't it?''
"Yes, I s'pose it is."
"Well, I'll take my chances on bein' let off. If J ain't let off
it will serve me right for what I've done in p1at line. But
whether I'm let off or not, if I live long enough you'll find
that I'm goin' ter be an honest man, an' as straight as a
string. That's bound to happen if I live."
Wild was crouching behind a tree less than twenty feet
distant while the conversation was going on.
He was very glad he had foll.owed Jake, as might be supposed, for now he knew how easy it would be to run dow n
the gang of horse-thieves.
But he was in no hurry to do it, so after li stening awhile
and finding that the th ree cowboys had changed tbe subject,
he slipped off to where he h ad left his horse and, mo unting,
rode back to the ranch.
When he got there he found Hop in the bii; sitting-f'oo:11
amusing Stratton and his wife with son1e of his sleight-ofhand tricks.
They were having a merry time of it, for Charlie, Jim and
the girls enjoyed the amazement shown by the Strattons when
Hop did something that was very mystifying.
Most of his tricks had a humoro us tinge to them, too, and
this made it al! the more inte1'esting.
The young deadshot put his horse in the stable without
letting them know· he had arrived, and walked to the house.
He entered without knocking, and found a very merry party.
"Well, I held him long enough, didn't I, Wi ld ?" Stratton
asked, as he arose to his feet and greeted the boy.
"-Plenty long enough, Mr. Stratton,·• was the r,eply. "I had
to wait about five minutes after T got ready."
"Well, I didn't exactl y know what to say to him to keel)
him, blit I got ter talkin' about ther strays, an' then I told him
if he would show me that he was goin' ter do ther right thing
an' stick close to his work, I'd raise him a couple of dollars
a month a little later on. I kept on tal!,1n' t o him in this way
an• listened to what he had t er say, until I thought it was all
right to let him go, an' then I told him to light out for th er
camp. But say, did yer fo ller him?''
"Oh, yes, I got there and was lying behind a tree about two
minutes after he got off bis horse."
"Did yer learn anything?"
"A whole lot, Mr. Stratton. But I will tell you about it later
on. I reckon you will have your horses back inside of a
day or two."
" Pshaw! You don't mean it!"
"Yes, I do mean it. But don ·t asl, any 1rore questions now,
We will wait until Hop gets through his performance. l
see he is about to make a rosebu~h grow up frcm a seed he's
planting in that tomato ran he has filled with dirt."
"Yes, that's what he said he was goin' ter do. Well, we'll
watch him to do, an' then I want yer to tell me what you
fo und out."
Neither Charl!c nor Jim as1ted the boy a question jt1st then,
:er what he had said to the ranchman was enough to convince
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them that he did not mean to say anything of what he had it won't be what you might call a real hearty one. But that's
le:iruerl until la ter.
•
the way we always eat at a picnic. It ain't over once a yenr
Hop went on with his littl e tri~k. and after plantin·g the that we ha Ye one, either. Bnt this is gain' to be ther biggest .·
seed and coveri ng it wit h his big. yellow sil k handkerchief, he : the <'aunty has ever kno,ved. ·•
waited a few minutes and went through some mysterious mo- 1 Half an hour later they all sat down to a good hre.ikfa~t.
tions, and then rai£ed the handkerch ief a11d showed a little
As soon as he was through Stratton arose and said he was
bush that borC' a brig ht red rose.
I going to grease up the wagon and fix up the ha~ess for his
Mrs. Stratton had never si>en a nything like it before, and l team.
it was net strange (hat she shoul d be astounded.
I ·' i wish I harl a couple of little flags to put on ther lton;1-.,
But after it was all over Arietta explained to her that it ! but. I ain't,·• he said, sh aking his head. '"I always like t~r
was easy for Hop to do such thin~s, since he was cle ver Pnough make a 1rntty gco-d show when I let m y team trot into a picnic
to hide t he little bush and rose under his hand!,erchief when grounds.•·
h e placed it ove r the can.
"'Well, I thi nk perhaps Hop might decorate your horses up
"But it is a real rose, though,·· the woman declared.
a little, Mr. Stratton," Wild said, with a smile. "He usually
"No, it isn·t," Arietta sa :d, laughingly. ·'It is only made carries all sorts of colored paper with him, and he is very
of paper."
I handy. As soo n as he is through breakfast I'll tell him about
"Oh, so it is !•· and when she discovered that the b\'sh was it, and he can come down to the stable and see what he can
nothi ng but a piece broken from the lim b of a tree an d the do."
paper rose was ti ed to one of the branches, she broke into a
·' All right, I'll be mighty glad to h ave him. Maybe he kin
laugh.
,
fix 'em up by magic if there ain't no other way ter do it,"
''But,·· ~he said a moment later, looking serious again, " I and the ranchrnan grinned.
don't see how he could have done it. He shook the handker"Well, he kin fix up th er team all right, an' don 't you forgit
chief out and there was nothing In it."
it,'· Cheyenne Charlie spoke up.
1
·'Well. his han ds are quicl r than your eyes, that is ail.
Stratton went on to the stable, and a few minutes rater
He ca n deceive an y of ns the same way. T have watched him Wild went to the kitchen and found Hop and Wing just fin man y times, but I could ne ver detect him in doing his tricks.·· ishing their breakfast.
''John,"" the woman said, turning to her husband, ··don't
'·Hop,"' said l1e. ·'the boss wants to make his team look
you think it would be a good idea to git Hop Wah to give rather fancy. You have got some colored paper and ribbons,
a little exhibition at ther picnic to-morrow?"'
haven't you?"
"It sartinly would, Mirandy. I'll s~e to it 'l'l·hen we git
"Me gottee plenty, Misler Wild," the Celestia! answ<>reri,
OYer there. Most likel y he'll be welcome ter do it.··
looking at him In surpr~se. "Whattee you wan tee me do?"
··Me sbo,Yee YellY nicee lillee tlick at um picnic, so be,"
"Well, make a few bows and paper flowers and tie them to
Hop spoke up. "Me velly smartee Chinee. "
the bridles, or any where on .. the harness you think they will
While Stratton liked Hop's clever tricks very much, he was look well ..,
eage r to learn what Young Wild West had heard, so he asked
"Me undelstand, Misler Wild. Me vel!y smartee Chinee. Me
him to go into the office.
flxee velly muchee quickee. Me makee nicee, too, so be. ··
" Come on. boys,·· onr hero said. as he followed hiIJ'l there.
'T'hen the Chinaman hurried away to the building wher
'Th en he told jnst what he had heard the three cowboys their camping outfit had · been locked .
talking about.
He had the key, so it was not long before he got in side.
"Well. 1 rnrtinly am snrprii;ed ter thin k that .they're ther
Hop always carried a quantity of staj'f fhat he used in
horse-th ieves,·· Stratton declared·. his eyes opening wide.
performing bis sleight-of-hand tricks, and it was no t · long
'\Yell. I wasn't a bit surprised when [ learned it," Wild before he brought out three rolls of ribbon, one red, one white
said. with a smile. " T put them down for b'eing horse- anrt the oth er blue.
,
thieYPS right after we met them yesterday. The fellow called
'Then he set to work and made some very neat rosettes,
Ca~p,· said enough to make me thinlc that way. Well, Mr. and when be had finish ed he showed them to th e rnnchman,
Stratton, \ve cl.idn't come down this way to run down a gang who was delighted.
of ho.rse-thiPves. but I reckon we are going to run them
''When do you want ter put 'em on thC'r harness, Hop?"'
down, jest the same. But don·t say a 'l'l'Ord about it to any came the query. .
•
onP. We !!,re all going o:er to the_ pl_cn) e to-mor!·ow mor~"Me wa!tPe for you ·hitchee up pee," was the rppl y.
Ing, and probably by the time t~.e p1cmc 1s over with we will
"All right, I'll hitch up an hou r ahead of time. We may
have the horse-thi eves corraled. as we11 be off as soon as we kin, 'cause t.her crowd will begin
ter a rrive about ten o'clock, anyhow . Ifs a good Pighteen
miles we've got ter go, too, an' it's putty ni gh eight o'clock
now. ''
CHAPT.E R VII.
Th e Chinaman assisted him to hitch thC' team to the buckOGR oRTEXnS GET TO DRY BOTTO)!.
board, which had been washed as dean as a wbistle.
Thi' next morning our friends were up bright a nd early.
Then Hop proceeded to fasten the rosettes to the harnrs:;,
Rut as early as it was they found the ranchm a n and his wife and he did so in such a way that the team certainly made a
stirring about.
very attractive, not to say gaudy, appearance.
There was much to do, for they wanted to make a rath er
Stratton clapped his hands with satisfaction , for he declarPd
earl:: start for the picnic.
he had never seen a team look as nice as his own dirt ju st
Lunches had to be put np. for It was the custom to take then.
their eatablei, with them and have an enjo yable time eating\ He soon drove up to the house, and then al] hands came out
aurl talking to the neighbors who would be sure to be there. to have a look.
'·You gals got un a little sooner than I thought you would,"
Mrs. Stratton was delighed, as might be suppo~ed. and the
Mrs. Stratt on observed. as Arietta, Anna and Eloise came girls declared that there could hardly be a team there that
out at. the rear of the house to use the water a nd soap that would make such a fin e show as this one did.
was there.
.
Cheyenne Charlie was the only one who did not seem to
''Well, we are accustomed to getting up early, you know,'' approve of Hop's work greatly.
Arietta answered, with a smile. "You seem to be very busy
" He's gone an overdone it, Wild," he said, shaking his
this morning. ·•
.
bead. "There's too many of them littl e bows a n' things."
"Well, there's a lot to do. Ther woman, she's gitt!n' the
"O h, that's a]] righ t, Charlio. You are the only one who
breakfast, an' rm seeln' to puttin' up ther grnb we're goin' will say that, ou tside · of our selves. ·• ·
to take with us.' I'm goin' to ride over with .John in the buck"Yes, I s'pose so. Well, I don't care, anyhow. He kin tie
board. but I s'pose you gals will go on horseback, the sam e some bows on tber wagon-wheels, if he wants ter, but It seems
as vou come here.·•
ter me It's wastin' an awful lot of that ribbon, which must be
·'Oh. yes, we never ride any other way."
putty dear, If I know anythi ng about it."
--well, yen won't have to carry anything. We kin take all
"Well, Hop has always got plenty of money to buy ribbon ,
tber grub with us in the wagon. "
or anything else he wants, you know.··
··Well, if I were you I wouldn't put myself out too much
'.'Yes, an' he makes it mighty easy sometimes. Jest let him
in that way. No doubt we could buy all we want to eat at git hold of a couple of card-sharps who think they know all
the picnic..,
about draw poke r, an' he'll git what they've got in no tim e .
.. Oh, yes, there's Jots to sell there, but that ham I boiled last He sartinly does make money easy, though I s'pose it. ain 't
night has got to be used up, an' there's the cake an' sweet- what might be called exactly honest, 'cause he has ter cheat
meats an' other things. We'll have a nice little lunch, though ter do it "
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he didn't cheat. the people be plays with would I "You have got to put a stop to this thing, John,., she ~air!,

"Well, if
cheat him out of his money, so what's the odds?·· Jim Dart as they drove on to find a place to t!P thP horses. · "Tbtlrc
ain't no- use in lettin' them two shoot earh other fnll of
asked, with a shrug of bis shoulders.
1
·
"There is no use in tryin g to break him of gambling, any- , holes."
how,'' our hero declared. '' It's a wonder to me he hasn't tried ' "Well, I don't see how I kin interfere, 111:irandy, ·· and her
to _get into so~e kind of a game with some one belonging to husband shook his head.
There were perhaps fifty or sixty men, women and children
the ranch."
"He ain't had ther chance, Wild," the scout answered, with at the fairgrounds; which was a big field lylng In a hollow.
The women and children were dressed In all the fine color•
a grin.
"Well, that's tru e. But I suppose he will have plenty of they could find, no doubt, and the scene was pleasant en<;mgh.
Several tents had been put up, and It was here where eatchances at the picnic. We must keep a watch on him a~ see
that he doesn't take advantage of any innocent card-players." ables and drinkables and fancy articles were offered fo r sale.
The new schoolhouse 1:>ulld!ng stood !n plain sight of ·the
The team being ready, Mrs. Stratton was eager to be off
right away. She soon bad the big basket containing the lunch ground, and a flag was flying from the top or it.
Near It a platform had been built, which was decorated with
placed behind the seat on the buckboard and tied securely so it
bunting, and here it was that the speaking would take place.
could not fall off.
Altogether it was a very elaborate affair, as far as It had
Then she hurriedly put on her hat, which looked about as
gaudy as the horses, for there were red, white and blue flow- , gone.
I The only thing to make it liven up some would be some
ers on it, and impatiently told her husband she was ready.
"Jest wait till I git my hair combed, Mirandy," Stratton shooting, as Cheyenne Charlie put It.
Of course, the young deadshot and his friends attracted
answered, as he ran hurriedly Into the house. "I forgot ter
comb it this mornln', an' it's ther first time I forgot it In over considerable attention.
They always did, no matter where they went.
a week. But it won't take me long."
But they seemed to be rigged out just right to correspond
Meanwhile, our hero and his partners had gone to the stable
nicely with those at the picnic.
af!er th~ horses.
But the girls always wore gay colors and . the shirts of Wild
rhe gJrls were all ready, for It had not taken them long to
fix themsel".es up for tb.e picnic, since they changed their cos- and his partners were either r ed or blue, as they look a notlon, so they were bound to look rather picturesque.
tume but _httle.
Stratton went on to find ·a place to put up his horses, the
By the t1m_e Stratton came out with his hair combed and a
new wlde-bnmmed hat on his head, Wild, Charlie and .Jim girls riding after the wagon.
But Wild and his partners stopped before the hote , for
were riding up from the stable, leading the horses for the
quite a crowd had gathered there.
girls_.
WIJ?-g was not going, for he had told them earl y _In the I '' Hello, strangers!., a tall man with a very long. light musmornmg that he preferred to stay at the ranch, smce he tache called out. ''WE:lcome -to ther picnic at Dry Bottom. _
thought some one ought to remain there, anyho-w, and look I'm ther sheriff of Deafsmith County, an' my name . is Smith, ·
though I ain't deaf. Come in an' have a drink.·•
after their outfit.
WiJd could see that the man was 'fairly bubbling over· with
But the Chinaman was very fond of sleeping, and It seemed
that he could never get quite enough of it during the night, good nature, so he quickly dismounted, and going up to him,
so no doubt that ls why ~e preferred to remain at the ranch. put out his hand and said:
An yhow, our friends did not care what he did about It. so
"How do you do, $herlfl'? My name ts Young Wild West."
when they mounted and rode along ln the buckboard they
"Great snakes!" the sheriff exclaimed, looking surprised .
merel y looked around to see if Hop was coming.
" So you're Young Wild West, eh?"
But Hop was not going to be Je!t behind.
"Yes, that's right..,
He had been figuring on what he was going to do at the
"Come over here ter win all ther prizes at -shootin', I
picnic ever since he heard there was going to be one at Dry
Bottom, and he soon came along, riding his piebald broI)cho s'~?se?"
Well, no, sheriff. I certainly didn't com<' for th_at . . , Wo
and smiling olandly.
"Whoopee! whoopee!" shouted Stratton, who seemed to be stopped at the Little Y Ranch yesterdar ancl ~earn mi:; that
as delighted as a child. "Now, then, we're off. Hooray for the pi cn ic was to be ~ere, we thought we would drop around
ther picnic at Dry Bottom! It's goln' ter be a big time, an' and enjoy ourselves.
"Good! I'm mighty glad of that. But sar! don't forgit t.->r
don·t you forglt it. "
His wife clapped her hands at this, and then the girls go in ther shootin' matches, my boy. You· rfl the,· Champion
joined In, for they could see how she felt over the anticipated Deadshot of ther West, an' you ma y as well sh ow ther fol ks
around here what you kin do. There's to be som e lassoin'
pleasant time.
Those on horseback rode at a gait that would keep them done here, too, so l hear. Some of ther men is mighty slfrk
along with the buckboard, and mile after mile was covered. with a rope, yer know. I 'don't s'pose you kin do much in
It happened that they d:d not go In the dir&-ation of the th&.t line ."
"Oh, well, I can swing a rope quite a little, sheriff, but I
cowboys' camp, so they saw nothing of Jake on the way over.
But when they finally anlved at Dry Bottom, which was a don't know as I would care to go Into a co ntest. ·•
"You kin swing a rope a little bit, eh?'' a lank y cowboy
little village of perhaps fifteen houses, a etore, hotel and
asked, as he swaggered up and looked our hero over. " Well,
blacksmith shop, they found him there.
He seemed to be waiting for them, too, for the moment they I'll bet you I kin rope you afore you rope me. It's drinks for
ther sheriff an' me an' you. Good! I see you haYe got a
appeared he came running up to them.
"Here J am, Boss Stratton," be called out, as the ranchman lariat."
Wild was not a l!ttle ,.musPd at the audacity of th e fellow
brought the team to a. halt. "I want ter tell Yer that we was
out at daylight this mornln', an' we got every on~ of tber but he made UP his mind ti, give him a try-out, so h e gave ~
strays we know of. There may be some more runnln around, nod of approval and said :
"All right, my friend. We'll try it out right now. Get your ·
but we'll look for 'em to-morrow."
"All right, Jake," was the reply. "You have done well. Is rope."
Cheyenne Charlie grinned broadly as the young deadshot
Red Joe an' his gang here?"
"Not yet, .. and the cowboy shook his head , whlle a grim took the lariat from his saddl.,.
The lanky cowboy ,1as ready for him when he came back,
smile crossed his face. "I'll be on ther 'l\'atch when they come,
too. You see, Mr. Stratton, it's goin' ter be a case of shoot and both got out into the broad space that lay before the
on sight between me an' Casey. T didn't tell yer al:>out that hotel.
"Say when you're ready," the sheriff called out, who seemed
last night, but It's so, jest tber same."
"It ls, eh? Well, you had better keep your eyes open. to take delight In it. " I'll let my gun go when you're both
You know ther kind of man Casey Is. He's mighty soon with ready, and then yer kin go ahead an' lasso each other."
"I'm ready now," the cowboy retorted, as he began s.winga gun."
"Yes, I know all about It. but I reckon I've been doln' quite ing his lariat.
"So am I," Wild said, in llis cool and easy way.
a little practlsln' lately. Tf he glts me, all right. But I'll
Crack!
tell ~-ou 011e thing, hoss, I don't want him tor try any dirty
The sheriff fired, and the n the two began dodging about,
work aho11t it. It's got to be fair an' square. As soon as we
,eP e~'h of er, t':e11 ther sho oti n' ki n begin, an' T'IJ take my waiting fol' a chance to let ~n the lariats.
Sudd~nly they both seen, ed to let them go at once.
ct.nnc c- ...
Wild dodged the noose as b e saw it coming down, but the
This ta!~. made Mrs. Stratton feel rather uneas y.
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lanky cowboy failed to throw · his arms up in time, and before
he knew it he was caught squarely about the neck and almost
jerked from bis feet.
A yell of delight went up from the crowd, and throwing the
rope from hls neck, the defeated man hurried over, and
putting out his hand, said: ,
"All right, young feller. You kin beat 1rte. I've pitted mysel[ ag'in a feller called Red Joe, fr.om t)ler Little Y Ranch.
Th ero's a side bet of fifty dollars, an' if T don't do no better
with him than I d0ne with you, I reckon I'll foe! mi ghty sick."
·· So you are going to have a lasso duel with Red Joe, are
you? ''
'"Well, I s'pose you kin call it that if you're a might to.
What about Red Joe, anyhow't Do you know him? "
"Yes, I am slightly acquainted with him. Well, I hope you
win . "

"So do I."
Then the sheriff broke up the con versation by seizing our
hero by the arm and hus tling him into the hotel.
Ch a rlie and Jim followed, as a matter of course, and when
th ey found that every one seemed to be good-natured, they
settled down to have a good time for awhile.
CHAPTER VIII.
AT 1'I{E l"ICNIO.

Sheriff Smi t h, of Deafsmith County, seemed to be a general
favorite with all hands and he took great pride in the office
he held, too, for he strutted about shaldng hands with those
wbo kept pouring In.
There were new arrivals all the time now, for 1t was a little
past ten, the time the picnic was to begin.
Bnt, as the sheriff said, It was very seldom that anything
bogan on time, and most l\kely it would bo eleven o'clock
before the speechmaking started.
.. I expect te r talk as long as ten minutes," he said. "That
will be putty good for me. I've got what I'm goin' ter say
putty welt t er heart, an' I hope I don't forgit none of it."
Some of the cowboys belonging to the Little Y Ranch came
alc ng, and with them were the two called Scorcher anl! Jack.
The DJoment he saw them Young Wild West went over to
them aria said:
"You belong to the Little Y, 'don't you?"
"Yes, " Scorcher answered, looking at him in surprise.
"Seen anything of Red Joe?"
"Not since last night," and then both stared at the boy,
no doubt wondering what be was driving at.
·' Well, do you lmow where Jake is?" Wild asked, after a
pause.
.. Ain't seen him since we've been here," Jack declared.
"Well, I'll tell you where he is, then. H~'s out waitln' for
Casey to show up. There's going to be a shooting-match
between the two, you know."
.. Yes, we k!!ow about that. Did Jake tell you?"
"Yes."

·

·' Well, it's a mighty bad business, 'cause Casey ls Jilcely
to git ther best of him in no time."
"You think so, eh?''
'· Yes, 'cause he's mighty slick with a gun."
· "Well, I reckon I'll go out and see what happens, because
it's about time the bunch of horse-thieves show up."
''Horse-thieves!" echoed Scorcher, with dropping jaw as he
looked at his- partner.
'' Yes. But don't say anything about it. I am going to help
corral them before the day is over."
·'Did Jake tell yer anything?" Jack asked, rather faintly.
"Not a word about any horse-thieves."
"How did yer find out about it, then?"
"Well, I may as wel! tell you fellows' just how I found It
out. I followed Jake last night when he rode back from the
ranch,. and I was pretty close to the camp, listening to what
'l'as said. I heard it all, and since Red Joe has expressed a
desire to kill me, I feel it my duty to run the gang down.
Now, then, don't say anything about this, but let- them come
here to the picnic and go the limit. When they get ready
to go away I will follow them with my two partners, and it
wcu't be long before we have them roped and ready for the
i;:beriff.
The two cowboys were greatly surprised, but they soon
recovered from it and Jake said:
"Well, Scorcher, it can't be said that we give 'em away,
kin it?"
"No, nor Jake, either," was the reply. "We couldn't help
it if some one was listenin' to what we was talkin' about last
night.·•

Wild now nodded for Charlie and Jim to come, and then
went outside the hotel.
There must have been a hundred people the re by this time,
but most of them were over at the picnic grnunds.
The boy s tepped out to a little knoll and looked down the
trail.
Then, much to his satisfaction, he saw four horsemen riding
that way.
It was easy for him . to tell who they were, for he recognized Casey at the first glance.
· "Now, then, I wonde r where Jake is?" he thought. "I have
got an Idea that if he minds his eye he will be able to get
the best of that fellow. But I rcclton I won't let them fig 1t
it out, anyhow."
He told his partners that the villains were coming, and
then the three took places where they could see pretty Wt>ll
if anything happened, and waited.
Up rode the four men to within a couple or hundred feet
of the hotel.
Then one of them dismounted and tied his horse to a tree,
while the other three came on.
It was Casey, of course.
He had not forgotten that it was to be shoot on sight between him and Jake.
"I know what that sneakln' coyote ls up to!" Cheyenne
Charlie exclaimed, his eyes fl.ashing. "He's go!n' ter sneak
around an' g!t a chance at ther cowboy from l'lehind. Where
is Jake, anyhow? I'm goin' ter tell him about this."
Juilt then he happened to catch sight of him as he came
from a group of cowboys he had been talldng with.
The scout quickly ran over to him, and catching him by
the arm, whispered:
"Casey bas jest got off his horse back there. Here's his
pa;rds now r ight afore you. You had better look out, 'cause
maybe he's go!u' ter sneak up an' shoot you from behind."
"Thank yer," Jake ans wered. "I'll go an' meet him, an'
won't give him a chance ter do any sneak work."
Then he started boldly down the, road, Charlie walking over
to the right and· keeping along with him.
Wild and Jim were about to follow them when Red Joe,
who had brought his horse to a halt but had not yet dismounted, called out, sharply:
"How many is goin' after one man?"
"Only one," Wild answered. "The rest are just going to
see that he gets fair play, that's all. If you want to ta.ke
part in it, come right along.~
Then Red Joe turned his horse and went galloping down
the road.
"Hey, Casey," he shouted at the top or his voice, "look out,
there's four after you!"
Crack!
Wild could not resist the temptation, so he fired a shot and
clipped the villain's hat from his head.
"Come back here!" he called out. "I reckon you're a little
too fast. Let me see you pick that hat up as you ride back,
too. If you don't I'll take another shot at you."
The revolver shot caused quite a sensation, and a crowd
1
gathered instantly.
Everybody wanted to know what was going on, and Jim Dart
endeavored to explain to them.
But few if any of them quite got hold of what it was, and for
a moment it seemed as though there was going to be trouble.
Meanwhile, Red Joe had brought his horse to a halt and
had turned so he faced the crowd.
But he did not offer to come back and pick up the hat.
Wild and his partners, of course, had stopped so they could
not follow Jake and see how he made out with Casey.
As the sheriff pushed his way through the crowd toward
him, Wild nodded to him and said:
"Well, sheriff, I just shot a man's hat off his bead, th~t·s
all. He is a fellow who is anxious to take my life, and because he was doing something I didn't want him to do I
thought I'd stop him. There he is on his hon;e, and there
ls his hat lying over there on the ground. I have or dered
him to ride back and pick up the hat as he came. If he
doesn't do it, I am going to clip off a piece of his ear."
"Thunder! But you're sartinly a great boy, Young Wild
West!" the sheriff exclaimed. "Well, gents, if that's all there
is to it it's an right. Everything goes at a picnic, you know.
But I do hope I won't have to talce any prisoners away with
me when I lea-...e here."
"You'll take some all right, sheriff," the young deadshot
answered, with a smile. "I am going to gather in about four
horse-thieves for you."
"Horse-thieves, eh?•·
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"Yes, but never mind now. I think my man is going to do
as I told him."
Sure enough, Red Joe suddenly started his horse at a gallop,
and as he neared the spot where the hat Jay he swung himself downward and picked it up with the greatest of ease.
But this was a triclc common to cowboys, so he received
little or no applause for it.
''That's all right, J oe," Wild called out. "You did it. Now,
then, just mind your eye and see to it that you don't look for
trouble. If you do you'll get into a heap of it and no mistake."
Just then three or four shots rang out, and our hero gave
a start, for be had almost forgotten what Jake and Casey
were un to.
"Conte on, boys!" he exclaimed. "I reckon they've started
the shooting-match."
He hurried down the road, but before he had gone very
far he saw Jake coming, a revolver In his hand.
· It's all over," the cowboy called out. "J got him. He's
layin' on ther ground back there with a bullet in his thigh.
He shot once at me, an' I let two go at him, an' one of 'em
hit. All's I got was a little sting on tiler ear, but it don't
amount to nothin'."
But his ear was bleeding just the same, and Wild quickly
ran up and took a look nt it.
"'That's all right, Jake," he said. "That won't amount. to
anything. Just put something on it to stop the blood, and
you'll be all right. I'll send Red Joe to look after Casey.
You're sure you downed him, eh?"
"Yes, and I know jc.st where I hit him, too. ""1Ie won't walk
for a few weeks, you kin bet on that, nor he won't ride a
horse, either."
'· Possibly not."
Before Wild could get a chance to tell Red foe to go and
loo!, ~or his pard a crowo. was rushing down ·the road, and
then it was not long before they came back, some of them
bearing the wounded man, whose face was very pale, for the
wound he had received was a painful one, since the bullet
had shattered a bone.
He was taken care of as well as it was possible ln the place,
and then after a little time the excitement subsided.
Red Joe kept clear of our friends until after he got a few
drinks of liquor in him.
Then he grew a little bolder, ~nd began going about boasting of what he could do with a lariat.
"I had an Idea that Casey was goin' ter clean out every one
here when ther shootin'-match took place," he said, "an' I've
got ther idea yet that I'm goin' ter beat any one with a rope.
Where's that lanky galoot what put ther money up ther other
day that he could beat me? I'm ready for him at any time."
"Here I am," called out the man Wild had defeated so easily.
"I'm ready for yer. We'll ride right over to ther picnic
ground an' ask if we kin go ahead. Most of ther crowd is goin'
back there now."
.. All right, come on, then," and Red Joe quickly mounted
his horse.
1
The lanky cowboy had a broncho close by, so the two went
on over to the grounds.
Nearly every one but those belonging to the place left the
hotel then.
The sheriff walked along with the crowd, and being a loudvoiced man, he easily made himself heard and told them that
he would judge the contents from the spealrers' stand.
''Come on, Young Wild West," he said, catching our hero
by the arm, as he was about to mount his horse. "I want you
to git on ther stand with me. I reckon you're a putty good
jedge of this kind of business. You sartlnly showed how you
cou Id use a rope yourse If . ,.
"Well, I'd rather not get on the stand, sheriff," was the
· wi·th my partners and the ladies
.
rep Iy. "I pre f e1 . t ~ remam
we brought along.
"Oh , you h ave go t Ia d"1es w Ith Ye1,· eh?"
.
"Yes, they are over there with John Stratton and his wife."
"Stratton, eh? ,ven, I know him. All right, I ain't goln'
ter coax yer away' from ther gals. Go right on.''
The picnic had already been opened by the county judge
when they got there, and he had just finished a few minutes'
speech.
When the sheriff came up be was greeted with great applanse, and when he got upon the platform he was called upon
for a speech.
He looked rather confused for a minute, and then suddenly
b lled out:
"Say, you people of Deafsrnith County, blamed if I ain't
forgot whut I was troin' ter say, so we'll wait a while for ther
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speech. What I want ter tell you now is that there's goin'
ter be a l!ttie try-out with ropen between two men who has
bet fifty dollars apiece. It ain't first on ther regular program, but bein' ther sheriff of ther county, I sorter reckon
you'll allow me ter let it go off first. I'm mighty anxious
tor see who wins that fifty dollars.''
He was cheered roundly for this, and not a voice was raised
in objection.
Red Joe and the lanky cowboy were eager to get at it, it
seemed, so the sheriff quickly appointed four men to clear the
way, and then pulling his gun, he called out:
"Now, then, jest ride far enough back, an' when I fire git
at each other. Yer ain't to use nothin' but your ropes, either,
an' if either one of yer gits mad an' goes to doin' any shootin'
you'll hear from ther sheriff of Deafsmitb County in a
hurry."
The two had already prepared their lariats, and when they
had ridden back- to a ·distance of probably a bund1 ed yards
the shei iff fired a shot, and then they went galloping toward
each other, swinging their ropes and yelling as though they
thought that would help them in the contest.
The lanky man made the first try and lost.
Then Red Joe followed. but his opponent was too quick
for him and the rope quickly settled upon tbe ground .
But he was clever at coiling his lariat, and he got it ready as
quickly as his opi,:- nent.
Then they began riding around in a circle, and presently
both let go at about the same time.
Red Joe evidently knew what he was doing, for his noose
caught the lanky man acout the body and dropped over his
horse's head at the same time.
The next instant man m:.d beast were rolling upon the
ground.
"Ther red-haired man wins ther fifty dollars," the sheriff
called out in a loud voice. '·Ther skinny galoot didn't have
no show at all. He's got ter practice a little mo1 e, I reckon."
Everybody yelled, it seemed, though it was hard to tell
whether they were applauding or not.
But the lanky man shook hands with the victor, and when
the two rode back in the direction of the hotel there was
some little cheering.
Wild and his partners had joined the girls, so they did not
feel like leaving them just now, and as the games were to
go right ahead, they decided to stay. tbe_re until it "'.as ti_me
to eat dinner, since there was no hkehhood of their bemg
anything more exciting.
The next event on the program was a cattle-roping contest.
Sixteen cowboys had entered for it, and for half an hour
or more there was a very lively time in the field.
The committee in charge of the picnic awarded the prize,
· fi cl
and every one seemed to be satis e .
Wild and Arietta decided to take a walk around and look
at what was to be seen at the tents that were scatte1 ed abont.
Then Charlie and Anna followed, and it was not long before
Jim and Eloise came after them, with the ranchman and his
wife.
.
d"
They all came to a stop at the tent whc,·e grnger-p op, can ies
and cakes were for sale, and they all had a taste of what "as
there, Wild paying the bill.
Finally they came to the platform that had been set ,up on
purpose tor dancing.
There were two fiddlers there, who were just getting their ·
instruments ln tune.
"If ·t
n't so nigh noontime, I reckon we would have a
h
i whasn they uit read" " the ranchman said, with a grin.
c ance w e
o
,,
.
•
.
"B t
'li have plenty of time this afternoon, so th e,e
am 't
u web th i"n' about i·t now."
no" use oa er
be we'll all take a hand in the dancing," our hero
. Yes, m Y ,
interested in very much that's
1
said · "I don t blcnow
.
t I'dasrt· am
to know when the shootmg-match
going on heffre, u
t ti ,:ee if there is any one here who can
is coming O • 1 wan
can ,,
sh,?ort ~ny betterfl t~n , on~ whc kin do that, Young Wild
You ll never n an}
West," decl9,red Stratton.
"Well, 1 don't know about that. I may find some who can
do just as well."
.
,
..
"Yes, yer might, but I don't thmk th eyhre t~e~e. I
"It's too bad Casey w_on't do no more s oo m. n my way
of think!n', he's done his last.''
"Quite 1!1,ely.''
The fiddlers struck up just then, and their attention was at
once attracted that way.
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"Put a stake in ther ground over there, then,·· advic:cd the
sheriff. '·and have it understood that no one ls to come in'>i<l.e
of that stake as he passes the1· tree. He kin ha\'e a~ many
shots at ther pail as he wants ter, too.,.
··Yes, of course.··
So it was soon decided, and then it was spread :ibout what
the directions of the contest were.
Wild could not help lauhging when he saw the pail of sand
being rigged up for a target.
While it would not be an easy thing to hit by any means,
it seemed funny that the committee should think of such
a thing.
CHAPTER IX.
'· Well, Et,'' he said to his sweetheart, "I suppose I had betWl:LD WIXS THE SHOOTING-MATCH.
ter go and get Spitfire, since the shooting is to be done from
Our friends took it easy for awhile under a shady tree, and horseback. I didn't have the least idea how they meant
to do it.,.
then they made their way to the dancing platform.
'·Well, that's the way cowboys generally shoot, you lrnow,"
By this time it had spread all through Dry Bottom that
/
Young W1!d West was in town, so they drew considerable at- she answered.
"Yes, that's true. But I am not a cowboy. I am used to
tention.
Jt was Pasy for l hem to get a chance to dance, for almost shooting any way.•·
"Well, you are the Champion Deadshot, Wild, so that ac~very one wanted to make room for them, and there being
J1wt four couples, they got up a set all by themselves and counts for that.··
had a llve)y time of it.
.. That's all right, Et. Don't flatter me any. I get s ick and
''Well, r think that will do as tar as the dancing goes won't tired of being called the Champion Dead:!hot. But I snppose
it, Et?'' \Vild said, as he led his sweetheart from th~ plat- I will have to bear up with it, for I don't mean to grow care·
form.
less about my shooting just to prevent being called a cham"Yes, I am well satisfied, Wild. Anything you say goes, pion."
you know. ··
"I should sav not, Wild."
':Well; I reckon we will go over and find out when they are
The boy now started to get his horse, which was nibbling
gomg to have the shooting-match. I have a notion to go in it at the grass near the place where the ranchman had left
though, of course, · I don't care so much about winning ; his team along with the rest of those belonging to the party.
prize .. ,
He gave a low whistle, and the intelligent sorrel at on ce
"'Well, I have heard several say that you were to be in the pricked up his ears and ceased eating.
shooting-match, Wild."
Then he turned and trotted toward hls young master.
"Oh. they h.a ve got it down that way, hav·e they? Well, I
"Well old fellow I guess you have got to help me out a
suppose I will have to do it, then.•·
little bit this aftern'oon, ,. the boy said as he threw Lhe s~ddle
The rest followed them, and they went over to the speak~rs' upon his \Jack. "I am going to make that pail of sand Jnmp
tent, which was occupied by the committef' in charge of the every time I fire, and I want you to take me along as fast as
picnic and their distinguished guests, who were the sheriff you can, too."
and the judge.
Snitfire gave a low whinny, as though he understood what
.. He1e he comes now," Sheriff Smith called out, waving his the · boy said.
bat. .. Here's Young Wild West. Corne on. You have got ter
A few minutes later Wild came riding back to the scene of
put your name down for ther shootin' match. It only costs a the contest.
dollar ter go in."
But he knew he would have to wait some little time, since
"AIJ right, sheriff," was the reply. "I suppose I will have all the contestants were not there yet.
to do it, then."
But the committee announced that the names would be
"Well, the prize is a brand-new saddle that cost forty-three called, and those who failed to come up would have to drop
dollars. Maybe it ain't as good as ther one you have got an' out until the tail-end of it, but that all should be allowed
maybe it's bt'ltter. But most likely you'll take it away.,:
to have their chance at shooting, provided they did not stay
·'Well, I don't know about that, sheriff. But I always do my away too long.
best when I go in a shooting-match, whether it's for fun or
Wild got a look at the list, and he found that his number
fair."
was twenty-one.
'· Yes, I've heard about you. Come right up here an' put your
There were four more who had entered the contest after
.
name down."
the end of it..
The young d~adshot 'promptly steppeq up, and when he he had done so so that meant that he was near
He tied his horse to a convenient tree, and then went with
looked at the 11st tl;iat was laid before him by one of the
committee, he. saw that there was a score or more names to it his companions to a little Jmoll, from which they could get
a good view of the shooting.
already.
In about ten minutes the first man rode up.
· What are the conditions?'' he asked, before signing his
The pail of sand was all ready, and the man hoiding the
name and paying the dollar.
·· Shootin' at a mark with a gun that's all " was the reply rope began making it jump and swing.
The pistol shot cracked, and away went the contestant.
"Ther committee will fix up ther 'target, an•' ther names wili
He rode straight for the tree, but took care not to go inside
be called off accordin' to ther way they're set down on ther
of the stake that had been driven in the ground, and then
paper."
·
fired three times at the pail.
.. No rifle shooting, eh?"
"He didn't hit it," said Wild, shaldng his head. "He isn't
"Well, there was two or three as wanted some, but we can't
seem ter git enough interested ter make it worth while ter much of a shot, I reckon." '
The cowboy came back rather crestfallen whe11 he learned
put up a prize."
"Well, all right. Anything suits me," and Wild promptly that he had failed to hit the mark.
But he cheered himself a little by saying:
wrote down his 'name and paid the dollar.
"I reckon it ain't sich an easy thing. Go ahead an' try it,
· Then the sheriff had a talk with the committee and it was
decided to hold the shooting-match without delay, so two or some of you fellers. Maybe J won't be ther only one what
three men were sent crut to notify the scattered ones about it. don't make a showin' in this here shoot!n'-match."
'l'he next man to try also made a miss of it.
Then a short conference was lleld, and it was decided that
But he only fired once.
the target would 9-e a swinging one.
He explained when he came back that he thought once was
Almost anyone could hit anything that was still, he decla:oed.
One of the committee was quite a genius, for ·he got a tin enough, for he did his best to take good aim, and he knew if
pail and a rope, and after filltng the pall with sand he tied he could not hit it by doing that way, he would n6t be apt
the rope to the handle and flung the other end over the limb to do it if he took a chance shot.
But the third man shot three times, and one of the bullets
I
of a tree.
"Now, then," he said, "I'll stand over here an' jerk ther pall hit the pail.
He was roundly cheered for it when the result was anup an' down an' git it swingin'. Then thel' boys kin come
right up an' take a shot at it as they pass. They kin come nounced .
.. Walt a minute," one of the committee said. "That hole
putty close ter it. if they want to, but I reckon we had better
has got to be plugged before more shoo tin' is done. We don't
make it twenty feet as ther 1lmit,"

It was not long before the platform was full of cowboys
and women and girls who were anxious to dance.
This !,;·as gr€at fun, and our friends watched it, enjoying
it thorcughly until it was about half-past twelve.
'l'hen Mrs. Stratton thought of the lunch they had brought
oYer with them , and insisted that they go and eat it without
any further delav.
They did as she r equested, and as they were sitting under
a. shad,• tre\', enjoying what she had been so careful to pronde, th ey all agreed that it was a genuine picnic, after all.
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nut a bullet through t her and walked toward his friends, at the same time keeping. ah

want to have it said that some one
·
same hole;."
So a p:ece of \'.'OOd was cut to fit the hol e and jammed in to
the pail ~e curely, and then the fourth man tried and missed.
It was so with the fifth and si.'th, too, and then the seventh
jusr grazed tlrn pail and it was declared to be a ti8 with
the other.
··Wild," said Cheyenne Charlie. shal, ing his head, " I reckon
tlla t ain't ai1 easy thing (Pr do. Tha, feller sartinly does
make that pall jump a101:nd l!kie ::inythiug. It' he didn't ha ve a
cover on it ther s.1 nd ,ro•1ld ha.ve all j1.:nped out cf it afore
,
this."
"Well, Charlie, I don't heli'eve it's very easy to do, but I
have an idea that ) ou could hit it all rig-ht at th e firs t s hot,
couldn't you?"
.. I sorte1· think I could, but I mightn't. after all. But I'm
dead sartin that )Ou could, an' if f find any one .that wants
ter bet money that you can't hit it eve ry time yon fire, I'll jest
take 'em up so qt,ick that it'll ma!:e t heir head swim."
"W~ll. take my advice and don't wage:- any money on me,
Charlie. T don't believe a whole lot in betting,"
" W ell. that's all right. r t hink bettin' is all right. But I
won't lay out much if I do be t..,
. The ('On test went on, and when it finally came Wild's turn,
six men ont of th'! twenty had hit lh~ pai l.
But no one had p;it morn than one bullet-hole through it.
Al! eyes were turned upon the dasliing young deadshot as
he rode forward on his sorrel ready to make the start toward
the tree.
Crack!
The s hl'rifl"s pistol went off. and Wild darted forw a rd at a
dead lope.
It seemed that th man was trying to make the pail jump
and swing more than ever, but Wile! did not mind it In the
leas t.
As he !!eared the spot hP whipped out a revolver, and before
he got to the stake he took a quick aim and pulled the trigger.
Crack!
Sand was seen to fl y from the pall.
Cni.c k ! crack! crack!
He kept on firing until he had emptied four cham bers of his
revolver, and each time sand was seen to fl y.
His first shot and the last one had been at a good distance
from the target, too, and when it was announ ced that all
four shots had taken effect upon the pail, a deafening shout
went up.
Many in the crowd wanted to take the boy from the back
cf his horse and carry him about on their shoulders, but hs
laughingly, persuaded them not to do s o, and finally was abl e
to dismount near his companions.
There was some little delay then before the rest of the
contestants could be got there, but at length they all took
their shots.
But no one managed to hit the pall more than once so
Wild West was declared t h e winner of the n~ ve l
1 Young
contest.
Here's that saddle I was talkin' about, Young Wild West,•·
the sheriff' called out, as he held it up on the platform. " Corne
up here an' g!.t it. You won it fair an' sq uare."
"I suppose I may as well take it,·• our hero said to his partners. .. If I don't they wlll think It rathe r strange. But I
don't nead it. It may come in handy some time, though, so
here goes.•·
He walked over and accepted the saddle, and then was
forced to say a few words in the way of a speech.
As he was leaving the platform he saw Red Joe and his
two pards standing close by.
He caught them looking at him sourly, too, and h e made
up his mind that he had better be a li ttle careful , since no
doubt they had been aroused more than ever since he had won
the shooting-match.
As he got down from the platform he walked over to them
ancl said:
"Well, what's the matter with yo u fellows? You don't
seem to be pleased because I won th e saddl e. "
.. You wou ld n't h ave won it if Casey hadn't got hurt in ther
th igh," Re d Joe retorted, gl'uffly.
'·Well , I don't know about tha t. I think I could beat Casey
shooting. all right."
.. It's easy enough to say it now, 'cause he can't shoot ag'in
yer."
"Sec here, J oe Fletcher, I don't want to quarrel with you
h ere at the picnic, so just keep your mouth shut, will you? "
.. I don't want ter quarrel, eitber. ''
"All right, th en, say no more about it, " and Wild turned

aye CYer his shoulder.
But the villains did not seem inclined to take a sly shot at
him.
No doubt th ey would like to have done so, but with a big
crowd en the spot they would ha ve fared badly i! such a
t hing had been tried.
Wild was just showing the prize saddle to his friends when
a shout sounded off to th e left.
Ralf a dozen men were running as though their Jives de~
pended on it, an d when they saw that they were after no
less a person than Hop Wah, they knew right away that the
clever Chine had got into trou)Jle.
"Hip hi! hip hi! Helpee! helpee!" Hop shouted, at the top
of his voice. .. Me allee samee goodee Chi nee."
"Boys, I reckon we'll have to take his part, but I suppose
ho has been cheating those fellows in some kind of a game,"
Wild said, as h e threw down the saddle· and started to meet
the Chinaman and his pursuers.

•

CHAPTER X.
THE T,ASSO Jll:,;L.

"What's the trouble, Hop?" Wild asked. as he r an forward
and placed himse lf betwaen the Ch~naman and his pursuers.
'·Hoolay !" th e Chinaman cried, his face brightening up.
·' Me allee samee goodee Ch inee, Misler Wild. Ley wan tee
killee me ...
Up came three or four angry cowboys with a small crowd
·
at their h eels.
"Ther Chin ee cheated us out of our money while we was
chu e:k ln ' dice, one of them said, in a rathe r respectful tone,
for he saw that the boy was taking the part of the Celestial.
·' Is that so? Well, I l'eckon you s hall have your money back,
then.1'

•· He had some kine! of trick dice, an' some one found It
out,·· one of th e others s1,oke up .
.. All right, all those who lost money please step up here,
and we will settle it mighty quick. Th e Chinaman can't
hel p it if he is a cheat. He was born that way, I suppose.
But, he is a pretty good fellow otherwise ..,
This seemed to mo llif y them greatly, and soon some of them
we re grinning.
Hoo did not have to be told to step forward and dump
,
out a· pJle of gold and silver on the ground.
The most of it was silver, to be sure, and he quickly sorted
it over and took what belonged to him and then sald,
blandly:
''Evelyth ling allee light now. Takee you money. Me
vell y solly me rnakee lillee mistakee."
Tben without saying anything more he hurried away and
was soon lost in the crowd.
Wild waited until the cowboys had counted the money
over and divicled it up the way it belonged.
Then he told them not to gamble with the clever Chinee
again, and that they would find before the picnic was over
that he was a pretty good sort of Chinaman, after all.
Jake, the co wbo~·. came along just then, and calling Young
Wild West aside he said:
" I r eckon Red Joe knows that you're after him, Young Wild
West. He's jest lit out with his two pards, an' they act vez:y
much ao though they're goin' ter hit ther t rail for ther cave,
where they'Ye got ther horses hidden. It lays down that wa:v.,
where there ain't nothin' mtich but rocks, an ' it's about twelve
'
miles from here."
'· Is that so, Jake? Well, I reckon we'll get our horses and
go after them, then."
·' Kin I go along with you?"
"No ; you had better stay right around here. But how clo
you suppose they found out that we knew they were the horse'thieves?"
.. Well, I told Casey that yer knowed it after I had downed
him. an' I s'pose he's told 'em, 'cause ther very minute they
went ter see him a little while ago they come right out ag'!n
an' got on t he ir horses an' lit out."
'· Oh, I see! Well, it's all right. I reckon we'll get them
.easy enough. It's three against three, you know."
The boy now called his partners and let them know what
was up.
T hen they quickly got their horses, and after telling the
girls to remain th ere with the ranchman and his wife unUl
they got back, they mounted and rode away.
Several of the picnickers called out and wanted to know
where they were going, but they simply waved their luulda ud
·
·
shook theiT· '4eads,
-~-- ~ .>' " ..
\,
·>:"'!:, i,,':?• )"
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To the south of the little village there was a sort of barren
waste that lay in between some low hills.
This was the direction Jake had told them the cave Jay, and
us Wild shaded his eyes with his hand and looked ont over
the stretch he saw the th r ee men riding along over half a mile
distant.
They disappeared from view just as he called his partners'
attention, but he kuew where they were, and so they galloped
on at a swift pace.
When they neared the spot where Wild had last seen th em
he called out to hls partners to strike out to the right a little,
and th en he turned off' to the left, for he !m ew it might be
possible that the villains were lying in wait for them.
Charlie and Jim swun g around and soon entered what might
be termed a shallow ravine.
They were riding along on the alert for some signs of the
villains, when without the least warning a couple of ropes
descended over their b eads, and they were unce'remoniously
jerked from their horses.
Their arms were bound to their sides, while R~d Joe stood
n ear them, a revolver in his hands.
'' Jest do any hollerin' an' off goes tber top of your beads!"
he exclaimed, and by tlle expression of his face he evidently
meant It.
"Now, boys, jest fetch 'em up here a ways an' leave their
ho rses right here. When Young Wild West comes arnund we'll
soon settle him. I'm goin' ter kill him an' not try ter ketch
him llke we did these two fellers, an' after we've done that
we'll finish his pards."
The scout and Dart were forced to climb up the rocks until
they reached the level above.
"Set 'em ri ght down there, boys, an' then you keep watch
on 'em till I go an' see if that fresh kid is comin' ."
The cowboys had not brought their horses Into the ravine,
but Red Joe had, and he now mounted and started to rio.e
around the side o! the hill.
Hal!-way around be gave a sudden start, !or he saw the
young deadshot coming at a canter right toward him.
Wild was n-0t greatly surprised when he saw the villain
suddenly rein in bis horse and then ride behind a rocky
projection.
He swung 011' a little to the left, and then came in sight o!
CharUe and Jim sitting on a rock with the two villainous
cowboys guarding them.

"Yes, you would probably tie me so I couldn't move," Wild
retorted, with a sneer. "The first thing you would do would
be to shoot me with on e of my own guns. But all right, Red
Joe, I'll give you a chance, since you have chailenged me.
Get your lariat ready."
Red Joe knew that his two companions had perished, and
having lest his revol ver, there was only one chance for him,
and that was to rope Young Wild West.
Swinging his rope, Ile came galloping to meet the boy, who
was ready for him.
No doubt if Charlie and J im had been caught t hey would
have enjoyed tjle scene much better, for both riders were
putting in some fancy maneuvers.
Arnund and around th,ey went, each waiting for the chance.
Then suddenly, as if by agreement, they came galloping
toward each other.
f.s the two ho rses came close together Wild let go his
larlat and ducked his head at the same time.
'l'he duel was won!
Red Jce's lariat missed the boy's head by a few inches, but
Wild's ncose caught him fairly about the neck, and a quick
je; k sent him sprawling upon the ground.
The sorrel stallion galloped right on and before he could
prevent It the scoundrel was bein g dragged over the rocks.
When Wild dismounted he thought probably he had been
choked to-'1eath, but it seemed that .he was only unconscious,
and with a nod of sati3faction the boy coolly tied him and
then turned his attention to his two partners.
Just as be had cut his two partners free a. sho ut sounded
some distance away, and then they saw a group of riders
ap11roaching.
In the lead were Jalrn and Sheriff Smith, and when be recognized them our hero shool< his head and said:
"Well, it's all right for them to come now, since it's all
over, but I am glad they waited so we were not interfered with
·in our business."
When the horsemen came up and found what bad happened
they were all much amazed, for none of them had any idea
that R ed Joe was a horse-thief.
When tl:e sheriff qu estioned the prisoner, however, be
admitted the whole thing, an d told ' just where the stolen
horses might be four:d.
"You're goln' t er hang me, I s'pose," be said to the sheriff,
"but if you do you want ter bang Jake, too. He's one of us."
·'He was one of you, you mean," our h ero spoke up. "But
Crack!
J ake is all right. I will see to that part of it. Nothing is
Red Joe fired a shot from his revolver, and tne bullet going to happen to hi m."
whizzed over the boy's head.
Jake was a little uneasy, as might be supposed, but when
Crack! crack!
he heard what Wild said he cheered up somewhat.
The other two rascals opened fire, too, and began approachThen he told the sheriff the whole story of how long he
in~,Wd 0 dg ing fkrom .r?ck to rock.
had been with the horse-thieves and just who they had stolen
11
1
· e , rec · on 1t s got to be a fight," Wild muttered, his from .
·
eyes flashing dangerously. "T'ney have got Charlie and Jim in
"
,
.
,
.
some way, and that means that r must get them free even if
Well, Y?U have turned States evidence, so I 11 see to 1t
I have to shoot down all three of the scoundrels. ,,
, t~at you_ git off jest ~s soon, as you have done your part as a
Craclt! crack!
was che r eply.
1 witness m ther case,
Two more shots were fired, and this time the bullets came
'I'.he b_odles of the two Wild had ~een compelled to shoot
we1e tal,en care of, and then tb_e she1:1ff, led by Jake, went to
50 close to him as to be rather dangerous.
'l' he boy's Remington rifle quickly flew to his shoulder, lQ~k for the st~le:1 horses, while Wild and his partners reand twice he pulled the trigger.
turned to the p.cn1c at Dry Bottom.
.
,
Toward the end of th e afternoon the sheriff came back,
Down_ went Red Joe s pards. .
bringing the stolen horses with him.
Charhe and J im wer_e str1;1gg!mg desperately to free themRanchman Stratton was delighted when he found his propselves, and noticing this, Wild called ont:
erty had been returned to him.
, " Take it easy, boys. I'll soon ~et the other one, and then
'"It's all on account of Young Wild West," be declared.
111 come over and cut you loose.
It is not necessary to state the fun that took place after
Crack!
the excitement was over.
Red Joe fired from behind a rock, but missed.
.
•
1
Wild saw him in time, however, and taking a quick aim with
But tbe1 e was p.enty
of 1t, and before darkness set In_Hop
his rifle, he shot the revolver from his hand.
W~h was induced . to mount the speakers stand and give a
It must have bew the only one the horse-thief bad in his sle1ght-~f-hand pe1 ~ormance.
'
.
possession, for be tu rned and started for his horse, which
It too ,, p'.et_ty w,111 with the crowd, _as might be supposed,
was bidden somewhere close at hand.
a11;d tl1e cow boys v. ho had been so anxious _to cu~ off ~is pigHe mounted and rode out into view and then brougi:Jt bis tail or kill hlm for ba_vl~g cheated them with tnc!t dice that
horse to a halt.
'
a!ternoon_ were now w1lh11g to shake hands with him and call
him a mighty good fellow.
"Don't shoot no more, Young Wild West,'· be shouted.
Bnt all things have to come to an end, and the picnic was
"You have got me dead to rights, but if you'll give me :.1. no exception, so rather late In the evening our
friends set
show I'll fight it out with yer with a rope. You want to out for the ranch with Stratton and his wife.
take me alive, of cou rse, so that's tber way for you to do it."
The young tleadsbct laughed.
Next ,veelc's Issue will contain "YOUNG W1LD WEST AND
"Prnbably you think I can't catch you. ..
THE TJN ITED STATES MARSHAL; OR, ARIETTA AS A
"Well, if yer kin you're welcome ter take me an' have me DETECTIVE.,.
hanged, that's all. But as I said, you have got me dead to , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
rjghts, an' If I git my lasso over your head I'll v.-in out, for
I'IJ tie yer so yer can't move, an' then I kin ha·:e a chance ter
1it away."
0
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CURRENT NEWS
TKO gentlemen of Erie, Penn., while on their way
T he 'I'uberculocis Prcventorium for Children recently
receiYed fro m J. '.Pierpont l\Iorgan a gift of $5,000. The hy rail to an Indiana town, recently were agreeably entercheck was sent from Egypt to )farcus 1\I. :i\Iarks, pre~ident tained by a conplf, of strangers, who induced them to engage in a game of cards. ·w hile the game was in progTess,
of the Preventorium .
one of the strnngers produced a fl.ask of whi sky, of which
the Eric gentlemen drank. 'rhey were soon alter alm ost
and
steam
of
emi3sion
mysterious
the
of
An explann.tion
hot' gases from crevices in the famo us Cul ebra cut, which slupicl, but still had sense enough to guard their valuables,
gave rise to a report thzi t a volcano existed under the Pan- and foil the sharp,ers, who evidently intended to rob
ama Canal Zone, is gi ven by the Canal Record, just re- them.
ceived from Panama. It is declared that the phenomena is
Prompted by the revelations as to excessive tel~phone
attribii.table entirely to the oxidizations of ir,on pyrites
caused by · exposure to the air, and that the temperature r::ttes exacted by hotels a nd other r el"orts, Assemblyman
developed disappears in the course of a few days after the Cnvi!her he s just introduced a hill fixing the tariff at 5
cents for each call, provid.in.g a penalty of $500 for any adp_yrites are un covered.
ditional charge fo r ·a five-minute ta lk. H ere is the bill:
Aswciation,
etic
Athl
University
Yale
of
'. ' Any person or persQns, :firm or copar tnership, corporaCamp,
Walter
has just forwarded to T reasurer J"ulian W. Curtiss, of the tion or corporations, hotel or hotels, apartment house or
American Olympic Committee, a check for $300, Yale's stores, who own, control, operate or use telephone or telecontribution to the Olympic Fund to defray the expenses phones for public use within the bound iuy of any city 0£
of the American team to Stockholm . It is expected that the first class in the State of New York shall not charge
Princeton, P ennsylvania, Dartmouth and the oth er leading more tha n the sum of five cents for the period of five mincolleges in t he East and West, will take this matter up at utes for the use bf telephone or t elephones. The penatly for
a violation of the act is a fine of $500 to be recovered in a
once and contribute to the fund .
civil action by the Corporation Counsel. Aue-half of the
fine shall b~long to the city and the other half of the .fine
Ten-:year~old ::Yiax Liebert arrived recently from Bremen shall belong to the plaintiff." Mr. Cuvillier said: "The
'\\·ith the di stinction of being the youngest stowaway who telephone companies have arranged a: 5-cent rate, yet the
ever crossed the Atlantic. When Chief Steward Bottjer hotel and resta urant men double the t oll. H ow many mill~
found Max strolling around the t hird-class prom enade ions of dollars they reap by thus robbing the public I do
deck, the boy said his mother had done some washing for not know. I do know that the robbery should cease, and
the sailors, and that he had gone aboard with her at Bre- my bill is in tended to put a stop to it."
men and fallen aeleep in a pile of clean shirts. But he
changed his story several times. He will be sent back
:Not satisfie d with working the entire t eam for nearly
home.
two hours in Memphis, Tenn., under a red hot sun, Dahl en
and his Superbas, who are showing better form every day,
· Socker el evens representing the ,staten Island Cricket easily beat the local club in an exhil?ition game reand the Richmond County Field clubs tried conclusions in cently for th e benefit of the family of P itcher F inlaythe first round of the series for the Amateur Cup on the son, who died :r.ecently in Brooklyn. Score-Brooklyn, 8;
grounds of the former, at Liviiigston, Staten Island, re- Memphis 1. The game was practically won in the very
cently, with the result that Richmond County was defeated fi rst inning on errors by the locals' second baseman and
by a score of 14 goals to 0. 'rhe Field Club, Socker League short stop, which pla-ced Daubert an_d Smith on first and
champions, s11ot as many as 'nin e goals in the first half of second, from w,here ~they scored on Wheat's homer to deep
the game, but slackened t heir speed a bit in. the second center. Before the gam~ was over, Brooklyn, by sorp.e gooa
period.
and timely hitting, increased their scdre to eight runs.
· N orthern's failure to hold Dashbach's fly in the fo urth inning was r esponsible for the locals' lone tally. Allen, the
made
recently
England,
A rash young fool in Hereford,
recruit, showed to better advantage than either
$5,000
under
stayer
a
as
record
the
beat
could
he
t
a wagei· tha
water. He swam out and sank in the river, while his Rucker or Barger. Tl;i.e youngster fanned five men and
friends held their watches t o tim e him. When he had re- was only touched up for two hits. Rucker took things commained under water nearly a minute beyond the previous paratively easy. This was his first time out in over ten
record, there ,ms alarm concerning his safety. His ac- days, on account of a cold contracted in H ot Sprlngs.
quaintances dragged the river ancl brought the lifeless body Wl1eat sprained his ankle in the seventh inning in attemptto the surfa ce. The doctors decid ed that he had not ing to steal third on Pitcher Love. Reilly, the former
drowned, an d attributed his death to sudden immersion af- Yale player, will be out of the game for three days on acter a heavy mea,l. Although he lost his life, he won the count of a strained tendon in the right arm. which ap,peared very insignigcant at first.
wager.
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THE BORDER BOYS
OR,

RAFTING ON THE RIO GRA N D E
By PAUL BRADDON
(A SERIAL STORY)
came to me on board the L one Slar and told me enough
about you fellows to bring me up here. You are under arWith n o one to bother t11em, Jerry and Filt got it out
rest. I can't discharge you until you ha,e been brought
of the bend in short order n.nd "'Ol'ked their way up the
before the coll ector at Fort Worth, but I shall not confine
riwr close in to shore in their usual skillful style.
yo u if y0u will give me your "·ord that you will not try to
The ,,indings of the shore were such that tl;ey did n ot
escape, and I shall take your hint, and go down to the Hole
expect to see anything of the Muffs until they were close
in the ,rall, and see what ran be done. It is against the
upon them, but as it turned out they did not e'l'"en have
law for you to run this raft ferry of yours, but if the inthat pleasure, for when thev reached the Block H ouse no
formation you have given me is the means .of my capturing
alai:m had come behind the;,, . aud eYen when they got to
the Muffs, who are decidedly the worst gang of smugglers
their ov,n cove it was just the same.
on the ri,er, it may result in you two boys going free."
'fh c fact wa,i,! :;\fajor llfuficH, feeling perfectly secure,
In spector )Iontague was a kind-hearted man, and a perhad df'layed gomg back after the raft, thinking that he
fect gcntlf'man. He had known Jerry's father, and was
could handle it brtter by daylight, and so did not disco,er
well disposed toward the boy on that account.
hi s !o;;s until sumi,e. and at that time Jerry and Fat were
H e had a large force with him, twenty-the men all told
ju•t n~cending lhe hill at the stone store.
including those who had been saved from the wreck of th;
"\r c will get a bite of breakfast and eta rl straio-ht
for
0
··unshine, and the ReYenue Cutter Lone Star lay hidden
Black ,Tack," ~aid Jerry. " Tfs no uFe, traYe)fog on an
around the bend of the bluff.
empt.'" stoma ch when you can just as well traYel on a full
And so it happened that when the Muffs finally started
one. l Fay."
up the ri,er after the raft, they caught sight of the Lone
The.,· ,-rnlked OYer to the store and Jerry was just about
Star roming down.
.
to push open the · door, 'll'hen it ,ms suddenly opened for
Without su,:pecting that the errand of the revenue cutter
him, and a do zen armed men came rushing in.
in any wa.v concerned them, )fajor Muffett still thougbi it
Sf"'Yeral wore the uniform of the U nited States Re,enue
more prudent to beat a retreat, so when the Lone Star
Serrice, and at the head of ·the party was Inspector :M:011went stea ming down the river toward the Block House,
ta~ue, 'II-ho in connection with Inspector Riggs, patrolled
the r e was no trace of the raft to be seen.
tlw part of the rirer front.
·
.Terry and Fat stood together in the stern. Apparently
"Jerry Williams and J oe Finn, you are uncl er arrest!''
nobod, paid any attention to them, but they both knew
h_e cal led out .. ''.The law allo'll-s us to shoot you if you rethat they were being closely watched. No one bad asked
mt. and thats Just what we propose to do."
their advice as how to manage the expedition, in fact;
scarcrly a word had been spoken to them since Jerry had
CH.AP.'TRR XXIIT.
his comersation 'llith Inspector :M ontague on the bluff.
JroRTtY PROPOSES A noLD PLA:N.
"How do yo u suppose they mean to go at it, Jed?" asked
"'Tl1i~ i, a ,trange story ~rou are telling me, boys,'' re- Fat.
mark ed _In spector ) fontaguc about half an hour later, as
"Blest if T'll eYer tell you. Nobody seems to want to
stood 1nth Jen~· and F'at on top of the bluff, looking off hear an yth ing we have got to say."
on th e Rio Grande.
""Tl. 1erc w1·11. b c bl oo d s_ h e d un ]ess they look sharp."
•1It is true eYen- word of it. Rir,'' replied .Tern·. · " Tf
1 ou are right there will. Major ofulfett is a bad man
you want to ,aYe 1Hr. Riggs, .,·ou had be1t~r be on the hus- to fool with. H ere comes Mr. Montague, now."
tle. The :Muff.· ar e a bad lot. and theY will sure], kill him
The inspector came bustlin g . up, saying :. "Now, then,
if they ha:-e no_t alre~dy clone ,o, but T don't b~lic1·e they bo~·;:, this game is about to begin . Have vou any sugr,esm ean to kd l ?l'f 1ss Da1;y, an(l 1ye wan t to rescue her. "
tionR to mnke ?"
"
"
Jerry. as soo1: as he got the chance. had called thi ~ in'' J \YOtil(l like to hear your plan first, sir," replied Jerry,
specter _to one rnle, and made a full confe ·sion, telling the respectful ly.
.
haripen_mg~ of the last
rlaY,~ just as they had oce:nr~·ecl.
" \\'el l. my plan is n s imple uuc," mid th e inspec-tnr. "f
" l kno" part of it 1s true,., con_t1r.u ccl -:\fr. 7'fr)l11;HnH2. 11' ropn::1' 1o ]pa ,] 111y ['n .. cr ; iqh t into t he Hole in 7!,r ,Yall.
SeYeral of the me11 on the Sunslune ,1·ere sa,·etl. 'l'hey l think llie: steamer can go in; al least I arn going to try it.
CHAPTER XXII. (continued)
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Jf ,rP rlon·t d•ik r tl )e J[uf!R there, we will march through 9eeding, in the hands of a skillful pilot, in running right
th::t ~e1' J<'I pa ·sat~C' of your~ :mrl nttaC'k their stronghold i11 up to the mouth of the cave.
11w hr rr:m(',1. 'l'haf is the way we propose to manage it, I There was not a soul in sight, but the big raft was there,
nnil I f h ink it will rncceed."
tied up to the shore.
'' It nrre r wi ll in 1-he wide world, si r," replied Jerry.
"That's Major Mufiett's regular game," said Jerry. "He
'' Yn11 will hare to srr thut p lace before yon can understand never leaves_ a guard behind to betray him. Many is the
il. The 1lufl's will r etreat .up ll1P liarranca, and that is the time I tri.ed to :find out what became of the Muffs after
last yon will see of th em- that\; the way it will go."
Ithey went into the Block House, but I never succeeded un" J llon't know but what you are right,'' said J\Ir. Mon- til--"
tagur. ''\i'hat do you sug/red ?''
I "Well, until what?" asked Mr. Montague.
"You may laugh at my sug/!estion, sir," replied J erry, . "Until I did, sir," replied Jerry. "I told you how it
"but if you will give it a little thought 1 think you will ! ,ras done."
see i:hat it is a good one. Land the biggest part of your I "You have not told me all, young man," said the inforce at the Block House and let them hide ju t outside of spector, quietly. "Still I don't claim the right to know
tl,e secret door, then go down to the Hole in the Wall, and all your business. Go ahead, do the best you can for us.
Janel J<1at and me, and ]et us go np to the holdout if the If this scheme of yours succeeds, you and your friend Fat, '
l\fufl's alone and tell them that you are laying fol' them at ' as you . call him, neep. n0t worry about the f~tur~-I. w:W
the Hole in the Wall, and are just corning in with a big take care of that."
forc:e. They will be sure to r etreat by way of tbe Bloc:k ' Let down alone at the entrance to the cav~, Jerry _and
House then with their hol'scs, with the idea of taking to Fat felt rather queer it must be ov.rned.
. . ·
the open plains. 0£ course your men will l;ie ready to nab l The inspector had provided each with a revolver, a:i;id .
them, and you mu t be on hand with the Lone Star to help to .Jerry he had given~ small dark lantern.
.
.
them out."
"Good luck go _with you, boys," he called, as Jen-y walked .
7,lr. ;1fontague looked at Jerry fixedly for a moment.
boldly into the mouth. of the cave.
. .
·
"1rhat kind of a trick i1s this?" he asked. "·Do you supThen · the Lone Star stell,nied away and was soon -on its
p0se we could trui;t yoH to do a job like -that?''
way back to t he .J;Hock House, while Jerry and Fat passed·
"I don ·t know, sir," replied Jerry, "but if yo u do trust out of the cave into .t he secret passage, and so on · tq .the
m. we will do our best. It is a bigger risk for us than it "plaza," where they halted without having met a _sci:ul. · ..
is for you, for like as not Major Muffett will shoot u s at
"Now, then, Fat, which one of these passages d9 we
Eight."
take?" asked Jerry. ~'Do you remember anything about ..
'' Aud do you dare to risk that, Jerry Williams?"
it ~t aU?"
.
" For the sake of Daisy Pembrook, yes. My idea is that
Fat could not remember a thing, so Jerry had to go .
the ;1Jajor will be in such a hurry to light out, that he will I it blind. He thought he had chosen the one through which .
lean' his prisoners J;iehind him."
•
j Goliath led them, but when they suddenly came out upon .
"ll's a bold game," mused the inspector. "You're a the terra"e, he _discov:ered hi~ mistake.
. .
_.
,lirk skater, ,Jerry. If I could trust you, hang me if I
They had p~sed through one of the cliff ho.us~ rooms _
don't bclieYe it would succeed."
which was entirely u:i;i.occupi_ed, nor was there any one ~o
"You would have trusted my father, Mr. l\IontagLTe ?" · be seen, now that th·ey stood on the terrace looking .up
"~o I would, Jerry. So I would. Your father was an and down.
·
.
hone~t man."
"By gosh,~ Jed, we are getting pretty near the din~e·~- .
'" l1hen trust me for the same reason. I'll not go bark on point," said Fat. "The Muffs must be here somewhere." ..
you.''
"Hush!" breathed Jerry, "some one ie coming ou~ of
" You mean it, J erry?"
that other house now."
·
"I rlo."
He referred to the cliff house next beyond t~e one 'from
"Well, by grarious, I will trust you," replied the in- which they had just emerged, for he could hear footirteps
spector. "Jerry Williams, your plan shall be tried £or all moving over the floor, and in another instant the door was
iL is 11·orth.''
·
. _ . thrown open, and out bounced Major 'Muffett himself.
--•
·
"Jerry Williams !" he exclaimed in · amazement. "Not
CHAPTER XXl v.
dead! 'l'hen, by Heavens, you die now.I"
,
He -whipped out -a big revolver, and all in an i_n stant._ the ..
CONCLUSION.
plan Jerry had formed :flew to the fair winds.
It certa inly was a bold echeme of Jerry's and a more
He seemed to know by instinct that the major .meant .
risky one than In spector Montague could realize.
business, and he drew on that notorious border ruffian be[n fa ct the worthy revenue officer did not more than fore he ct>uld get his revolver up.
half trust the Border Boye. He saw that it was simply
"Drop it I Drop it, or I'll do you up!" he said in a low,.
useless to try his own plan, and as he could think of no bet- ' impressive voice.
ter one, he resolved to try Jerry's, and that's the way the I Jerry had long suspected that Major Muffett was a big ..
matter stood.
i.Jluffer and a coward at heart.
The first part of the programme was duly carried out.
Down went the major's revolver, and up went his hands. .
The biggest part of the inspector's force was left at the
"Don't shoot me, Jerry ! Don't shoot me," he whine<}. :
Block House, and the st eamer ran on dowu the river to "What is it you want here?"
the Hole in the \Vall, entering that narrow passage and su~.(To be col!,tinued)
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ITEMS OF .INTERESl..
ELECTRIC RAILWAY TO THE SUMMIT OF POPOCATEPETL.
It has been announced that an En glish syndicate contemplates the building of an electric railway for the City
of "\[exi co to Puebla, with a branch line running up to the
summit ·of Mount Popocatepetl. This famous old volcano
rises to a height of two miles above the City of Mexico,
reaching far above tho snow line. At the summit, 17,794
fe et above the sea, a large hotel is to be built. The power
of the line will be supplied from the N ecaxa hydro-electric
plant. 'I'his line will not only be used for passengers, but
for transporting the sulphur mined from the crater of
Jlount Popocatepetl. The use of electricity for obtaining
the sulphur from the ~rater will mark a distinct advance
over the present pdmitive methods.
According to recent
estimates, there are 148,000,000 tons of sulphur in this
driposit.

chines record t he alarm s upon ticker tape at the different
towers and police and fire stations.
,• 'I'he water pressure in th e lower portion and in the
Japanese quarter of Yokohama is from 30 to 40 pounds
per square inch, but in the upper residence section, where
there is much valuable property, the pressure is almost nil.
In Tokio the situation is much more satisfactory. There
are nearly 5,000 water plugs in the city and the average
pressure is _44 pounds _to ~he ~quar~ inch._
The coolies who assist m time of fire m Yokohama are
paid an ave~age of 4 cents, American cunency,_ an hour.
The regular staff of :firemen and watchmen receive an average of $7.47 a month. The coolies in Tokio receive about
85 cents a day, when called for fire duty, and the regular
firemen $6.47 a month.
-~--PECCARIES.
The peccaries of South America are formidable because
they attack their enemies in large bodies and with great
THE GREAT SIBERIAN REFRIGERATOR.
vigor and bravery. The Jllethod and skill of their charges
To apprecjate the severity of the climate of northern Si- suggest that they are led by chiefs skilful enough in preberia it is only necessary to understand the practical pur- datory warfare to direct the surrounding and destruction
poses it is made to serve. The entire country is used as a of a powerful jaguar.
refrigerator for the preserving of articles of food.
The object to be stormed is surrounded in silence by a
On e day a traveler, dining at Tomsk on a plump fowl, circle of hundreds of peccaries. At a given signal a simasked how long the biTd had been killed. The landlord ultaneous snapping of teeth occurs, which is followed by a
evidently softened his reply as much as possible, knowing converging rush toward the center. The largest and strongthe repugnance of mo~t foreigners to any food not quite est reach the front first, and tho smallest and weakest bring
fresh.
up in the rear. Those in front are pushed on by the mass
"T1ro months only," he said; "not a day more."
in the rear, so that the enemy is constantly confronted by
No precautions are re<]uired for the preservation of beef, a rank of foes, no matter how many he may have disabled.
for it takes care of itself. Nearly all hutchers kill, at the
An American engineer, while surveying a Brazilian forbeginning of the cold weather, a sufficient number of ani- est for a railway route, encountered a herd of peccaries
mals to fornish provisions for the entire winter and allow one night and with difficulty drove them off. His experthe meat to freeze . 'I'here is no fear of any food changing ience affords an illustration of the bravery of these wild
in such a temperature. Fish become so solid and stiff pigs.
that they are set up on their tails against the walls of the
One day he and his party came upon a morass, the :furmarket.
rowed ground, trodd en grass, turbid pools, and pig-sty odor
of which indicated that it was the headquarters of all the
peccaries in the vicinity. But not a pig was to be seen.
FIRE FIGHTING IN JAPAN.
The camp was fortifi ed. In th e night there came an
Fires used to be regarded as necessary evils in Japan. alarm. Suddenly £tom all around rose the sound of simulConflagrations which swept through whole quarters, lick- taneous snapping of teeth, and then came the charge of
ing up the flimsy houses like waste paper, were _mere com- hundreds of black animals rushing toward the fort.
monplaces of existence there. But the increased value of
Guns were di scharged and the occupants reached down
modern structures has made it imperative to improve the and slash ed with their knives at the swarming pigs below. Numners of these were cut down by the men in the
fire fighting systems.
In Yokohama the apparatus 'is owned and 'the firemen fort, but others, impelled by those in the rear, threw themare paid by the association of fire insurance companies. selves forward, ripping and slashing with their sharp
In Tokio it is owned by the city. There are now 47 watch tusks.
Suddenly the attack ceased. The animals had silently
towers in Yokohama, each fitted with a gong with which
fire alarms are given. At night watchmen are kept on two withdrawn. Then, without a moment's warning save the
of these towers, who give the alarm by gongs in case fire crash of .teeth, cam e anoth er wild charge and the fight was
is discovered. In Tokio the tower system is used fo r both rene,H'<l. Aga in the pigs drew off and again th ey rcn eweJ
:fire and police alarms. The city is diridcd into sHen dis- th e ba ttl r . f-:.cn:•n tim es t hey chargel1 <luring the night
tricts, each having a centrnl alarm station. About 2£10 ma- a.nu not until <laybrcak \\'as the last grunt heard.
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THE FLOWER OF THE WILDERNESS
OR,

KIT CARTER, THE BOY RANGER
BY COL. RALPH FENTON
(A SERIAL STORY)

•

"What say you., comrades?" Kit asked the young soldiers.
"Shall we not attempt'the rescue of the maidens this night?
"The Phantom Rider!" he cried huskily. " 'Tis the Are you witli me, heart _a nd soul? Remember 'tis to venmy ..tcrions white woman and her white horse, whether ture into the jaws of death to enter the red fiend's encamp8pirit or mortal no one can say, for no one knows. But m~nt. Should we fall into their hands a second time, 'tis
this I do know, aye, 'tis known far and near-she is never not in the power of human tongue to describe the hor ror
seen saYe on the eve of clanger and death, her wail of warn- of the torture they will put us to. If life is dearer to
ing is always followed by bloodshed and strife, 'twas never you--"
.
"Life holds but small value for me when the weaker an d
yet known to fail, and I fear that our p~·esence will be
needer] in the encampment of the red devils long ere1 we frailer are in peril," Donald interrupted wurrnly. "And
are ready for it. Ila, we have given them the slip, or else vou ok1 man I know that vo1u sentiments are about tlie
they have been frightened back by the .ghostly rider. Now
as min~?" turning to· Ned, who quickly respond1;d :
"You are rio·ht Donald you know ri1e better than I do
for ·the rifles that Nell told me I would find in the hollow
stump. Ah, here they are, just as she promioed, my brave, mvself. L~nd
f~te so wiils it that we meet our deaths in
bcauti.ful sister to whose dauntless courage we owe our th~ attempt to rescue those pure, innocent young hearts,
live,;. For the demons would have murdered us, they surely we could not give our lives for a better cause? I
would have shown us no mercy whatever. Friends, 'tis by am ready to retrace my steps at any moment. Friend CarHi:J wondrom goodness, and o. young girl's u nselfish de- ter," to the young ranger, "we are ready, my comrade and
votion that we stand to-night beneath this greenwood rnlf, 80 lead the way."
tree in place of the grim gallows," raising his face up
"Yon are hoth made of the right metal, boys; it rings
to the tranquil heavens, where a lone star twinkled like true every time," and Kit's eyes shone ::i~ he shook' the han d
of each. "I like just such companions as you, and if we .
'the kindly eye of a loved one.
Thev were in the dim, silent forest now, panting · and don't give the tawny demons- a hot time, then I'm no jt1dge
breathless from their long run, a.n d were snntching a few of anything in the line, Here are three of the truest rifles
moments to red before deciding upon what course to pursue in the West, and I have not the slighteFt doubt but ,rhat
in rr 0 cuing- the girl captives from the savages. The three Nell will join us within the next hour. T,ook to your prim rifles were -all tucked away in the hollow stump where Nell ing, boys, and follow me, keeping as ilcnt as a pa11tlier
had rnncealed them, irnd with the trusty weapons once more abont to leap upon its prey," gliding through the shadmr_v
in their possession the lads felt safer, ready to £ace any woods noisc]ei<s and swift as a spirit.
danger. Besides the lon~ed for rifles _they c1_iscovered a
How still it was there underneath the gentl.v swayi ng
parC'el of food and a fl.ask of water mixed _WJth brandy, bon_gbs of the mighty monarch of the fore>'t, the only sonnds
placed there by the boy ranger's thoughtful S1Ster.
i to disturb the tranquil quiet being the low whisper or- the
"God hless 11er, she thinks of everythi11g," murmured the I night wind through the tender green leaves, or the content lo,ing brother, a mist dimming his eyes, while a lump rose eel twitter of some sleepy bird with its drowsy head tucked
up within his throat. "She knew we woiµd be faint a.nd beneath a warm, flntfy wing. 11 here was not a sign of nn
weak, and sl1e must. also have known how the red devils enemy"s presence to be seen or heard, yet the youth who
E-tancd us. Come, .friencl,, let us eat and drink first of: all, knew the meaning of that ~ilence but too well,' never refor the most important thing is to keep up our strrngth, laxed his ,,igilance.
and faFting will neYer clo it."
"I know your tricks, you tawny demons," he mu1.tcrcr1
Tn silence they H1.e anrl d;-ank, feeling much strengthened between his set teeth, a grim smile curling his firm lip,.
and refre~hccl, and whether it was the strong liquor in the "Lie as low as you will, your efforts are all wasted on me,
,rnter with wbic·h the:r wn~hcd clown the hurried mloal that for I have dwelt in your midBt too long to he foo led," then
:fired their blootl, or that in their tlesire to free the captive tnrning to his companions be said in caut ious toneR:
mairlcns and find the fair girl 1-rho hacl accomplished so
"We could 11ot, to m_y way of th inking, have decided upon
much in thr fare of clifficl1ltie~, their judgment was not as a better time to try to save the general's daughter and
g-oocl as usual, 1ra!; a qne2tion thry neve·r rettled. Their niece, foT the redskins believe we are still fleeing fo r our
so1e amhitim1 wos to ~ave from tl1e fearfu l fate hanging over lives, never clremning that we would da re ret urn to what is
'.heir ]'. onnie l1rn<l~ the t,rn fair young- girl,, lying in BJ9ek certain death sho1ild we be discovered. Then tocf, we shall
"\Yolf"s lodge, hapless, ·weeping capt.ires.
!'Cscue them before they have had F me to harm t hem . Ah,
CHAPTER XIII. (Conti nued).
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if Nell would only run across us, we could learn much lodge, a helpless captive, the bl'ight~ beautiful daughter of
General Leigh, the pet and pride of a fond father's heart,
from her," with a quick, short, impatient sigh.
On they stole through the silent, fragrant darkness, not and that father. who loved her clearly, all unconscious of
a word spoken aloud, and soon they came within sight of her fate, waited for her in the secnrih of his home, never
the encampment. It would not do to venture too near, for dreaming of what had befallen her. ·
Shutting his teeth tightly together Kit crept forward
if the dogs scented them the brutes' loud barking and yelping would 'betray their presence. And yet it wal; necessary 1md drawing his hunting knife, carefully cut a hole in the
to learn how matters stood. Clearly there must be some deerskin that composed the back of the lodge, catching a
glimpse of a girl's huddled-up .form on a pile of skins in one
risks taken.
I
corner of the close, crowded dwelling. He could not see her
deseemingly
and
silent
the
at
wondered
Kit
At first
serted camp, but upon closer inspection he discovered that face, but she was weeping bitterly, that he could tell from
in a sort of square in the redmen's village the entire tribe her heaving shoulders, 1nd deep, broken sobs that reached
had gathered, even to Ancient Sun, who never graced a his ears as cautiously thrusting his head within the opening
meeting with his sacred presence unless it was of great im- he had made, he softly called her name, adding:
"Miss Leigh, Miss Winifred, <lo not be alarmed, for 'tis
portance. Lying flat on the ground, concealed by the bushKit Carter, who--"
,
I
es, the young ranger not only heard all that was going on,
low, half-stiflerl cry burst from the lips of the "lfeeping
A
but he was able to see as well. He had crawled as close as
as springing up from the couch of skins she turned to
girl,
he dared, leaving his companions on the edge of the forest.
and then it was his turn to cry out in surprise, .for
him,
first
at
had
that
silence
strange
the
now
He understood
puzzled him, and while he was wondering what would be it was not Winifred Leigh into whose face he gazed, but
the next move, the ha.rsh, guttural voice of Black Wolf rose his sister, brave, beautiful Nell, whom he believed i.o be
on the still night, every word that fell from his lips being free, but found alas! a captive.
borne to the ears of the boy ranger, who could have sent a
bullet through the chief's treacherous heart from where he
CHAPTER XIV.
lay, had he so desired.
A HU.MAN FIEND.
Scowling, a frown black as midnight wrinkling his low,
For an instant the brother and sister stared into each
dark brow, a. fierce gleam in his snakish eyes, Black Wolf
addressed his young men, urging them to pursue the miss- other's eyes, too astounded to utter a word, the same fevering captives, telling them that the three youths could not isl1 thought darting through both minds. What was he
have gone far, assuring them that they would soon over- doing here in the enemy's camp, in the Ye.ry lap of danger,
take the fugitives, who were weak and faint from hunger aye, death-for it meant death to Kit Carter to be caught
a.nd thirst. Every possible way the cunning knave sought here-slle asked herself? Why had he come back to give up
to inflame their pa.ssion, to arouse their vengeance and his life when she hacl risked her own to send him forth to
hatred. .And as he went on, vividly picturing the torture liberty and the world? It was too bad, too cruel. And the
s~ake, the glowing eyes, q~ivering nostrils, and twitching others, his two gallant companions, where were they? Cap hp_s of the braves, to~d bun that he had not talked in I tives again? A sickening sensation crept over her entire
I' being, leaving her faint and dizzy.
vain.
Wlfat was she doing here in Black Wolf's lodge, he quesBut he was not really satisfied until he was able to stand
back and watch the naked, painted horde yelling and clanc- \ tioncJ of hiri1 se1f, but alas ! he could not ans,".'er a solitary
ing about the war-post, sinking their tomal1awks and query. His brain wa s r eeling, his mind in a whirl, the
1
hatchets deep into the innocent-looking wood, vowing that ~ight oC her, of Kell, in the lmrly sarnge's lodge being such
their paleface enemies should meet with the same punish- a ~hoc:k to l1im that it shattererl his nerveR completely. His
ment. Black Wolf, standing wh13re the firelight shone over j siR!cr, his • beautiful, foarle s sister, who had twice within
his face, laughed wickedly to himself, and Kit Carter felt a fc 1r short hours riskecl her .fair young life to save his, the
hi$ blood boil as he caught the wily savage bending his prisoner of Renaud and Black 'iVolf ! Remembering the
evil eyes upon a lone lodge standing a little apart from the chiefs declaration that the Golden Locks should be his, Kit
othere, for instinct told him that in that frail dwelling shncldercd, for he would rather a h unclrecl times over see
he would find one of the fair maidens whom he meant to her in her coffin, aye, rather should it be his hand that
w.ould put her there. God help them both, for He was in,.
save.
Not waiting for the crowd to breaJc up, but crawling away clred the only on e from whom aid might be expected.
Kit Carter ,ra ,· ::i~ brare as a lion, and utterly fearless,
while the braves were still dancing and yelling about the
war-post, Kit worked his body along over the ground un- but he \\·as for i.hr tir:;L i.ime in his life so bewildered that
seen, unnoticed, and with each fleeting instant his spirits he con l.J not speak.' And hi s siti,ter, his comrade 0£ so many
rose, for he was near the beautiful maiden he meant to long years, she was no better off. Both were speechless for
see and tell her he would save her, and Black Wolf's smile a moment. Then she spokr, the fir~t i.o break the silence.
"Kit. oh. Kit:, why ha\'!; you walked into the trap of your
of triumph would soon fade. The ren egade he kid not yet
seen, and he wondered what new deviltry he 11 as up to., cncrnied, an<l yo_ur e)·eq. wi clr 01 rn r" sl1e panterl huskily,
j sc•a1·c·e _PJH:nking abo,·e _n wl'.i , pcr. "fl is deat_h for you,
Let his path ever cross his, aJld he-A low strancrled sob that sent his heart u11 inlo l ·s '. rlrai.h in its mo,L horr1hle io l'rn. Go, go qu1L:kly, dear
.' 1. t 00 J [ "
] f
lJ I U i.l
'
o
'
1
n e.
throat, came to his ears, and for the moment he forgot his I ro 1 er, JC ore ' "
(To he ('Onlin,ied )
own danger in his anxiety to serve others. She was iu tl1at I
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TIMELY TOPICS
What is .~aid to be the largest range steer ever sent
to market was recently shipped to Chicago from Billings,
:?llont. The animal weighed more than 2,500 pounds and
brough t $200, a record price. 'l'he steer was fattened
on alfalfa, sugar beet pulp and syrup.

E.W. Dennis of New York has just bet J. H. Lehman
and J . H . Nixon of Winston- 'alem, J. C., $2,000 that
they can't run an automobile backward from \VinstonSalem to New York. They will start early in April,
and while there i~ no time limit they expect to make the
1.rip in fifteen clays.
When John H. Bailey, jr., principal of the Byfield

(R. I.) Fchool, was .recently dismi,;. eel for participating
in politic,:, he "·ent to the ,1chool juFt the Fame nnd was
ousfed by ihe superintendent. 'I'be children ch-ecred as
he left, and quickly organizing a strike all of them, girls
and boye, except fifteen, left with him.
j

Yickers R0ns & Maxim have produced recently at their
Erith works a new quick-firing gun for use on dirigil;>le
airships and aeroplanes. It ha s been thoroughly and successfully tested. It is of very light construction, shaped
almost like a telescope, weighs probably not more than
a hundred-weight, and is easily trained and woi·ked.
Isaac Lak"s· 1ra,: recently indicted at Richmond, Ky.,
for cfoturbing public worship by too loud sin~ing. and
none of the witneFFeS appeari~g 1.he judge Ordered the
pri:-oncr to sing to the jury so it could decide for itFclf.
H e took the witne,:s stand, lifted up his voice in "On
Jordan 'i- Stormy Bank I Stand,'' ancl {he jury imrnecliately brought in a verdict of 11cquiital.
Because he belie ·es marriage Fhonkl be free and unrestrictnl, Sanl Rushkin, of No. (i East One Hundredth
E<irect, :N' C'\\' York, recrn t ly rcf11i-r<'.J to pay the legal
charge of $1 for n licrn;:r 1.(1 \\Wl )fos Emma Shaskan,
of "o. 2--IR \\'P,:t 01w Jlundrerl nnd Thirtiet.h dreet.
Rn.,hkin tol rl the clrrki; al tlw )!f1rringP .Rurcau they
wrrc r , tortioni~li-. l re co1npl:ii1wcl ·at the Mr.yor'R office.
and 1rhcn h" failrrl 1.o gf't "redrrRR there he 1ralkcd out
of 1.he buil ling, follo11·c.d by Miss f:llrn~kan.
0

'

:.\Ji,-,; ::\latilcla .\loi,.;an1. Fister of the late .John ill. )Ioisant, narro,.rly e~capecl her brother·;, .fate at 8hrevcport,
La .. lhe other day, when in descending after an exhibition flight her monoplane struck ihe ground at too
~teep an angle, bounded into the air and turned turtle.
)liss l\Ioisant fell a fe w feet just as ihe body of the machine dropped. She was helped from the wreckage unhmt. '11 he iron support of the guy wires at the top of
the machine held the heavy motor from the ground, and
but for this Miss JUoisant probably , wouW have been
crmhcd to death. , The monoplane was badly damaged.

,

Harry N. A tll'0od now has his plans about completed
for a flight ncroi,,s the Atlantic. Atwood will use a
Burgess-Wright hydro-aeroplane, one that has been sufficiently tried to prove its worth. It will have a number
of new features, which the aviator has devised to meet
such emergencies as can be foreseen. Atwood says the
journey from Jewfoundland to Ireland will take not
more than two days. He will start from Boston and
thinks he will reach Newfoundland in about a day. The
plan is to fly at a high altitude, and, as the aviator's
range of vision will be extensive, he holds that with the
number of craft plying the Atlantic he will be within
sight of some vessel all the time. Atwood will begin the
trip as soon as possible :-if-ter .Tune 15. The best time for
aerial work is between that date and July 15, as the atmospheric conditions are then most fa 11 orable for flying
eastward.

Two men were injured thr other evening on the J ericho Turnpike near :Mineola, N. Y., in a collision betll't>en an automobile and a tandem motor-cycle. On the
cycle were Arthur Hu ttner and J obn Vogt, both of
HicksYillc, while the automobile was occupied by Robert
:Marvin. of Rockville Centre, and members of his family.
The cyclists ,,ere travelling eastwardly when the automobile came along from the opposite direction. When
the car was t urning into Willis avenue it came into collision with the motorcycle and wrecked it. Vogt and
Hutincr wrre hurled to the ground. They were picked
up by ~Jan-in, who took them to a nearby roadhouse. Dr.
Gu,r ·F. Cleghorn, of l\Iincola, \\·as called. and he fo und
thnt the men were rnffering from cuts on· the scalp and
face. After thr:v had been attended the men were able
to go lo their homes. The crankslrnft of the automobile 1ras broken and the car had to be towed home.

Arrangements are being made for the merging of the
Xe," York LalYn Tennis Club, one of the oldest clubs
c1crnt rd 1n the sport in this city, and the Hamilton Grange
Tc!lni,; < 'luiJ and the Harlem Lawn 'l'ennis Club. Thi s
:=+1te1Mnt 1ra,; made lasl week by Robert T6wnsend Bryan,
who has long been a member of the first named organization . The New York players, since the loss of the cour ts
at l 'Z;M ~trcc1 and Manhattan avenue, have secured courts
at the Columbia Oval. The Harlem organization recently
Joi,,t its court,:, at 131st street and Seventh at enue, and
it is ~xpected that the Hamilton Grange club will soon
be deprived of its grounds, at 149th street and Convent
avenue. According to the statement made yesterday,
the officials of the New York club have an option on fifteen acres of the Columbia Oval. The developmJmt of
the entire field into courts will begin as soon as the
merger of the three clubs is effected. Meanwhile, the
New York members are laying out eight courts for their
own use.
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GOOD CUJtUEN'l NEWS AU'l'ICLES

rectors have underwritten a guarantee fund which will
cover the deficiencies until the lease on the house expires.
Jf the members do not come to the support of the club more
liberally by that time it is hinted that the quarters will be
aban<loned. It has been the boast of the Aero CJ ub of
America that it includes on its roster the wealthiest aggregation of men jn the worlc1. The organization has been
frequently thrust into publiciiy during the pa£l hrn years
on account of internal strife. Certain progressi\'cs h:ne
objected strenuously to what they termed the purely social
function of the organi:r,ation. They were anxious to make
the club a power in aeronautics. 'l'hese fights have nol yet
ccasecl.

GRINS A;\H CIIUCI{LES
1·· Teacher-What is it that binds us together and makes

us better than we are by nature? Pupil-Corsets, ma ·am.
'.l'hr Snprerne Court at Washington rccenliy affirmedJ
:Mabel (just engagecl)---'George said if I refused him he
the judgment of the New York courts allowing William
U. _Tayl~r of Ne'.v York"$4,000 in a suit for_ alleged de I woulc1 never propose to any other g irl. Her J?e!l~ Friend
cc1t agamst Cassrns B. lhomas and other Dll'ectors and -Yes; I und erstand you were the last on his list. ,,
stockholders of the Citizens National .13ank of Saratoga
Springs, N. Y. Mr. Taylor bought stock in the bank just
Uncle-I hope you've been a good boy, Tommy. Tom·
before the shares were assessed 100 per cent.
my-Well, no-I haven't. Uncle-Dear, dear! I hope
you haven't been very bad. Tommy-N-no! Just comGcorrgo Beatty, of Nassau Boulernrd, L. I., J_ Y., re- fortable.
cently went to lnnchcon in an aeroplane, taking with him
as )1is guest L. H . Deremer of Bay City, .Mich. LeavSmall Josephine--Uncle, is you '£raid o' the dark?
ing the hangars here about l o'clock, he flew over Gar- Uncle-No, my dear! "Well, is you '£raid o' thunder an'
ch;n City and the Moisant aviation · :field and up the J er- lightnin' ?" "No, no; of course not." "Is· you '£raid o'
. icho 'rurnpike, a1ighting at a spot near the hotel at p'leecemen?" "Why, no--" "Then you isn't 'fr.aid of
whi ch he had previously ordered luncheon. After lunch- anything except Auntie, is you?"
•
eon he returned to the field, where he has several pupils
Among them are Harry B. Brown, who has a Henriot
pilot's license for flying abroad. He is in this country
"Here!" shouted the railway ·official, "what tlo you
learning to pilot a biplane.
mean by throwing those trunks about like that?" The
porter gasped in astonishment and several travellers
If size count~ for 'a nything Clark Griffith will have a pinched themselves to make sure that it was real. Then
great array of pitchers. There is hardly a man on his the official spoke again: "Don't you see that you're maktwirling staff who is not over the six foot mark and weighs ing big dents in this concrete platform?"
on an average of over mo pounds. Groom, Johnson,
"\iralkcr, Hughes, Cashion, Becker and even Engel and Guy
"But, darling," murmured the lovelorn youth, "every
J olrnson are all over six feet, and undoubtedly make up night for two weeks I have been on my bended knees bethe tallest pitching staff of any team in either major league. , fore you. Have you no. pity?" "I certainly have, Horace,"
Undersized pitchers are a rarity in fast company nowadays. j spoke up the· pretty flirt, as she reached for her handbag.
There are still two little men pitching good ball in the I "Here's a whole quarter. Go have your trousers pressed.
Arncriaan League, Warhop of the Highlanders and Krapp After so much bending they must be baggy at the knees!'
of Cleveland.
The young lady was painting-sunset, red with blue
In an appeal mailed recently by the directors to the . streaks and green dots. 'The old rustic, at a respectful
members of th_e Aero Club of America, it is foreshad~wed I distance, was watching, "Ah," said the female artist, lookthat the organization may lose its luxurious home. The i.ng up suddenly and pretending she hadn't known he was
club-house, which is located at No. 297 Madison avenue,! there all the time, "perhaps to you, too, Nature ha. opened
New York, is a palatial residence,_fi.Ued tip wit~ all con- her sky-pictures p~ge by page? H~v_e you seen the lam_bent
veniencc;~. It was opened less than a year ago with mt1ch 1 flame of dawn leapmg across the livid east; the red-stained,
ceremony and outpouring of the richest men and women J sulphurous islets floating in the lakes of fire in the west;
in the United States. The circular warns the members of the ragged clouds at midnight, black · as a raven's wing,
the club that they cannot, hope to maintain the house if blotting out the shuddering moon?" "No, mum," replied
I
they do not patronize it. Since it was established there tlw rustic 1 shortly; "not since I give up drink.''
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MONET, 'l'HR PICKPO 'KE'I'.
By Col. Ralph Fenton .

One bright morning in the monlh of September, 1872,
an elderly gentleman, with .a very large stomach, was set
down at the door of the Hotel Louvre, in the city 0£ :Paris.
He proceeded at once to the office and in a fussy way took
up a pen, looked fiercely at Monsieur oe, the clerk, and
then registered himself as Maxine Hercules Senechal, of
Ponferre, Providence Legume.
An attendant conducted him to his apartment on the
seventeenth floor. \Vhenever a gentleman £com the Providence L egume looked fiercely at Monsieur Noe, he was
assigned apartments on the seventeenth floor.
While the ink was still wet on the regi aler, a quietlooking yo1mg man, of remarkable nealne~s, sauntered up
to the desk, and nodding familiarly lo Monsieur Noe, drew
the register toward him and glanced over the lalest names.
\.Yhen his eye rested on the name of the gentleimm who
had just arrived from Legume, he gave a little start as if
of delight.
Several guests who were watching him offered heavy
odds, without takers, that the young man had ili::covered
the arrival of some near relation, so unmistakable was the
expression of his face as he quietly sauntered to a convenient chair and commenced paring hi s nails. Such nonch~lance can only be found in the true ];>arisian.
One by one the guests walked out on the boulevard to
ogle the ladies; but the young t1ian had only finished paring the nails on one hand. At the rate he had been en gaged upon the hand which he was contemplating with a
satisfactory air, it would be exactly forty-fl ·e minutes by
the clock before his labors on the other hancl could possibly
be completed. What marvelous hancls he had.
o woman
could have them so white, so com ely and so nimble.
When the young man hacl just commenced to file off the
rough edges of the nail of the little finger of his left hand,
a pair of creaking boots were heard descending the stairs.
T he creaking boots entered. It was the gentleman from the
seventeenth story, who recently arrived from Legume. He
was regarded silently, and then the filing wa resumed
m ore artistically than ever.
Monsieur Senechal was gotten up in a truly
· " c-ent
manner. Some of the guests who had now re- <... .
, the
hotel, immediately upon seeing sim, offered to wager five
to three that he had come up to Paris to propose to some
woman. Neuchatel, a young Hollander, who was never
known to refuse a bet if odds were offered, booked the same
t:,efore the offers could be withdrawn.
Monsieur Senechal, in order to relieve the embarrassment consequent to being stared at, pulled out an elegant
gold watch, to which dangled an immense gold chain, bearing innumerable charms, and consulted it for an instant.
The eyes of the young man, who at the moment was
wiping his hands on a scented handkerchief, glittered with
a strange fire as they encountered the expensive watch in
the hands of the gentleman from L egume. It was evident
that he had a keen eye for jewelry.

:Monsieur cnechal ~t his ,rntc-h by the hotel clock, in
order that he might have the Parisian time when he returned to his rutal home, and then button ing his coat
around his big stomach, he stepped out into the night.
'l'he young man who wa~ now brusfring some in fi.n itesimal accumulation of dust from his boots with a silk handkerchief which he carried for the purpose, by a remarkable
coincidence was enabled to finish dusting his boots just in
time to step out into the street immediately behind 1Ionsieur Senechal, who turned to walk up the BoulevaTCl.
'l'he young man just at that moment tUJned to walk
down the Boulevard. Being to the right of Monsieur
Senechal, a collision was inevitable. The young man
struck him fair nncl square in the stomach. Is the reader
a man with a big stomach? If he is he can understand
Monsieur Scnechal's feeling; if he is not, and has any curiosity, let him collide with his uncle, who has a big stomach, and note. the result.
'l'he young man apologized with the grace of a French
clo.ndy, and hurried away. In seventeen minutes :Monsieur
Senechal discovered that his valuable gold watch was no
longer in his possession. His pocket had been picked.
Uonsieur Senechal stood the next day upon the hotel
. tep when he was accosted by a youn g mnn, who had in
his hand a copy of Les Temps of that morning.
He was the identical young man who had collided with
him .
"Monsieur," inquired he, with great respect, "you are a
mo.n of honor?"
"I am," answered Senechal.
"Then," said the yo ung man, "if I were to return you
your watch, yo u would hand me three hundred francs ?'r
"r. would," said the gentle'inan from Legume.
"']'hen give them to me, for here is the watch," said the
young man, proclucing it.
Senechal without o. word handed him the money, and
restored the watch to his pocket.
As the young man turned to depart, Monsieur Senechal
buttoned his coat tighte r than ever about his person, and,
calling to the young man, said:
"You shall have fifty francs more if you will show me
Just how you took that watch from my pocket."
"With pleasure, monsieur," returned tke pickpocket.
The money was counted out, and in a second changed
hands.
"If monsieur will return to the desk of the hotel and
then walk as he did yesterday, before losing his watch, I
will r epeat thfl operation," said the pickpocket.
The gentleman from Legume did as directed, but when
he reached the dobr the young man had vanished.
He waited--one, two, three, five minutes-in confidence.
Then his face grew pale, his knees began to tremble, his
hands glided up his stomach and then went down it again.
He unbuttoned his coat nervously.
·
The watch was gone again, and the young man was no
more to be seen.
That day, half distracted, Monsieur Senechal sought my
services. When he described the pickpocket I knew it was
Monet, the cleverest thief in Paris.
I took a description of the watch, a.nd promised to recover it
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PLEASE READ THIS!

NO WORK!

We want to increase the v·ast army of r eaders who buy Frank Tousey's
"WILD WEST WEEKLY," "FAME AND FORTUNE WEEKLY," "THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76,"
" PLUCK AND LUCK," & "HAPPY DA VS.''
"SECIUIT SER.VICE,"
"WORK AND WIN,"

YOU CA_N HELP US; THIS IS OUR PROPOSITION:
W e want every r ead er of thl1 publlcatton t o become our agent. For this slight service we wtlt present each succ~&sful agent
wtth a 1pludld premium, absolut ely .tree of charce. We have nrrangcd with the wortt Novelty Co. to furnish ue with a large
quan tity ot their l>eat zu,nltlea, t o be s l ven to our a gents.
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thon m a ll your f r iend any one ot our weeklies h e n amee, and we wlll also mall you the premium you aak for.
o n e premium for e ach nickel and new reader's n a me you send us . 'T'he more names and nfckels .vo11 SPnd, the more premlunu;
you will &"et . 'T hJ s Is a genuine otter. It holds good for THREE WEE ICS ONLY, commen d n g with th l• nnml>er.
We w lll treat :,ou f airly • . and expect you to do the same by ua. Fake names and frauds wllJ be vtg-orously exvust:d.
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BELOW ARE TH E PREfllUflS .

.. ~'""'-------------------------------- -------:------------------------·
J APANESE WATER FLOWERS
Without exception, the
most beautiful and Int eresting things on the
1,hey consist
market.
ot & dozen d rled· UP
aprlirs, neatly encased
In handsomely decorated envelopes, just as
they are imported from
J a p an. Place one sprig
in a bowl ot water,
a nd It begins to exude
yar lou• bright tints. Then ft s lowly opens out
tn to va1 ious shapes ot exquisite flowers. They
a re ot all colors of the rainbow. It is very
··-··
~:u-elnii to watch t hem take form.

FUNNY KISSING GAlltE.
These -cards, from No. l to No. 16, run tn
rotation, but .must be mixed and dealt, a
white one Cor a boy and red ror a girl. They
are then read alternately, and the questton e
and answei:s make funny combinations. Th e
rtgh t Jady ts rewarded with a k isa. A very
.tunny g ame.

EGGS OF PH1lBAO H'8 SER PENTS.
A· ~·onder!ul and startling
''Ph&raoh'a Serpents"
novelty!
are produced from a sma.U egg,
no larger than a pea. Place one
ot "then1 on a plate·, touch fire
to it with a common match, and
instantly a large serpent. a yard
or m ore in Jength, slowly uncoils Itself from the burnln&" egg.
Each serpent assumes a difterent
position. One will appear to be
gliding over the • ground , with
head erect, as though sp:rlng
danger; another will coll it.sell Up, as Jf pre·
·paring for the fatal spring upon lts victim,
while a.notber will stretch out la~lly, appar·
I1nentt)~ enjoying its usual noonday nap.
med tately arter the ebg stops buruin~. the
serpen t hardens,• and ma)' afterward be kept
ae a n amusing curiosity. They aro put up in
wooden boxes, twelve eggs in a box ..

FORTUNE-TELLI:-10 CARDS.
'T'he most comical
Jost l\1 hat You ' Need .
fol'tune · telling cards ever issued. E,·ery one
a joke thnt will arouse screams ot laughter .
They are shuffled, and one ls drawn-red for
On the drawn
ladles. white for gentlemen.
card is a mirth·provoklt1g picture, and a few
words reveallng your fortune.

THE l\lAGNETIC TOP.
handsome metal,
A
h ighly magnetized toy.
A horseshoo nnd a spiral
with
furnished
wire
When spun
each top.
next. to the wires, they
make the 1noot s u rprli9You
tng move.m cnt•.
can make wireli or d itferent shapes and get
the 1nost peculiar effects.

AGE CARDS.
With these cards one can tell t h e age ot
any person. know how much money he has
in his pocket, and do many other wonderful
No previous knowledge 9ecessary.
stunts.
The best
The cards do t h e trick tor you.
magic cards ou.t.

WIUSTLEPJIONE
Thi• Is one o! the
I nmusical
greatest
strument3 ever f_nvented. It ls made entirely
,or metal and Is almost
Invisible when tn use.
With it, I n a rew mon1ents, you can learn
to l:>iay a11 · kinds or
tunes, have lots o t fun, please and amu:!le
your friends and make some money, too. Fine
for either song or pia'1.o accompaniment or
by it~elt alone. You place the whJstlephone
jn the tnouth with half circle out, place en<l
of tongue to rounded part and blow gently
A few trials will enaas tr to cool the Ups.
ble one to play any tune or air..
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POCKET KALIED OSCOPE.

FRANK -T OUSEY, Publisher,

Gold plated toot h . sh..,D• made so that It

wfl l Ot any tonth.

VEXTRJLOQU(ST!;' OOUJH.E THROAT.
Fits roor or mouth; always Invisible; greatAstonish and myMttt'y you r
est th ing yr,t.
Neigh like a horse; whine ltke a
frlendr..
puppy: nlng like a canary and imitate bird•
and beasts or fleld and forest. L OADS OF
Wonderful lrivenlton .
l'UN.
CHANGING MONEY Tl{l(.'K

nox.

With thla trick box y ou can
make money cha nge, f r o m a
penny in to ·a. dlme or •Ice versa.
Also make d i mes appear a nd d i.a•
a ppear a. t your com man d.
YOUR NAMR DY 111AGH1.
T h e l\loH t ruzzllnl' N o vel ty O ut. It conslst1
or 5 earns, with which you can tell anyhody' a
name without knowing what the name t~ before you commence.

TRJCK M ATC H ES.
Consist of a Swedish safet y
matchP.s,
with
filled
box.
Just
which wlll not light.
the thing to cure the ruatcb
borrowing habit.

1 t is a s p lendid n ov •
elty, about two 1nchea
aquare, b ut it does t h e
work or a giant This
wonderful little box
f\ne
three
contain •
lenses, with tlluslo n
With lt
instruments.
you can see anything
passing behind you.
trlthout turn ing yo u r head. It can be carried
ln the p ocket, and can be used "at a mo1nent• •
notice. without attracting any attentJon.

The smallest and best practical instrument
Leas th a n 3 lnche•
long and ye t It gives all the magnificent
figures f'"OU get in the large ones. Every prlsm9:tlc hue of the rainbow Is shown, and It
ta.lees on every concelvo.ble peCultar figure, Into
N o1
which the color ed slase discs can rail.
two aUke. An ever chahglng variety of colored forms ts produced with every turn ot
GLASS l'>EN.-Patent glass pen, wtth nlc's
the barrel. Jt Is s-uarantee<1 to lnte1·est nn d
~~=~ anyone who looks Into the metal eye- -e~)p'tnw;t:i~P:likl~n"-'.~ny Ordina.1·y uen; each pu_t
of ft!! kind ever made.

amusement, and
abou• .

UJJTATION (;OJ.D TEETU.

...

168 We$t 22d St., N. Y .
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'NEWS OF THE ·oAY
•,
Seventeen-year-old Flora Weiner, of 194 East Third I J uhn Wil son, of 'l'uckahoe, N . Y ., a one.-legge<l teamstreet, New York, was arrested the other afternoon for dis- · ster, now· has $50 to buy a cork leg, as a reward for· retributing circulars to the worker,; oC a shirtwaist factory turning a wallet containing $1,000 which he found rein 'fwenty-third street, and 11agistrate K ernochau, whom cently. Charles l\liller, a jewelry salesman, lost the roll
the circular named as a ··sporting Judge,·' fine<l her $1. while climbing into a buggy on the Scarsclale road. Wil'l'he girl opened her handbag and produe:ecl a few pieces of son came along soon after and picked it up. When he
silver. 'rhey did not make up a <lollar, and the girl was mer 1\Iiller ~earching the road later he returned the
searching the bottom of the bag for another coin or two, money as soon as }filler proved his ownership: Wilwhen the Magistrate announced: ''l will. pay your fine." son refuR·d a reward when it was first offered, but 1Iiller
fiMlly inducecl him to take the price of a new cork leg
Auel he han<led a bill to the clerk of the e:ourt.
;;u h e can discard his crutches.
Secretary :MacVeagh has just transmitted to thf House
a recommendation for a law authorizing the sale of
money, watches, bank-books, trinkets and olher keep;;ake~
of officers and enlisted men of the army and navy which
have been lying in the Treasury Department, some of
the items for thirty years. The keepsakes were the property of soldiers and sailors who died in the army and
navy hospitals. Secretary }1ac Veagh recommends the
trinkets be sold after two years and the proceeds go to
a trust fund in charge of the auditor of the Army and
Navy Departments. Relatives of the deceasecl soldiers
and sailors are authorized to make proof of title to a
share of the trust fund after two years.
A battle of theatrical producers and playwrights
against the motion picture interests o.f the coui;itry• was
staged recently before the House Committee on Patents.
At a hearing on the Townsend bill to relieve motion
picture producers of damages for innocent reproduction
of copyrighted plays, the theatrical producers made a
bitter fight against what they termed the invasion of
their rights by the film companies. Representatives of
the theatrical business declared that the proposed change
in the laws would open the way to an evasion of theatrical
copyrights by the moving pieture concerns. It was also
said it would take away the right the theatrical managers
now have to secure injunctions against the unauthorized
u se of their plays on the films .

The Department of Health of ~ ew York, has been
lately asked by a number o-f women 1.o begin a crusade on
As a beginner the
"long and dangerous" hatpins.
Health Commissioner has been asked to have printed
slips, which can be passed out in subway trains and surface cars warning those who wear them of the menace
they are to others. 'rhe women interested say that many
thousands of the slips could be circulated to good effect
in that way, and many have prorrussed to pass them out.
As the depa rtment has !1 large bundle of the spitting and
smoking nuisance slips ready to be passed out in such a
manner, it was suggested that there would be no drawback if the women wanted to busy themselves distributing
them. The hatpin proposition, however, has not been
looked on with any official recognition yet.

'l'hc old convict prison ship Success, built in :\Ioulmein,
Hriti~h East lnclia, in 1790 will :;ail for ~ew York from
Lancas ter, England, in a few days, according to announc:ement jn.t made. She is one of the most historic vessels
in the world, achieving unenviable notoriety when purcha::Jed by the Brifo:h Government for a prison hip in
18.33 and anchored in Sydney Harbor as a rloating convict
prison. The feel ing again~ t her became so strong that
she was scuttled in Syd1w_r Harbor, bi1t afterward raised
and found to be in a state oJ' complete preserrntion, with
all dungeons, iron s and punishment apparatw,. She is
being overhauled and fittecl ,,,ith wireless for her voyage
to America.
D1,1ring the lifetime of K H. Harriman he desired to
purchase Janos of Richard 11. Cunningham at Southfield,,
N. Y. Of thirty owner s Cunningham was the only one
to decline. 'fhe lands purchased in the tracts refrrred
to were, after the dt'ath of :\Ir Harriman, deeded to lhe
Interstate Palisade Park Commission for use as a boulevard antl public park. 'fhe refusal of Cunningham to
sell made possibl e only a narrow roadway connecting the
lands on the north and south of the Cunningham estate.
His death recently will now enable t he commission to
secure the 400 acres, thereby straightening and widening
the boulevard. Cunningham was a bachelor, and for
many years '1·as superintendent of a foundry at South-,
fields.
The latest financial wrinkle in Boston banking drc:les
is to have your finge r print taken before you draw money
from your bank. This is no ·police record or crim inal
process, but a new plan for the identification of depo,itors which has just been installed in the ·Wildey f:lavinga
Bank. It is to be used when customers cannot wri.te or
1
when the signature is not legible. 'l he polite clerk nt
the Wildey Savings Bank finger print window will give
you a slightly inked glass . " 'Ink' your :fingers here,'' he
will r eq uest. You "ink" your finger tips, then pres.,
tb em on paper and the bank has your finger signature,
which never varies and cannot be forged. The other
banking institutions are watching the innovation with interest, and if it proves a success they will adopt it.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
GERMANY OUR CHIEF RIVAL.
Twentv uilliou dollars is tlte value or the present annual output of American factorjes, the total haYing ju.:lt
doubled <luring the last ten years, according to a Commerce anc1 Labor Department esilmaie.
E.·ports from the Unitecl States in 1911 amounted to
over $2,013,500,000, of which $900,000,000 was in manu iad:mes. 'l'his, the department points out, shows that
the uulk of the esport trade is acquired through uo selling effort, but is due to the fact that foreign l.rnyers cpme
to America for cotton, corn and wheat that they must
have.
Germany is credited with being the greatest rival of
the United States in commerce.
COWBOY BlLLIARDS A'r UNION LEAGUE.
Edward H. Johnson defeated Senator J . .ilarcus in a
game of cowboy billiards, :for the chalnpionship, which
was decided at the Union League Club, 'rhirty-ninth
street and Fifth avenue, New York, recently, by the score
of 100 to G8. Cowboy pool is a game rarely wilne>ssed in
this city. It is very much on the style . of English billiards, the number of balls on the table being four, the
cue ball, the one bull, the three ball and the :five ball. If
the participant in the game makes a billiard carrom it
counts one. If he pockets the one ball it counts one, the
three ball, three; and the :five ball, five. In the ·e vent
of a scratch the player forfeits all the points he has made
before scratching.

Before the railroaJ work was done the mouth o.f the
Bear River was several thon.;and feet wi(le. The engineers, however, dc(;ided that 600 feet of channel would
be sufficiellt for its waters. Accordingly much earth and
stone wNe tlumpcLl in on eii.her siue and well buck along
it,; course until the narrowing had been accomplished. A
trestle was then bullt across the stream.
'l'his plan provetl excel lent in oruinury times, £or the
Bear Hivcr, which is forced to give much ~f its wnte1· for
irrigation, found plenty of room to empty it..elf. The
spring floods, however, have been cutting for some time
inlo the new banks, ancl recent flood ,~aters have dug
la rge holes into the ends of. the embankment uncler the
supports o( the trestle. At times the piles have been
li:fted up by the water. It may be that other large sum8
of money will haYe to be paid out before the river can
really be con.trolled at high water time.

SEEKS A IiONG LOST MINE.
Syai.ematic search for a rich gold ledge that is known
to be in Custer Cou nty is to be made this spring by a
party that is otganizing at Salmon City, undei: the leadership of Danie.[ Murphy, a miner.
Resi<lents of Ouster County have known for years of
tha ex·i:;tence of the go1d ledge and many persons have
sought it. It was found in 1884 by a German prospector
whose name is not now remembered. 'l'his man had made
a d ,mp on what is known as Valley Creek. Hia horses
strayed in the night and next morning he trailed them
and found two and took them back to camp. A third
one had gone further and he finally found it dead in a
tangle of dead timber near a small lake. He turned
KILLS DOG CHASING A D:&ER.
back and within a few steps came upon a ledge of rock
Artiste De Silva, a teacher, while on his way to a dis- sticking out of the ground. · He broke ofi a piece of the
tric~ school in the headwaters of the Beaver Kill, Mar- rock and dropped it into his prospecting bag. As it was
garetville, N. Y., the other morning, saw a deer coming near dark, he stayed for the night in a deserted cabin
toward him chased by a dog. At every leap the deer near by.
broke through the crust of the snow, while the dog,
He became discouraged over the loss of his horse and
ligliter of foot, gained on his prey. The deer was strug- decided to give up prospecting for that year. He went
gling so hard that it clid not notice the school-teacher, to Virginia City, Nev., and entered business. Re threw
and passed within a few fee t of him.
aside the prospecting bag and forgot the sample he had
Pitying the deer, De SilYa looked for a stone to throw taken from the ledge in Custer. It was not until 1893,
at the dog, but could :find none because of the snow. A when the hard times made him decide fo take to the
large club was close at hand, however, and the teacher mountains again, that be looked at bis prospecting bag.
grabbed it in time to bring it down on the head of the There he found the sample. He had it assayed and it
dog, killing it instantly.
showed $800 gold to the ton.
The deer was soon safe in the hills.
H·e gathered up what money he could ancl returned to
' Ouster County. For several years he searche<l. for the
LUCIN CU'rOFF IN DiiNGER.
ledge but his money finally gave out and he returned to
Lucin cutoff-the great railroad work on which E . H. N cvada to get more. At one time William J. Bowen, who
Iarriman spent millions of dollars in order to drive a · was with him, found an old cabin which he recognized
ievel route across the Great Salt Lake and save the rough as the one in which he hacl slept, but neither could find
journey around the northern encl of it- is now agai n in th~ led_ge of golu.
danger. A force of men h::is been ~cl1t to the point where
1\lr. Murphy ha3 1enrnCfl al l he roulrl of i.he ledge from
the roar! crosses the moutll of thr Bear J{iver in order to per~ons who aiderl the olil prospector in his ~earch and
strengtb en the roH<lway there in antJcip r, tion of th e ih wbolc colmii'v in the twi ghbor hood dc~cribccl will be
spring floods.
miirntely covered by him.

VALUES FROM $1.00 to $3.00
KNOT SCARFPl'N

·

Roman gold finish. Set with French
diamondw. Will wear for years.

INITIALNlft~t~a~lest,':~~
Tlce:1ble ,vatob fob in tbe world.
Makes a. bit anywbere; &tbra.ots
attention beoa.use it oa.rclea &n air
of Western romance. Made wltbIn gnn-sboL of the famous "A.la•

Send 25 cents in coin.

m~j~ 1~[u~:ie

west.

(Butterfly)

Holster ot good le&tber, metal
gnn, slipped Inside re&dy to be

Roman gold finish. Jllue enamel.
French diamond. Equal m appearance
to ' one worth $25.00, Warranted to

wear.

pulled.
•
Hol•t~r branded 'W'ltb your
own lnlthd. ,vhJt!.h adda an.
air of'lndlvldua.Uty.

Send 25 cents in coin.

A t40VELTY

WATCH FOB
Gold finish, extra quality. Shows ten
dollars in value. A special offer for a
limited time. Guaranteed in value.
Send 25 cents in coin.

Appreciated by young and old ot

both sexee. Send .5t& cent• to•
clay and receive one of these
nntque lobe by return m&tl. One
dolln.r will brine 5 tOba.

In-

teresting souveotr of 8an A..n•
tonJo, Texa1, wJtb each one

doll&r order.

CUFF BUTTONS
Rolled gold. Will wear
for years. See cuts, N 0thins like this offer at the
price.
·

UAIIIO LEATHER&. NOVELTY CO., Duk F. T., Sin AnlaftlD, T1111

I will send my 25c book

B

STRONG ARMS

Cut R, 25 cents per pa\r.
Cut M, so cents per patr.
The extr-1 char~e is ror
monoeram.
SCROLL RING
x
Latest scroll design. Rolled plate.
Gold signet ring. Hand engraved with
an}' initial desired. Engraving alone
will cost that much.
Our price 15 cents only,

For l0cinetampaorcoin

Illustrated with 20 full-page
half-tone cuts showing exercises
that will quickly develop, beautify
and g:ain great strenitth in your
shoulders. arms and liands without any apparatus,

Do You Want a Rifle
~IIJE

big game rifle that the
famous hunters use?
The No. 6 single ahot has
tapered barrel, case-hardened
frame, genuine walnut stock and
fore-end, rifle butt plate, rear aod
tang peep sight.
Shoots .22 short, .ff long and
.22 long rifle cartridges. Also
made to shoot _gg short rim-fire
cartridges.
You 'Il actually be surprised at
its moderate price. ABk your
dealer.
FREE-Sdoftargd3. Write to-Jay

SELECT GYMNASIUM

1788 Barker Bldg.,

FULTON JEWELRY SHOP

110 West 42d Street

New York City

Jltear 6th AYe,, New York

AN UNHEARD-OF OFFER :::..:i~i;".~:ret;t.°':iV.i

I rive personally individual

16 Be1Lutlful views of New York City !or 16 cents.

instructions for health and
stre11rtli at my select ,-yninasium
Eatabliohed26)'eaninNewYork

BEN LEVY, 4.9 Haldoa Laae, New York.

Paek or 91,000 Stace Billa
and preaent, J0c; a p1Lcka, •oe.
GREENBACKS Sentl
r&r a paek. and ehow
the bey• what n. WAD yon carry.
c . .AL, Nloh•l•, Jr,, B•x 90, Clllll, New Tork.

CAMERA &COMPLETEplclurH
OUTFIT
1
25c= !1.~:~· c:be~:~.:
Tab•

-

IH

K

IH,

~lfJlt;I/1&

eHd oa1111ra and coaple\.e

ouUl.i •f p)•iet, ri•~r, obemk&l.1, &c.

-the perfe~t shootind combination

P\t,Tui!ES of land,rapet, build·

REMINGTON ARMS-UNION
METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.

bilb ::p1i!i ::.!'9~~i:1: ~n":b

tns1_i.Crlond1, &o. All IODi f;r onl:r i6c (1Unr) or 8 for 100°

C11mera Supply Co., Dept. A, Frencbtowa, N. J.

•

,

as accurate and reliable
Ill the world-renowned

PROF. ANTHONY BARKER

Send all Drders to
96 Fulton Stroot

~r~::a•c~!;'i~;rs

equipment. Remlnlscent o! tbe
woolly days of tbe great South-

LADIES' BROOCH

t~9 Bfl:OADWAY
New York City

LAUGHING CA.MERA.,
Everybody g-rotesquel:,
photographed: stout peo•
pie look thin, and vice
veraa.

ThTnew.22

"LESMOK"

·

Prlce, 2Gc. poatpald,
WOLFF NOVELTY CO.,
29 W. 26th St,, N- Y.

.JAPANESE TRICK KNIFEYou can ahow the knife and
tnatantly draw it acrosB your
finger, apparently cutting deep
Into the flesh. The red blood
a1>peo.rs on the blade o! the
knife, glvtnir a startling elte~t
to the spectators. The kn!re

Canrid,tes

Maka $20 a Day
with ourwondo:-fnlChampfon Platuro
Machin-. T&kee, develops, dnl1Ues
pb.otolnholtmtnutei BOOanhour.
No dark room. &per~nce unnecusary. Photo Post Cards and Button:,

BARE POSTAGE STA.MI'S
Oul· packages are the beat, ae
each contains at leaet 2 rare
ones, worth the price ot the
whole lot.
Start a collection.
In time it will grow very val•
uab1e.
Every known variety
of foreign and domestic atampo

,' ~t~~•m&';~!~U
J~T1:a~~l B~r.;
profits. Be your own bose. Write

for Free Book, Teettmontata. etc.
A•t:RIGAN IIIINUTIJ: PllOTO GO,
-ac.rNelloo Biko
Chlcaco, Ill.

11 romoved and the ftnger ii

In these packages.

found In irood condition. Quite an eltectlve
11luolon_
Price 10c. each by mall.
WOLFF NOVELTY 00., 29 W. ~Ith St., N. Y,

THE FLtJTOPHONE.
A new muetcal

Fifty va.•

rietfes for 5 cents: one
hundred.
10 cents· two hundred, 20 cents ; three hun•
dred 35'cents· five hundred, $1.25i one 'thouaand' $3 25, t,.,;o thouaand, $18.00; 1,000 mixed
lot, 25 c·ent's. All in good condition and wortla
twice the amount we ask.
\VOU'J-' JSO\'ELTY CO., 29 W, 28th St., N. 'L

ln-

atrument, producing the

sweetest dulcet tones ot
the tlute.
The upper
part of the inatrument
to placed In the mouth,
the lips covering the

?!.~J.R.E.!~.<?!I.!! 15c

Theri by blowing gently

..u.r.

openings In the centre.

upon

tt

you

can

play

111.ny tune desired as easily as whtatung. But
little practice la required to become a finished

r~.:r~

1Ue~Tm";:~d·~~u;:td otriifi81t~·.t~~~tt~~I~

with each Instrument.

Price, 15c., or 2 tor

:115c., by mall, postpaid.
A, A. WABFQ1'D, 11 Ba.rt St., Brooklyn, N, 'I'.

nrnnJ1b: iuhb~redorJVNll•J•" Loob••ll, .,.. ,.

-.ell and ple1'30L J>raw1 attf:at!on CT*'71'hert. Prlo. oaJ7
l&oor2fvr:!bo;1'onh mo:-•. Wbot..i:J•:lt fcr.,1 .00,._B!I

W. E. HILLPOT, Frenchtown, N. J,

CACHOO OB SNEEZING POWDEJI.
~

•

~
. _
,.._

comes from,

The greatest tun-maker ot
, hem a.II. A amall &mount
ot this powder, when blown
in a room, will cause

sneeze

everyone to
without
anyone knowing where it
It la very light, wlll float in the

:~d t:~r:::.n~tt!~~o~~d I~ fs ~::;ec~~r;yh::!~
6

8

Jess. Cachoo ts put up in bottles, and one
bottle contains enough to be used from 10 to
16 limes. Price, by mall, · 10c. each: S tor 250.
WOLFli' ~OV&LT1' 00- 211 W. 21th 8t., N. Y.

GOOD Lt'CK BA1;KS.
Ornamental as well as useful.
Made o( highly n ickeled bra••·

When
Ren1atns
fl11ed :t openB itsel f.
locked until refill ed. Can be used
n!. 4, wrtchC"ha1·m. :Money refund·
It hclC:s just One Dollar.

, Price, 10c.
ed if no t satisfied.
by ma.II.
1,. SENAREXS.
Sit Winthrop St., Brookl~. N. Y.

--·- --·--··----·- - - - - --

NAU, PUZZJ,E.
Made of : m e tal nails
Keep s
linlted t orrethcr,
f6lks

gu essing;

easy

to

take th-em apart when you
Directions
h o,..~·.
kno~Y
with c Yery one.
Price, Cc •• postpaid.
lfOLFF NOVEL'l'l: CO. , 29 W. 26th St., N. l'.

TUE l\IAGIC NAIL.
A rom1no.n natl

ta

gh·en

f or examination. and then in-

shown pierced through
the finger; · and yet. when
tahn out, the tlnger Is found
to be perfectly uninjured.
a.nrl the nan is a gain given

stn.1 t1y

~o be examined.

7':h. cly finish ed.

Pri ce. lOe. by mall, postpaid,
J. KE:SNCUl:, ao~ West 127th :SL, N. Y .

GOOD LUCK PUZZLE.
It consists of three horseto geth ~r .
fasten ed
~hoes
..,._..,.,.._...,__..._..
Only a very crever P"" r30 il
can take oft the closed
h orseshoe from the ttvo
But i t
link d horseshoes.
ca.~1 b~ done in a mf'ment 't'.' hen the se cret ls

aD

0

kno9i•n . Price. h y mail, 10c. "'a(" h.
H. I'. LA..._U , 216 Walworth St., l!'kl;rn, N . Y.

ROL'GH RIDER DISC PISTOLS.
Made of nicely col')red wood 5~i inc hf's
The po.wer I•
long.
furnish ed by ru bber
bands. Ten discs o!
cardboard

1\"ith

ea.... h

pistol. .Price, 6c . each,
po•tpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 20 W. 26th St .. N. Y,

----·--·---- - - ----

1:UITATION GIANT DIAMONDS.
Di'1mond rings or •tuds of
half-inch and one Inc h In
diameter a.re heard of in
st,,ries only. We have them
.
Imitated by prodiglou.t sparkJing stones which will decei ·c
the glance o! any spectator.
Frlce by mail, po•tpald, small
elze, 26e. each : large sI,,e, 8i'ic. e~ch.
H. r. LAl'IG. 2 1;; Wnlwortb St., B'l<l;rn ., N. Y.

Y

lllA<iIC PUZZLE
K,EYS.
Two l<eys Interlock·
ed In su ch

a manner

it s eem s Impossible to
but
them,
separate
"'hen ]earned it is
east Iy done.
Price, 6c., pogtpald,
WOLFF NO,'}; LTY CO.,:?:> W. 26th St.. N. Y.

I

eeo

LINK THE Lnm'. PCZZLE,
THE llIAGIC CIGAR CASE.
'fne senoatlon ot lhe da~·.
A beautiful and perPronounced by all, the mo•t
fe e t cigar case, made
baffling and scientific no\'el( 1
of imitation alligator
out. Thousands have ,vorkeJ.
and nea.lskfn leather;
at it for hours without maeworth a quarter as a
It tering it, still ft · can be d one in two se conds
cfgar oase a.Jone.
can be shown full of . hy giving the llnl,s the proper t w ist. bnt unC'igar8 and instantly I less you know how, th e harder you twis t thPnl
handed to a person, the tighter they grow. Price. 6c.; 3 !or 1:;c.:
'lvho, UpC'ln opening It, flnds only an empty o ne dozen, 5th!., by maH, postpa1d.
d~~'\;le r:s~. ~':,'°a_ ~:~ :e ~~~r'i,\e~P~~I~ :;don! WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
In the secret. Fu ll printed instruct.ions sent
W INDOW SMASHERS.
with each case. EYer:v emoker should have
Th~ greatest sens'.lllon, .1 uat
one. Price, 20e.; :! !or 35c. by mo.ii, r,<,stpaid;
from Paris. A most wo nder 0
·121tb St., N. Y.
on5. di1~~Nb£J.if~ ~·o·t
{,'~~ake1~~~t f~~lln~ s~~~hlL!1:
'

,~t\

NORWEGIAN i\IOt;SE.
A Yel·y large gray n1ouse,
mE:o:a1mring 8 In ca.es from tip
The
pf nose to end of tall.
br: dy o! mouse Is hollow.
Place your nrat nnger In his
bod y, and then by 1novlng you r
finger up and do,vn, the mouse
8
~n~:rr~nnji:mupwh~~~
th~re are ladle•. with the
mouse runn·~1g up your sl eeve,
a nd you wtll see a rnplr1 B"attcrini; o! the ralr sex. Many
p r actical jokes can be perpetrated n·lth this •mall r odent.
Price, !Ot·. : ::l :tor 20<-. nutlli=-d . postpa.ld.
H. 1·. LA.."'IIG, 21;; " ' altvot·lb St., B'klyn, N. Y.

!fe~~-~~

'l,'~e,:,:.;,:

\;~~·:: ~h';;~\~t,~c~~~{e
el;1n1 th e door shut and at
th e same ttme throw the
discs to the floor. Every pane o f glass In the
house will at once i:eem to have been shattered. Price, by m ail, postpaid, S5c., a &et
of st:x plates.
H. F. LA.NG, :us Wal1Vortb St. , B 'k lyn , N. Y.
·

'
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-- ----

Flt;UTI:,G RO OSTERS.
J\ full blooded pair o r
cocl'l'.ft.
g a.me
fl sh ting
These llllputian fight ers
~
ha,·e real feathers, yellow
legs a nd fiery r ed coml)s,
th et r movements wh~n
·
; ·
fighting are perfectl y natural and lifelike, and lh~
secret of their movemen ts
- ~ ~- - - - ·-· ·- - - - is known only to the operator, who can caus-.,
A NEW SQUIRT BADGE.
Great tun !or the mil· them to battle w ith ea.ch other as oiten
wbar It In your ~~gtf,;'glog;oc~f,.~T!~ret1~./n~e,B_~~cl~-~;.y°fp~~;t';
lion I
buttonhole and then press mantel ornaments. Pri ce for the pe.lr In a
th e bulb and watch th& strong box. 10c.; S pairs to r 25c. by mall,
postpaid.
other fellow run.
Price, Uo. WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. l:6th St., N. Y.
J. KENNEDY.
303 \¥est 127th St., N. Y.
'.l'HF; ELK-HEAD PUZZLE.
,Tust out, and one of the
fii~stm!~:;t1at¥1te ~~~z~{e~s ~~
•eparat& the antlers and re join them. It look• easy, but
try It and you will admit that
It Is w i thout exception the best
puzzle y ou have ever •een. Tou can't leave
It alone. Mad e or silvered m e tal.
Id
11
t b
0
Y ma ' postpa .
. P r j ce, 12c.; 3 f or ~ c., sen
H. F . LA.NG, 215 \Val worth St., B 'Wyn, N. Y.
0

l\IA.RBLE VASE.
A clever and puzzling etrect,
easy to do ; the a.pparatus can
be minutely examined. Effect:
A marble can be made tf, pass
from the hand into the closed
Yase, which a moment be!or<>
waa shown empty. This Is a.
beautiful enameled turn ed wood vase.
Price. 20c.
M. O'NEILL, i25 W. 116th St., N. Y.
THE MAGNETIC TOP.
hlth1r~~~~'!'te(zerett:i:
A horseshoe and & spiral
with
furnished
wire
each top. When spun
n ext to the wire•. they
make the most surprisYou
ing move1nenta.

THE JL\ll'L.._G .l:' ROG.
'l' hl G little novelty creat~!
Its
a world or laughter.
can make wires or dttchief attracti ve nc:--::s is that
t'erent shapes and get
it trk es a few s eco nds bethe most peculiar erfo re iE-aping- hi g h In the air,
fec ta. Price, 5c., post~o that wh e n s@t. Yery 1nnopaid.
c~ntly alnns- side or a n unsuspe c tin s perE:011 . L. Senarens, 3<l7 Winthrop Sf.. Bro<>kl:,n, N. Y.
he is 1mclde11ly !iftartled by iho wond e r rul
a,ctiYJt y of thjs fr orr. I'rlce, lOc. each by n1ail - - - -- -ANARCHIST BOMBS . .
postpaid.
H. :It. LA.NG, Zll \\~alworlb, St., J!.'ldyn. N. Y.
vl:fil~~Yan~e C ~n:,ata r~as:

-TKE PEG

JUMPER.- - - - A very effective
~~ pocket trick, easily
~ ~~y ~ene.pei1o;;,'f,;'1~tu~~
paddle is shown. Cen ~
tra.l hol es are lirilled through It. A wooden
peg I• Insi de of the upper h o le. Showing no w
both side s of the paddle, the performer causes,
by simply breathing upon It, the peg to lea,'&
the uppe r h o le, and appear In th e middle OI!O·
Then It .lumps to the lowe r hole, ha.ck to tne
middle one, and la stly to the upper hole.
Both sides ot the paddle are repeatedly shown.
Pri ce by mall, 15c.
J. KENNEDY, 303 West 12~tb St., N. Y.
DEAD SHOT SQUIRT PISTOL.
It you shoot a man
with this "gun" he will
b~ too mad to a ccept
·
~
. J: ~ 'he ancient excuse-"I
didn't know it was
loa.ded." It loads eastly
with a full charge of
water, and taking aim, pre•• the rubber bulb
at the butt of the Pistol, when a 1mall stream

>

f~h;·;t:! J~

st't.~~t~~ f~t~o~\:e/a;g~r i~~ 1;,.';sJ
run. There are loads ot tun" in thte wicked
little joker, which looks like a real revolver,
trigger, cock. chambers, barrel and a.II. Price
only 7c.; 4 {or 25c.; one dozen 60c. by mall
0

post naid.

U. J,'. LANG, 215 Walworth St., B'klyn, N. Y.
THE HIDEOUS SPIDEB,
Fun !or everybody .,,. ith one of
t h e s e ha ndsome
His body
bru t es.
Is 3 Inches long,
beautlfully enameled gr e e n , with
while rid ges, yel low speckles. bulging eyes, ancl a hlg r~d
~;rr~t~ri~-=~
f;leie::. ~~d~d
A dark, lnvlslble thread attach ed to his hody
lets you shake him In the air before your
, friends' eyes, when the legs wiggle In a most
natural, H!ellke manner. Guaranteed to make
any lady howl and t o s care the bravest h ero
on earth out of hls boots.
Price by mall, 10c. each.
1
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St .• N. Y.

~;~~\·t

or~~xi~\~

chemical thn.t
produces a h O rr i b 1 e
odor. When dropped In
a r oom, they will make
ever Y person pre3ent
rush out, holding thetr
s
In a few minnoses.
,
utes the smell will dl•1
etfeeft~ec~i:a;~;
an\~
of
danger
less. No
risk Is that your frien d s may make you smell
l\llNIATURE COlllPASS CHARM.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 \V, 20th St .. N. Y. one of the bombs yourself, It th ey catch you.
A beautiful charm, to be
•
];'.rice, lOc._ a box, or a Co~ 25c.
worn on th e watch chain. It
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., ~9 W. 26th St., N. Y.
COIDC.l l i, U~NY FACES.
~ consists of a true and perfect
THJ:: CRO~ · STYLO. --- ·- This g-en -..: Ine laugh producer is
~~~p~ss,a t~,~~/cha isp~,~t:i~~i
~Inde of aluminum, .
.
made o r nice ly colored cardboard.
mtt.gnlfytng glass. When n o t
·
A sharp, bent hook is at the back ~~ satin finish. ,;ua.ran- j
teod not to leak . This Jn uso the ma.gnl!ylng glass fits closely Inside
·
to attach it to the Jape ! or you r
stylogr aphic tnk pen- l t he compa ss and ts not seen. The compass Js
coat. Hide one hand under the
Jt can not cor- protected b}· a blaas crystal. and is bandtap e~ and twitch the sn1all, black cil is made on a. new plan.
thread. It will cause a red tongue rode and w ill outlast and outclass a.ny slm1 - somely sl!vcr-nlckel plated and bu1·nishe:cl, p1·eHere
to dart In and out o! the mouth in ln.r pencil on th e market. It Is a splendid J sentlng a Ye ry attractive a.ppea..rance.
the most comjcal n1anne1· in1ag-inable at the ·w r ite r, and is easlly kept In order. 1.;;aeh ono you have a reliable compass , a powerful magword of command . It is very mystlry!ng, and pa<·ked with a filler, and a clip to hold it n! tying g lnss, :1.nd a handsome charm. all in
one. It ls a P nrlsio n novelty, entirely new.
in your vest pocket.
never fails to pro,-,uce a h earty laugh.
Price, 2:Sc. oach. postpaid. P r ice, 20c. by mail. -oostoald
Price, 6c. each by mall.
8. F. LANO, ZU Walworth St., B'klyn, N. Y. ll. 1', LA......_G, 21ii Walwortn l!t., .[,'Ii.Iyo, lS. Y. I u . l ,.. l..~:St,, ~1.1 Walworth St., B'kl~u. JS. Y.
1I q u t d

ALUl\IDiUl\1 DUIKIUNG CUPS.
These h an(1 s ome little cu ps are
vAry h and ~ in size, do not lealc, a.i1d
'\\' h e n comare Satlr finished.
pressed, can be carried in th e vest
pocket. They ho?d a sood quantitv
or liquid, and are very strong, lfghi.,
:::;;:.,- t~\cl~urable. Pelee , 14c. each, post-

pee:ir·

'~V

.,_,
No. 1.

NAPOLEON'S OBACULUll AND

J>BJ!:AM BOOK.-Conta.ining the grea.t oracle

ot human destiny; also the true meaning of
almost any kind of drea.ms, together with
eharms, ceremonies, a.nd curious ga.mes of
cards.
N o . 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The great
book or magic and card tricks, containing full
inatruction on all the leading card tricks of
the day, alao the most popular magical musions as performed by our leading magicians;
every boy should obtain a copy of this book.
No. 3. HOW 'J.'0 FLIR'l'.-The arts and
wiles of flirtation are fully explained by this
little book. Besides the various methods of
handkerchiet, fan, glove, parasol, window and
hat flirtation, it contains a full list of the
language and sentiment of flowers.
No. 4. HO\V 'J.'0 DANCE is the title of
this little book. It contains full Instructions
In the art of dancing, etiquette in the ballroom and at par.ties, how to dress, and full
directions for calling off in all popular square
dances.
No. 5. HOW TO lllAKE LOVE.-A complete guide to love, courtship and marriage,
giving sensible advice, rules and etiquette to
be observed.
No. 6. HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.
-Giving full instruction for the use or dumbbells, Indian clubs, parallel bars, horizontal
bars and various other methods o! developing
a good, healthy muscle; containing over sixty
ilJustrattons.
•
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-HandB<>mely Illustrated and containing full lnstructlons !or the management and training of the
canary, mockingbird, bobolink, blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
No. 9. HOW TO BECOllIE A VENTRILOQUIST.-By Harry Kennedy, Every intelligent boy reading this book of instructions can
maeter the art, and create any amount o! fun
tor himself and friends.
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The a.rt o! selldefense made easy. Containing over thirty
Illustrations of guards, blows, and the different position& of a good boxer. Every boy
ohould obtain one or these useful a.nd lnstructlve books, as It will teach you how to box
wlNth o_u t .anH inWstrTu ct~J;..ITE LOVE-LETTERS.
0 11
0
0
-A moat ·complete 1ittle book, containing full
directions tor writing - Jove-letters, -and -when
to use them, giving specimen letters tor
ye~~~ ffd
TO WRITE LETTERS TO
LADIES.-Glving complete lnstrflctlons for
writing letters to ladles on all subjects; also
1
)e~e;_s
~o~u~~ni>0°i~; a8i\. rB<JJi>~s. OF
ETJQUJ,,"TTE.-It Is a great life secret, and
one that every young man deelres to know a.II
abont. There's happiness In It.
No. 14. BOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A complete hand-book for making all I kinds o!
candy, ice-cream, syrups, essences, etc., etc.
,
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.
-One ot the brightest and most valuable
little books ever given to the world. Everybody wishes to know how to become beautlful, both male and female.
The secret is
simple, and almost costless.
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A complete compendium o!
1
1
f1~'::s~s, e:f.~rt:~1t'~abl~ ~~~er; ::\~r cg:.° a.r!!.~~:=
)'oom entertainment.
No 21. HO\V TO HUNT AND FISH.-The
most complete hunting and fishing guide ever
published. · It contains lull Instructions abol\t
guns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping and fishIng, together with description of game and
fish.
No. 22. HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.Heller'& second sight explained by his tormer
assistant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining. how the
secret dialogues were carried on between the
magician and the boy on the stage; also glvIng all the codes and signals.
No. 23 _ HO\V TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.This little
book gives the explanation to all
kinds of dreams, together with lucky and
unlucky days.
No. 24. HO\V TO WRITE LETTERS TO
GEN'fLEMEN.- Co tainlng full directions tor
writing to gentlem e n on all subjects.
INAST
No. 25 · How To BEcolllE A GYJI
Containing full Instructions for all kinds .ot
gymnastic sports and athletic exercises. EmbraNc 1n. g _thHlr tyW-flvTe 11R1u sWtra, tSloAJLns. AND BUILD
26
0
0
0
0
A BOAT.-Fully Illustrated. Full Instructions
a.re given In this little book, together with intructlons
on
swimming
and riding, companion
S

:Jiw

1i:

sp~i~ 2t,r. bj'lJ~gTO RECITE AND BOOK OF
popular
RECITATIONS.-Contalnlng theD most
h di I t
;'i!~~~nsdl~~ec~~e, y~~~:ls~;d :/'r~;h dfafecct
pleoes, together with many standard readings.
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.Everyone Is desirous of knowing what his
tutu re life will r;~ng forth, 7het1yr happlnte,,s,~
or misery, wea I ~fttfovber
ou can
byN! gion~o'tir ~Os BECOll~ AN INVENTOR.
-Ev0ry,-boy should know how Inventions origlnated
This book explains them all giving
examp.les In electricity, hydraulics, ::nagnetIsm, optics, pneumatics, mechanics, etc.

k"

No. Be. HOW TO CO OK.-One of the most
instructive books on cooking ever published.
It contains recipes for cooking meats, fish,
ga.me, a.nd oysters; a.lso pies, puddings, cakes
and a.II kinds of pa.stry, and a grand collection of recipes.
No. 31. HOW TO BECOlllE A SPEAKER.
-Containing fourteen Illustrations, giving the
different positions requisite to become a good
speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also containlng gems from all the popular authors of
prose and poetry.
No. 32. HOW TO BEJ:{AVE.-Containing
the rules and etiquette ot good society and
the easiest and most approved methods of
appearing to good advantage at parties, balls,
the theatre, church, and in the drawing-room.
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAl\IES.-A complete and useful little book, containing the
rules and regulations of billiards, bagatelle,
backgammon, croquet, dominoe s, etc.
No. 36. HOW 'J.'0 SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.
-Containing all the leading conundrums ot
the day, amusing riddles, curious catches and
witty sayings.
No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN
DOCTOR.-A wonderful book, containing useful and practical Information in the treatment
of ordinary diseases and ailments common to
every family. Abounding in useful and effecUve recipes for general c omplaints.
No. 30. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY,
PIGEONS AND RABBITS.-A useful and instructlve book.
Handsomely illustrate d.
No. 40 . . HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.
-Including hints on how to catch moles,
weasels, otter, rats, squirrels and birds. Also
how to cure skins. Copiously Illustrated.
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW l'ORK END
llIEN'S JOKE BOOK.-Containing a great va.riety o! the latest Jokes used by the most
famous end men.
No amateur minstrels ts
complete without this wonder!ul little book.
No. 42. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK
STUMP SPEAKER.-Contalning a varied asaortment ot stump speeches, Negro, Dutch and
Irish. Also end men's Jokes.
No. 43. HOW TO BECOlllE A MAGICIAN.
-Containing the grandest assortment ot mag!cal Illusions ever placed before the public.
Also tricks with cards, incantations. etc.
No. O.
HOW TO WRITE IN AN AL!~ffhleAfo~r!~~ f1~!c~ig i!ca"!"i1:r:';"'er::;:~~
Ing Lines ot Love, Affection, Sentiment, Humor, Respect, and Condolence; also Verses
1
0
su;:.b't/
~ii~ls oi.!dN-:~d4'()~K l\11NSTREL GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK.-Some-

i-Jj:

~~~~~d n~:taf:dthi:r~o~k.tr~~tttt e. co:t~i~~

~ift

Instructions tor organizing an amateur minstrel troupe.
No. 46. HOW TO lllAKE AND USE ELECTUICITY.-A description ot the wonder!ul
uses ot electricity and electro magnetism; together with full instructions tor making Electric Toys, Batteries, etc. By George Trebel,
A, M., M. D. Containing- over fl!ty lllustraI0
t
48. HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL
CANOES.-A handy book for boy1, containing
full directions for constructing canoes and the
most popular manner o! sailing them. Fully
Illustrated.
fo~ 0.;0
6:;'~WdJ,~te1.:,E!-*~!.;;1~~ln ds;,b~~~es~
questions for discussion, and the best sources
for procuring ln!ormation on the questions
i
g ;:'~· 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND
ANil\lALS.-.A, valuable book, giving lnstructions in collecting, preparing, mounting and
preserving birds, animals and insects.
No. Ill.
BOW TO DO TRICKS WITH
CARDS.-Contalnlng explanations of the genera! principles ot sleight-of-hand applicable
to card 'tricks; or card tricks with ordinary
cards, and not requiring slelght-o!-hand; of
tricks Involving alelght-o!-hand, or the use of
specially prepared cards. Illustrated.
No, 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-Glv!ng
the rules and full directions for playing
Euchre, Cribbage, Casino, Forty-five, Rounce,
Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction Pitch, All
Fours, and many other popular games ot
cards.
No. 53. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A
wonderful little book, telling you how to
write to your sweetheart, your rather, · mother,
slster, brother, employer; and, tn tact, everybody and anyb!)dY you wish to write to.
GE
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND l\lANA
PETS.-Glvlng complete information as to the
manner and method ot raising, keeping, tamIng, breeding, and managing all kinds o! pets;
also giving full Instructions for makl_ng cages,
etc. Fully explained by twenty-eight Illustra.t!ons.
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND
COJNS.-Containing valuable Information rea~~e co~~~'.ect~.fnd:o"~e1:1ti ~::~!te/f
No. 56. HOW TO BEOOllIE AN ENGINEER.-Contalnlng full instructions how to
become a locomotive engineer; also directions
for building a model locomotive; together
with a lull description of everything an englneer should know.
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No. 60. H OW TO BECOME A PHOTOGBA•
PHER.-Conta.lnlng usetul intormation re•
gardlng the Camera and how to wc,rk it; also
how to make Photogra.phic Ma.gic La.ntern
Slides and other Transparencies. Handsomely
Illustrated.
No. 62. HOW TO BECOlllE A WEST POINT
l\llLITARY CADET.-Explalns how to gain
admittance, course ot Study, Examinations,
Duties, Staff ot Officers, Post Guard, Police
Regulations, Fire Department, and all a boy
should know to be a cadet. By Lu Senarens.
No. 68. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL
CADET.-Complete instructions of how to
gain admission to the Annapolis Naval Academy. Also containing the course o! instruclion, description of grounds and buildings,
historical sketch, and everything a boy should
know to become an officer in the United States
Navy. By Lu Senarens.
No. 64. HOW TO l\lAKE ELEC'J'RICAL
MACHINES.-Containing full directions for
making electrical machines, induction coils,
dynamos, and many novel toys to be worked
by el e ctricity. By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully 11lustre.led.
No. 65. l\IDLDOON'S JOKES.-The most
original joke book ever published, and It Is
brimful o! wit and humor.
It contains a
large .collection ot songs, jokes, conundrums,
etc., ot Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, humortal, and practical Joker ot the day.
No. 66. BOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Conta.lntng over three hundred interesting puzzles and
conundrums, with key to same. A complete
book. Fully Illustrated.
No. 67.
HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL
TRICKS.-Containlng a large collection ot instructlve and highly amusing electrical tricks,
together with Illustrations. By A. Anderson.
No. 68. HOW TO DO CHEMICAL TRICKS.
-Contalnlng over one hundred hlghly amusIng and instructive tricks with chemicals. By
A. Anderson. Handsomely Illustrated.
No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT-OF-HAND.
-Containing over fl!ty o! the latest and best
tricks used by magicians. Also containing the
eecret o! second sight. Fully Illustrated.
No. 71.
HOW TO DO lllECHANICAL
TUICKS.-Containlng complete Instructions tor
per!ormlng over sixty Mechanical Tricks.
11
F'W!. i~~tr~o'1\V TO DO SIXTY TRICKS
WITH CARDS.-l!lmbra.clng all o! the latest
and most deceptive ca.rd tricks, with Illustr~~~n7S. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH NUl\1•
BERS,-Showing many curious tricks with
figures and the magic o! numbers. By A. AndeNs:_n74.F~l().JP~ir'Wii iTE LETTERS CORRECTLY.-Contalnlng full Instructions for
writing lettera on almost any subject; also
rules tor punctuation and composition, with
specimen letters.
No. 75. HOW TO BECOlll.H A CONJURER.
-Containing tricks with Dominoes, Dice,
Cups and Balls, Hate, etc. Embracing t-hlrtysix llluetratlons. By A. Anderson.
No. 76. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES BY
THE HAND.-Containing rules for telling
!ortunes by the aid of lines of the hand, or
the secret of palmistry. Also the secret or
telling future events by aid of mole, marks,
sc~!'. e,t,: ii_i)\~raio'1· DO FORTY TRICKS
WITH OARDS.-Contalnlng deceptive Card
Tricks as pertormed by leading conjurers and
rn:,.N:;ol.cl a n_s.BOW TO DO THE BLACK ART.78
Containing a complete description o! the mystertes of Magic and Sleight-of-Hand, together
with many wonder!ul experiments.
By A.
Anderson. ll lustrated.
No. 70. HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.Containing complete Instructions how to make
up ror various characte rs on the stage; together with the duties o! the Stage Manager,
Prompter, Scenic Artist and Property Man'.
No. 80. GUS \VILLIAMS' JOKE BOOK.Containing the latest jokes. anecdotes and
tunny stories ot this world-renowned German
comedian. Sixty-four pages; handsome colored cover containing a halt-tone photo o!
thNe oa.ut8hlo. r.HOW TO MESlllERJZE.-ContalnJng the most approved methods ot mesmerism ;
also how to cure all kinds o! diseases by
animal magnetism, or magnetic healing. By
Prot. Leo Hugo Koch, A.C .S., author of "How
to Hypnotize," etc.
No. 82 _ HOW TO DO PALlllISTRY.-Conf
d
talnlng the most approved me th0 d 8 0 rea Ing the lines on the hand, together with a full
explanation or their meaning. Also explalnIng phrenology, and the key for telling cha.racter by the bumps on the head. By Leo
Hugo Koch, A.C.S. Fully Illustrated.
No. 83. BOW TO . HYPNOTIZE.-Contalnln g
valuable and Instructive Information regard- .
Ing- the science o! hypnotism. Also explain•
Ing the moet approved methods which are
employed b[ the lea.ding hypnotists o! the
84~y HJwHi'~OB~Ci>~c_.& AUTHOR.
-Containing Information regarding choice of
subjects, the use ol words a.Ad the manner of
preparing and sabmttttng manueertpt.
Also
containing valuable ln!ormatlon as to the
neatness. leglbUlty and genera.I composition ot
manusorlpt.
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